Foreword

Tapestry—“a piece of thick textile fabric with pictures or
designs formed by weaving colored weft threads or by Like the Like

Foreword
Like the ceramics of Chuck and Fulden Wissinger, which shape
and give life to the raw materials of nature, experience, and the
imagination, the contributions of this second volume of Tapestry
create art from the raw facts of life. Touchingly beautiful, the
pieces in this volume sometimes lay bare the hurts of the heart,
the daunting search for personhood, the aching desire for
belonging in a place and a nation that are not always kind.
Finding strength in heroic and pioneering women, in families
who worked to better themselves, women who faced personal
challenges, the authors find hope for themselves and the future.
Weaving together photographs and stories of the past with the
fresh voices of today, the contributions tie generations together
and illustrate the continuity of life. Through the variety of art
forms—ceramics, painting, poetry, fiction, ethnographies, even
recipes—the selections piece together a view of life in South
Texas and convert it into an art, an aesthetics that nurtures us.
We find ourselves in the mix of stories, in the ceramic collages
and the tapestry of works that delight, surprise, sadden, and
inspire us, in works that reflect the complexity of life.

Dr. Susan Roberson
Professor of English
Assistant Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
Interim Women and Gender Studies Director
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Cover Page Art: Charles E. Wissinger
Incorporating Two to Create One World
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Charles E. and Sara Fulden Wissinger

Charles E. Wissinger
Artist Statement
All of existence, human activity included, is riveted
together by the press of countervailing forces. Every
action is balanced by a reaction, thus it is prudent to
contemplate long term implications of shortsighted
ventures. Humanity is the faintest of flickers in the
broader spectrum yet what pervasive impact we have
wrought and what are the implications?
The environmental decline, inhumanity and aesthetic blight in which we wallow are selfinflicted. A myopic view of what it is to be human has allowed profit driven expedience to be
elevated to a core cultural value. All existence has been given a price tag. Time has become
money, and the lowest bidder owns the day. Everything and everyone have been relegated to
commodity status. The very essence of being has been offered up on the altar of profit. I doubt
that the lowest bidder built the Taj Mahal, and our time is money obsession would have rendered
Ghiberti’s Gates of Paradise highly improbable in its day. It is my belief that our
money/expedience-laden values have locked us into a genuine dark age I am intrigued by North
American cultures interaction with nature and our simplistic understanding of what it is to be
human. As a society, and as individuals, we have become disassociated from the rest of creation.
With footprints etched on the moon we exhibit little comprehension of our footing within
the broader continuum. We have set ourselves apart from our world; going forth subduing and
having dominion over it, carving it into ever smaller chunks for easy digestion, destabilizing the
closed systems on which we depend. This fractured swirl alienates us from the natural order,
others and ourselves, leaving neurosis and heartache in its wake.
We think, therefore, we aren’t. Spiritual, animal and mythical garments have been shed,
closeted away so as not to impede our rational preoccupation with amassing wealth. Barricaded
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in suburbs, drugged by hundreds of channels, we hide from the whispers of our suppressed
selves. Failure to embrace the total self and the paradoxes in which we live leaves us to wander
in a one-dimensional desert devoid of magic.
Though these concerns are reflected in my work I seldom indulge in literal story telling.
No attempt is made at stridency or evangelism. Instead the intent is to create quiet focal points
that elicit contemplative reflection. Lineal narrative gives way to an interplay of abstract,
symbolic and metaphorical juxtaposition that hopefully reveals the possibility of a richer holistic
way of viewing life.
If I never made another image it would matter very little. Stature gained, as an artist,
however, has allowed me to affect my world in quite meaningful ways. As an artist I can serve
as healer, community builder, and an ambassador. With my art ego checked and no axes to grind
I, as an artist, can move through our segmented society more easily than most, to function as a
bridge builder. This requires every bit as much creativity as the self-indulgent act of art making.
My work meanders across a spectrum of concepts, stylistic approaches, and media: from loosely
narrative to purely abstract; from stoneware mugs to monolithic salt fired sculpture; from
drawing to porcelain to wood, steel, stone and clay mixes; from intimate mythscapes to six meter
high public installations. It may seem a bit scattered, but with scrutiny the common threads
binding the work together become apparent.
In terms of media I find myself increasingly drawn to clay mixed with other materials i.e.
welded steel, wood, stone, bone, found objects, etc. The use of juxtaposed materials is often
more responsive to creative impulse than clay used alone. This is particularly the case when
trying to create a sense of dialectic or opposition as is central to my work. Clay continues, with
its pleasures and pain, to be my preferred medium. Frustration with its cumbersome nature is
outweighed by clay’s inherent ability to capture raw tactile energy. I enjoy walking into new
situations cold without preconceived ideas, sketches, tools etc. to see what happens. I believe an
artist should be able to step outside of preconception to field whatever comes down the pike. For
an image to transcend the mundane it must reflect the universal dynamic balance alluded to
above. Remove this tension and the magic dies and image is reduced to merely craft.
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Fulden Sara-Wissinger
Artist’s Statement
My heritage is European mixed with Byzantine and SeljukOttoman Culture. I grew up in Istanbul, a cosmopolitan
melting pot with 15 million souls. In the broadest sense
Byzantium, Constantinople, Istanbul bridges the Mystical
East and the Pragmatic West. As a person of mixed culture, I
am fascinated by other cultures. Living in one of the world’s
most exotic cultural crossroads created in me a delight for such diversity, and a hunger to venture
into the world to experience ever more.
I attempt to reflect this in my work by fusing together visual elements that have opposing
qualities thus creating harmony out of dissonance. Circumstance dictated that I live in a very
controlled closed environment for much of the time. With two working parents, no close
relatives, and few friends I spent much of my time alone overlooking the magic below, the
chaotic jostle of customs, cultures and religions rubbing against each other.
Some of my most vivid memories are of emerging from my sheltered home to walk hand
in hand with my parents through Istanbul’s world famous Bazaars. I became swiped up in the
sensual soup of sights, smells and sounds, a magical world far removed from my seven story
perch. It has taken quite some time and living half a world away for me to realize just how
profoundly this dichotomy has shaped me.
After a decade working as a graphic designer I decided to turn my visual skills toward
exploring what I am about and how my past has affected me. Quite by accident and very much to
my surprise, I found myself gravitating to clay. For me clay most directly captures fluid energy
while requiring patient methodical manipulation. This in itself stands as a metaphor for the East
West push and pull of Istanbul. I prefer to make wall pieces that use my 2D sensibilities. My
pieces mix motifs from past cultural references with my graphic design background. Thus a
strong graphic style tends to produce focus on crisp geometry, which then is mingled with the
Arabesque fluidity of “Turkish Calligraphy”. Strong texture against clean edges creates a sense
of tension. I view this juxtaposition of rigid geometry and animated organic as a metaphor for the
interplay of opposing forces that enlivens Turkish Culture.
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Charles Wissinger Art Works
Legacy 92
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Eloian Metamorph
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Of Man, Myth and Magic
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On the Wheel of Life and Death
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Cycles of the Stars, Cycles of the Seasons
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Homage
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Gulgong Australia Installation
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Eolian Metaporph, XI, VIII
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Eolian Metaporph
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Sara Fulden Wissinger Art Works
The Tulip Series

Fulden 3: Tulip Series IV .2007. Earthenware Ceramic

The Tulip period (Turkish: Lâle Devri), or "Tulip era" is the traditional name in Ottoman history
for the period 1718 to 1730, when Nevsehirli Damat Ibrahim Pasha was Grand Vizier under
Sultan Ahmed III. It was a relatively peaceful period, and has been considered the period when
the Ottoman Empire began to orient itself towards Europe. The name was applied by early 20th
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century historians, starting with Ahmet Refik, and comes from the contemporary fad for tulips in
Ottoman court society.
During the Tulip Period, the capital Istanbul expanded on the Bosporus. Wealthy residents began
to build alternative residences (yalisi) outside the crowded walled city. The Tulip Period was
traditionally linked to the beginning of Westernization of Ottoman culture. But more recent
studies have instead shown the Tulip Era as a period of revivalism, which looked to both
"classical" 16th century Ottoman society and Safavid Persia. The Ottoman tradition of miniature
albums was revived with the work of the
outstanding miniature painter Levni, who
became the court painter. There was also an
attempt to revive the Ottoman tradition of
ceramics, after the decline of production in
Iznik, with the establishment of new
workshops in Istanbul. In poetry, the poet
Nedîm broke new ground by challenging
the traditional canon while writing in a
classical Ottoman format. The first
Ottoman printing press was established by
the Hungarian convert Ibrahim
Muteferrika, which is considered a
landmark of the period. The end of the
"Tulip Period" was marked by the rebellion
of Patrona Halil in 1730.

Tulip Series V. 2008
Earthenware Ceramic
The Ottoman Empire (1299–1923)
(Old Ottoman Turkish; Devlet-i
Âliye-yi Osmâniyye, Late Ottoman
and Modern Turkish: Osmanli Devleti
or Osmanli Imparatorlugu), was a
Turkish state. The state was known as
the Turkish Empire or Turkey by its
contemporaries.
(See
the other names
Tulip
Series VI. 2007.
Earthenware
Ceramic
of the Ottoman State.) It was
succeeded by the Republic of Turkey,
which was officially proclaimed on
October 29, 1923.
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Turkish Tortilla Series

Turkish Tortilla Series. 2009. I. Turkish Tortilla
Earthenware Ceramics
Earthenware Ceramics
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Turkish Tortilla Series. 2010. I. Turkish Tortilla
Earthenware Ceramics
Earthenware Ceramics
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Turkish Tortilla Series. 2012. Earthenware Ceramics and mix media
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Charles and Fulden Wissinger
The Two of Us Series
The Evil Eye

22

23

Look at Me Series

Ceramic Mixed Medium

24

Ceramic Mixed Medium
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Ceramic Mixed Medium
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Continuing the Legacy:
The Minten Sisters Celebrate Christmas and Life
Jenni Vinson, Tapestry Editor
February 10, 2017

Pieter (Peter) John Minten (1864-1935) was born in the Netherlands. His family emig

rated to the United States when he was five in 1869. His
family settled in Wisconsin and then moved to the Dakota Territory.
It was there that he met and married his wife (also born in the
Netherlands), Marijke (Marie)
Siemonsma (1864-1931). They moved to
Iowa after their marriage. In October of
1907, the Minten family heard of
Settlement Excursions and Peter took the
train to San Antonio and then traveled by
covered wagon into south Texas. The excursions were free of charge
and the travelers were under no obligation to purchase but Peter
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bought 118.2 acres of land in what is now La Gloria, Texas, halfway between Falfurrias and
Premont. His dream of owning his own land was coming true! He went back to get his family
which was comprised of 4 children: 18 year-old Tillie, 17 year-old Henry, 15 year-old albert, 3
year-old John, and a pregnant wife.
The land Peter purchased was not developed and he could not risk bringing his 43 yearold pregnant wife into the wild, so he settled his family into what is now the Terrell Hills section
of San Antonio. Marie gave birth to their 5th child on July 4, 1908, a girl they named Annie. It
was Marie’s 44th birthday. Peter and his two older sons traveled to and from their land and San
Antonio until he had developed a home for them. It would be a one-room house built over a barn.
After a time, when he could afford to build a barn away from the house, the lower area was made
into a room and other rooms were added on. The land would eventually become a productive
farm yielding vegetables and a 22 acre citrus orchard. The family ranched cattle and had a dairy.

The first house under construction: one room over the
barn. One of the two older sons was sitting on the
scaffolding

Peter Minten sitting on the railing of the upper porch
after the structure was finished.

A number of years later after all
the extra rooms were added on
and there was a windmill. The
body of water is an earthen tank
filled with water that was used for
irrigation on the crops they grew.
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Peter became active in the community, noting that several ranches now populated the area
with children, many Hispanic who had been living there for generations. Knowing that he and
Marie had two small children, he, along with some other men, became influential in the
development of La Gloria School. Peter served on its first Board of Trustees. Although he did
not have much of an education, it was important to Peter that his children and others in the
community had the opportunity to be educated.

Seated: Peter Minten and Mary Siemonsma Minten
Left to Right: Tillie Minten (Boerjan), Albert Minten, John Minten, Henry Minten, and
Annie Minten (Bone).
(The house behind them is the house built in 1926 and is now Santa's Texas Workshop.)
Their children grew, married and went their separate ways but stayed close by. John Peter
Minten (1904-1986), the fourth-born child married Alice LeFern Howard (1905-1995) on
September 8, 1926 at the Kleberg County Court House in Kingsville, Texas. She had moved
from Iowa to Falfurrias with her parents in 1925. The couple lived with his parents and their
three daughters remain on the land to this date. In 1926, Peter began the construction of a second
home which he and Marie moved into, leaving the first home for John and Alice and the family
that was yet to come.
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The house Peter built in 1926. The second structure on the Minten property, now used as the
Santa’s Texas Workshop.

Dorothy Ruth Minten was born November 5, 1927. Esther LaFern Minten was born April
24, 1931 and Janie Marie Minten was born February 24, 1944. Dorothy and Esther were born in
the original house and Janie was born in the hospital in Kingsville. The two older Minten sisters
were young when the grandparents passed away but they were left with lasting memories of hard
work and deep family love for one another. Dorothy recalled her grandfather gifting her with
Baby Ruth candy bars because of her middle name. Marie died in 1931 and Alice took over
keeping house for Peter, doing his laundry and cooking his meals. He suggested that the young
family leave the original house and move in with him. Dorothy, who was 3 and ½ years-old,
distinctly remembers that in the new house there was a kitchen sink with cold running water
piped in from the windmill. In the older house they’d had a bucket and a dipper! As this
interview was conducted in the Christmas store, Dorothy sat by the original 90 year-old sink that
is still in the place her grandfather placed it. Peter passed away in 1935 and the family stayed in
that 1926 house until 1961 when their current home was built.
Dorothy grew up helping her father, John, tend the cattle and farm. She would ride a
horse through the pastures in search of Snicklefritz, the milk cow, and thinking back to those
days, she said, “It must have worried our mother, but I had to help our father because hiring extra
hands was not possible. Working the land was not my cup of tea, but I did it”. Esther stayed close
to her mother and she learned household skills and became an excellent cook. When Janie came
along in 1944, the family was more affluent and their father could afford to hire help. However,
Janie loved the farm/ranch life and worked outside with her dad whenever she could. She
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especially liked working cattle, absorbing those skills and knowledge which enable her to
manage the ranch yet today. Her older sisters were away at college when she was little, so she
spent a lot of time with her mother in the house, learning the cooking skills in which her mother
excelled. Janie is an excellent cook today. The ranch grew as the family bought more acres and
although they were needed at home, the Mintens sent their three daughters to college. John had
attained a 7th grade education and Alice had completed the 6th grade. When asked at what point
they knew they would be expected to attend a university, the sisters responded in unison, “When
we were born!” Their parents
had determined that they
would be educated.
Dorothy completed La
Gloria School in 1941 and
graduated from Falfurrias
High School in 1945. On the
suggestion of a teacher at
Falfurrias High School, the
family chose to send Dorothy
to Mary Hardin-Baylor in Belton, TX and she received a degree in Journalism in 1949. Dorothy
stated, “I will never forget having my parents drive me to Mary Hardin-Baylor and leave me. I
begged them to take me back, but daddy just said they couldn’t because an education was
important. I sat on the stairs of the dormitory’s second floor and cried”. Her parents often spoke
of the very tearful, 300 mile trip they had taken driving back from leaving their beloved daughter
behind. Dorothy added, “Although leaving home was very hard, I thank God my parents sent me
to Mary Hardin- Baylor”. She was the first, (but certainly not the last) member of the both sides
of the family to go to college.
Esther completed La Gloria School in 1944 and graduated from Falfurrias High School in
1948. She graduated from Mary Hardin-Baylor with a degree in Music Education in 1952. Janie
completed La Gloria School in 1958 and graduated from Falfurrias High School in 1962. Janie
also went to Mary Hardin-Baylor and after dropping out to work for several years, she received a
degree in Elementary Education in 1970. Janie noted, “I learned from my sisters that I would
need a teaching certification. Dorothy attended Texas A&I one summer and took extra classes so
she could teach elementary school. Esther taught music at Falfurrias Junior High School for one
year and then decided to move into a regular classroom. Her certification already covered that.
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So, I just cut to the chase and got my degree in education with a minor in English”. All three
sisters ended up living at home. They call themselves “God’s unclaimed blessings”, because
none of them ever married.
For 30 months of her career, Dorothy worked in Austin as a journalist for the Texas
Game, Fish and Oyster Commission (today it is Texas Parks and Wildlife), serving as editor for
her last 15 months. After that, she spent 33 years at La Gloria School teaching in the same class
room until she retired in 1986. Esther taught in Falfurrias for three years before going to teach at
La Gloria School where she taught 31 years until she retired in 1986 as well. Janie’s first job was
as a teacher in Temple, Texas where she taught 5th grade for four years. In 1974, she moved to
South Texas to become the Youth/Music Director for the First Baptist Church in Premont. In
1977 she began teaching 2nd grade with Premont ISD. She taught there for a total of 22 years and
retired in 1999.
In 1961 the Mintens built a new ranch style brick home, moving out of the frame house
that Peter built in 1926. The original house had been repurposed through the years and all that
remains now is a small hutch made of the salvaged boards. They proudly display it in their home
which is The Christmas House.
Although teaching and helping their parents maintain the farm/ranch kept the sisters busy,
they were known in the community for having inherited their mother’s knack for decorating and
design. In 1976, they decorated their entire home with a Christmas motif and invited guests to
share in the fruits of their labor. They held an open house and guests came over. Each new
Christmas season they would redecorate the house, using new and different decorations. By 1984
they kept the house decorated for 6 weeks and shared it with 600 invited guests. In 1984, a good
friend who attended one of their open houses each season asked if she could schedule a time to
bring members of the Kingsville Garden Club for a Sunday afternoon visit to experience
Christmas as the Minten Sisters presented it. That friend was Mattie Gaston, wife of Dr. Earl
Gaston, who had delivered Janie in 1944. These ladies enjoyed it so much and told their friends
what they had seen. The Mintens began getting phone calls from people asking if they could
come see it. The sisters declined these requests because this was not a business and they were all
teaching school.
Mrs. Gaston brought the garden club again in 1985 and then she insisted that the Mintens
should open their home for public tours, allowing more people to enjoy their creativity. Janie
recalled that she said, “People will drive from miles around and pay an admission fee to see all
of this!” The Mintens just laughed, saying that it would never work. They were still school
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teachers, but the more Mrs. Gaston talked about it, the more intrigued they became. In the spring
of 1986, the three sisters sat down with their mom and dad to tell them Dorothy and Esther had
decided to retire that May. Janie would still be teaching but they wanted to give Mattie’s idea a
try on weekends beginning in the fall. The sisters asked their parents if they would mind having
public tours in their home. Alice’s reaction was excitement, “YES! Let’s do it!” John’s reaction
was more subdued. He did think more people needed to see the beautiful way we presented
Christmas, “but don’t expect me to come out and entertain them!” So, with their parents’
blessings Santa’s Texas Workshop and The Christmas House came into existence.
Dorothy and Esther did retire at the end of May and their father, John, had a stroke on
June 3rd. He passed away on June 23rd and never got to see their Christmas House come to
fruition. The three sisters have always been go glad that they had received his blessing to have
tours in their home.
In the spring of 1986, they sent out mailings to South Texas churches, civic groups, and
RV parks. That first year, they hosted 30 groups. During the 1987 season, that number doubled
and each year it became more. The late, Walter Furley of Corpus Christi’s Channel 10 News
featured the Minten sisters in a televised report which helped their promotion. Mr. Furley
recommended them as a feature for the Texas Country Reporter with Bob Phillips Show which
was eventually broadcast across the country and abroad for several years. Mattie Gaston had
been right! Since 1986, the Minten sisters have hosted over 100,000 guests.
Janie still manages the ranch and tends cattle, as she learned from her father, but she now
has hired help. She keeps track of the husbandry aspects of the cattle. Dorothy does the
bookkeeping for their Christmas business, as well as keeping track of all the donations to
Driscoll Children’s Hospital. She is a collector extraordinaire, and while she is not a decorator,
her ideas have often become the basis for the many themes they’ve done throughout the years.
Esther does the bookkeeping for the ranch, as well as doing inventory control for the Christmas
business. She also decorates the Christmas trees in each room of The Christmas House. Janie
does all of the rest of the decorating including displays of Nativities, villages, dolls, figurines,
etc. She decorates all of the garlands, wreaths, and makes table arrangements. She also does all
of the displays of merchandise in Santa’s Texas Workshop. All three of them contribute to the
enjoyment of their guests during the tours, and then, after the tours, become the clerks in their
Christmas store.
Their mother, Alice LeFern Howard had a sister, Margarett Elizabeth Howard, who was
born with a heart condition. She died in 1918, two weeks after her 14th birthday. The Minten
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sisters grew up hearing stories about their aunt and the issue of pediatric heart care had an impact
on them. In 1980, their cousin’s grandchild, Shelley Siemonsma, was diagnosed at three weeks
old with a heart condition. She lived to be 18. The Minten sisters coordinated with Shelley’s
cardiologist, Dr. James W. Simpson, and arranged to share a portion of the proceeds from their
Christmas House to be donated towards the cause of pediatric cardiology in memory of the aunt
they never knew and then, after her death, in memory of Shelly. Through the end of the 2015
Christmas season, the Minten sisters had raised $322,905.00. They give $1.00 out of each
admission fee and donate $2.00 for each non-paying guest (family, friends, La Gloria school
children and staff, bearers of tour gift certificates, and paying guests who return for subsequent
tours during the same season). This $2.00 donation which they share is in addition to their own
personal contributions that are part of the money raised. Family and friends make donations in
lieu of admission fees if they wish to when they attend open houses to which they are invited.
Tour guests are given an opportunity to leave donations on an antique pump organ during the
tour. This tradition was started as a joke by a first-time guest in 1993, and through the end of the
2015 season, tour guests had left $78,099.07 on that organ.
They begin the tours on the carport where the guests gather, reminding everyone that they
are about to enter into their home, which is The Christmas House. Guests find that they are about
to receive a long-standing
tradition of Minten hospitality.
Everywhere the eye glances
there are whimsical, nostalgic,
or inspirational designs
worked into Christmas
decorations based on the
chosen theme. Aspects of their
parents and grandparents are
displayed throughout the
house with an antique, Edison
phonograph purchased by their
grandfather in 1915, two
antique pump organs, and a
variety of antique furniture and
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photographs that grace the multigenerational home. They decorate every room of the main house
with a different theme each year. This season, the first room pays homage to their parents’
marriage. It features their 1926 wedding portrait, and their mother’s wedding dress is displayed
behind museum quality glass in a beautiful frame.
Every figurine and decoration has a history of where, when and why it was purchased and
the sisters know them all quite well. They share memories with their guests of their childhoods
and of growing up and growing older together. They evoke their parents and the lessons they
were taught. They make everyone feel at home and as if they are all ‘family”. On the day I
attended the tour, the group was diverse in age and culture and it was January, well past
Christmas, but not in that house.
We visited their entry room, an office, the family room, dining area, and two bedrooms
where even two walk-in closets were decorated. One walk-in closet was used like a display
window showcasing a winter wonderland. The final room on the tour was the formal living room
where the Nativities and other decorations change each year, but the theme does not! This theme
encompasses the true meaning of Christmas and allows the three sisters to share their faith and
belief in Jesus Christ, a faith instilled in them by their ancestors on both sides of the family. In
each room, Janie shares stories of Christmas and family.
One guest on our tour had been there the first year in 1986 with her parents and she had
come various times since. It had become a family tradition for the Garcia family.
One of the bedrooms was decorated in a patriotic theme with Santa figures dressed in
uniforms representing the four branches of the military. From ornaments to quilts and throws, the
room managed to combine a 4th of July and Christmas feel. Janie shared that military families
and retired service people often pause in that room. After guests are gone, these rooms are where
the Minten sisters live and sleep. We were truly walking through their house and enjoying their
work, memories and their love for what they do and who they do it for. They live connected to a
very large extended family.
We sat in an area near their Country Cowboy themed kitchen and were treated to a snack
comprised of chocolates, cookies, trail mix and Esther’s spice bread loaf, which she bakes from
scratch to serve at the tours. They book two tours per day, so Esther has a good deal of baking to
do each week. (They are closed on Fridays and Sunday mornings.)
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Esther’s Spice Bread
½ cup liquid cooking oil (use your favorite)

1 teaspoon baking powder

2 large eggs

1 teaspoon baking soda

1 cup sugar

2 teaspoons cinnamon

1 ½ cups all-purpose flour

¾ teaspoon ground allspice

Preheat oven to 375 degrees. Put all the ingredients in food processor and process for 5 seconds.
Scrape sides of the container and then pulse 1 or 2 times to combine. Pour into a greased and
floured loaf pan (Esther uses Baker’s Joy). Bake for 60 minutes. This bread will be moister and
will taste better 24 hours after it comes out of the oven.
The tour also included Esther sharing a story about a Christmas miracle. We sat
spellbound as she told more than read the tale in a crisp, clear voice and never wavered, even
when her audience was sniffling and audibly crying with the beautiful story. After that, the sisters
sang Silent Night, a cappella in three-part harmony, requesting that their guests join them.
What began as a story about three sisters who do tours of a decorated home, ended up
being an American story of the hopes and dreams of immigrants coming to our nation and
carving out a life for themselves and for the generations to come. Peter Minten embraced a
diversity of cultures that comprised the land he purchased and homesteaded. I’m sure he would
be quite proud of how his granddaughters have each contributed to his legacy. The love of his
land and ranch continues, and they have added to that the enterprise by sharing their faith, their
talents, their home and their love with tens of thousands of people. Above all that, the
contributions they have made to Pediatric Cardiology at Driscoll Children’s Hospital may have
comforted, aided or saved lives of South Texas children in need.

http://www.santastxworkshop.blogspot.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Santas-Texas-Workshop-The-ChristmasHouse/142558519093850
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Kathryn Vinson
A Woman against All Odds
It's been 3 days since my marathon, and I'm recovering well all things considered! There
has been a recurring theme in my thoughts, however: Was I crazy to finish that run in my
condition? I know I felt extremely driven, but why? The supportive responses I received from so
many were reassuring, to say the least, but it has become clear that I have to pause and examine
this issue further before my mind can rest. I invite you into my world for a moment, if you
please, while I sort this all out.
Running these last few years has been about doing things that were not supposed to be
possible for me. Back in 2005, a year or so after I started hearing the words Multiple Sclerosis, a
well-meaning doctor told me I should probably expect to be in a wheelchair in the next 5 years
because of the pattern and progression of my disease. Even before that, a doctor told me I had
juvenile arthritis in my knees and I should give up on running. Then, beyond that, I was
diagnosed with asthma and some bizarre Immune Deficiency Syndrome that doesn't fit any
standard diagnosis. In time, I came to see myself as sick, weak and broken.
When I first started running again, back in
2013, the memory of the months [in 2012]
I'd spent walking with a cane was still
fresh in my mind. I was determined to take
control of my life by making my body
stronger. I didn't want to be broken
anymore. I wanted to be able to keep up
with my kids as they grew - on my own
two feet - and without struggling for
breath. I run barefoot because running with
shoes caused me ridiculous amounts of
pain; which nearly defeated me.
Transitioning to what ultimately amounted
to a barefoot lifestyle was my Hail Mary
My friends surprised me at Mile 21!

move at the time, and it has changed my

life in more ways than I will go into here. Suffice to say that, for me, it's The Only Way.
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Along the journey from beginner to Ultra-Marathoner, I have come to embrace the power
of persistence and self-examination. The Journey was never meant to be clean and painless. I
want my kids to know that we work hard for the things that are most worth attaining, and we
don't give up when it's not easy. In many instances, we can only succeed by embracing our trials
and resolving to reach our goals another way if our original path has become closed off to us. We
must embrace the things we *can* do, and let go of what we've lost. In so many ways, this has
become the story of my life.
This resolve was thoroughly galvanized in me when my feet started bleeding 3 miles
from the end of my marathon. In the moment, I embraced the shock of feeling things had gone so
far astray from what I'd planned - AGAIN!!!...then chose to keep moving because I had worked
too hard to get to that point to give up when it didn't go how I had wanted it to. To me, every
event I take on isn't "just another race". I am ever aware of the fact that so many with my disease
can't run, that I have lost that ability repeatedly, and that I may one day be among those ranks
who can't do it anymore. As it stands, it has been more difficult every year.
Screw the odds. It was worth it to finish the race. Why?? Because I refuse to let my
disease take any more from me without a fight. Because my kids have shown me that they are
watching, and I am ever mindful of the life lessons I am teaching them through my example.
Because I wanted to honor the time I spent away from my family to train by following through
with my goal. Because it seemed impossible to go on. Because there might not be a next time.
My goodness, that was all so much longer in writing than it seemed it would be in my
head. If you're still with me, thank you for listening/holding space for my thoughts. All the
love

<3

The Back Story:
My name is Kathryn Vinson. I am a
31 year old mother of 2 young
children, I have Multiple Sclerosis (a
progressively degenerative
neurological disorder), and I love to
run far! The adventure of striking
out on my own for hours and
countless miles inspires me like
nothing else, and the goals I set for
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myself keep me moving forward through the hard times in life.
I ran the Austin Marathon this
past Sunday, February 19, 2017, and it
was the most difficult run of my life to
date – as well as the inspiration for the
thoughts you just read. I put a lot of
hard work into training for this event, so
I entered the race with an optimistic
spirit! I felt strong through the first half
of the event, but then things started to go
horribly wrong. It was an unseasonably
hot and humid day, and heat sensitivity is a symptom I regularly struggle with. To be able to
keep active in the Texas heat, I cut off all my hair and started wearing less clothes, but
sometimes it’s just not enough. I overheated and got vertigo at mile 13, so I had to leave the
group I was running with and continue on at a much slower pace.
At this point, I noticed that the wet air had caused my hydration pack to start the
beginnings of a rub burn on my back; which had never happened before in all the hundreds of
miles I’d run with that pack. I applied some antifriction cream and tried my best to ignore it,
since the pack had to stay with me until the end.
Then I began experiencing the burn of nerve pain
down my right leg, which stayed with me from
miles 16-23.
I had finally started to feel better at mile 23, but
suddenly I felt something wet on my leg. I looked
down and was shocked to note that my right foot
was bleeding. This was a truly awful feeling. I’d
run so many races barefoot and never experienced
such an injury to my feet. In the moment, I wasn’t
even sure how it had happened. I resolved to keep
going because I was so close! At mile 24, just over
2 miles from the end, my left foot also started
bleeding. I realized then that this had happened
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because my gait was a bit off from running with nerve pain in my leg – which had caused blood
blisters to form, then eventually burst. I stopped and walked for a minute or so after the second
blister burst and contemplated defeat; this last development was just too much for me. In a way, I
think something snapped inside me at that moment. I went from grief to anger to resolve in an
instant.
I was painfully aware of the fact that I looked a mess, but I started running again. My
disease had already robbed me of the benefits of all my training, and it couldn’t have my
completion of the event. My partner and my son were waiting for me, and I was going to go meet
them as fast as I could; leaving this nightmare behind me. I made it to the finish line at 5:15:04 beat up and exhausted, but triumphant. I hope to never have that sort of race experience again,
but I am glad to have discovered that well of strength inside myself. I choose to remember that,
over all else.

After the race – with my son at the statue of Angelina Eberly. Fierce women, unite!
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Tapestry Quilt of Greatness
A Compilation of Heroic and/Inspirational Individuals

Craig A. Meyer, PhD
Sir Ernest Henry Shackleton
Sir Ernest Henry Shackleton was an Antarctic
explorer who was faced with a sunken ship,
dwindling supplies, freezing temperatures, and
insurmountable odds; yet, he saved his entire crew
through superior leadership, endurance, and
perseverance. In many ways, he is heroic and
inspirational. While much has been said about
Shackleton, one quote by Sir Edmund Hillary stands
out: “For scientific discovery give me Scott; for
speed and efficiency of travel give me Amundsen; but
when disaster strikes and all hope is gone, get down
on your knees and pray for Shackleton.”

Dr. Mary Gonzales
She shared her struggles to be educated in
Tapestry 2016.

Dr. Piedad Ymbert
She shared her struggles to be educated in
Tapestry 2016.
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Meet Sarah Thomas, NFL's First Female
Official
First Super Bowl Female Official
Fri, Feb 3, 2017 at 12:02AM
Read more at: http://nesn.com/2017/02/sarah-thomas-returns-to-houston-where-her-nfl-officiating-careerbegan/ Shared by consent of NESN.com
Sarah Thomas made NFL history by becoming the first ever full-time female referee, and she’s back where it
all started: Houston. Thomas’ first game as a ref came at NRG Stadium in Houston, where the New England
Patriots and Atlanta Falcons are looking to make some history of their own Sunday in Super Bowl LI. NESN’s
Rachel Holt caught up with Thomas on Radio Row this week. Check out the video above to hear more about
Thomas’ incredible journey.

Friday, April 17, 2015
Ashley Fox
Shared by consent of ESPN.com

http://www.espn.com/espn/print?id=12669370
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It was 33 years ago, and Gerry Austin still remembers the call. He was a high school principal in
North Carolina, getting ready for the dismissal bell to ring at the end of the day -- March 4 at
3:02 p.m. -- when Austin learned he would become an official in the National Football League.
"I can still tell you what day, what time and what I was doing when I got that phone call," said
Austin, who officiated in the NFL from 1982-2007. "I think that's true for everybody taken in the
NFL."
It is true for Sarah Thomas. She remembers exactly when she learned she would become
the first female official in NFL history.
"That call came Thursday, April 2 at 10:47 a.m.," said the 41-year-old Thomas. "And when I
looked at my phone, and it was area code 212, I was just praying that it was [NFL vice president
of officiating] Dean Blandino on the other end of the line, and it was, and he just said it was an
honor for me to have received it.
"So I tell my girlfriends and family that I was speechless, and it's hard for them to believe
that now, but it was just an honor and a humbling experience, and I'm glad I got the call."
Just like Burl Toler was in 1965, when he became the first African-American official in the NFL,
Thomas is a trailblazer. What started nearly two decades ago when she accompanied her older
brother to an officials meeting has brought her to football's biggest stage.
But Thomas contends that she never set out to become a pioneer. She grew up in Pascagoula,
Mississippi, with two brothers who played football. Thomas played softball and basketball. She
earned a basketball scholarship to the University of Mobile, where in three seasons she amassed
779 points, 411 rebounds, 108 assists and 192 steals, which ranks fifth in school history.
Thomas graduated in 1995 with a degree in communications. Not wanting to lose the
camaraderie and competition sports had provided, she looked into becoming a football official. It
was, as she said, life changing.
She began officiating grade school games and moved up to high schools. In 2007, after
officiating a high school state championship game in Mississippi and an all-star game between
teams from Mississippi and Alabama, Thomas received a call from Austin, the supervisor of
Conference USA's officials. Austin had heard of Thomas from another retired official, Joe
Haynes, who had called Austin one day to tell him about an official in Mississippi who was
ready for college football.
"What's his name?" Austin asked.
"His name is Sarah," Haynes said.
"I thought, 'OK, this is another door that's going to open,'" Austin said.
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Austin interviewed Thomas on the phone for 45 minutes. He asked about her philosophy
on officiating and quizzed her on circumstances that arise during games.
"She understood that the rules of the game of football should be applied within the spirit of the
game and not within the technical writing of the rules," Austin said. "I've always [stressed]
understanding the spirit of rules and don't be technical. If there's a call to be made, have the

courage to make the call, and she fit within that framework.
"And she has great communication skills. She has the ability to calm the coach down and
to explain whatever the coach is questioning. More times than not, a coach just wants to vent.
We try to give him his 15-20 seconds to vent and then ask, 'What's your question?' That's a good
skill, and Sarah has that skill. Coaches have confidence in Sarah's ability to officiate in our
conference, and I think that's what's helped her and carried her over to where she's in the NFL."
Austin hired Thomas, who then became the first woman to officiate a major college football
game and a bowl game. She claims there have "not been any challenges" being a female on the
football field.
"Everybody has been very professional, and they look at me just like another official," Thomas
said.
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Shortly after Thomas joined Conference USA, she started attending weekly officiating
sessions in June and July with a handful of officials in New Orleans, 2 ½ hours from her home in
Brandon, Mississippi. There, the officials would go over the rules, situations that could arise
during games and the mechanics of officiating. "That was quite a commitment," said another
official who attended those sessions.
"She's doing this because she loves college football and she loves refereeing college
football, and she took the same approach we did," said the official, who requested anonymity
because he had not been cleared to speak by the conference for which he now works. "Her
offseason study habits were equally if not better than ours were. She was committed to it. She
worked very hard on getting the mechanics right. One thing she and I discussed is she didn't
want (her gender) to be an issue. She just wanted to go out and work football games."
In 2013 and 2014, Thomas was part of the NFL's development program. She officiated
preseason games, including Chip Kelly's first exhibition as Eagles head coach.
Thomas and husband Brian have three children -- sons Bridley, 14, and Brady, 11, and daughter
Bailey, 2. Both her brothers are college football officials. She juggles family responsibilities with
a full-time job as a pharmaceutical sales rep.
"My life these last few years has been a lot of travel, but my family is accustomed to it,"
said Thomas. "I have to tell you that I could not do it without the support of my husband or my
family and my friends. ... I try to balance it all, and I think that's just it. You learn to prioritize
and delegate and say no when you can and then just focus on the things you can control and just
stay positive in that regard."
Like Thomas has since Austin suggested it back in 2007, she will tuck her blonde
ponytail into her cap when she officiates in the NFL. But Austin also suggested Thomas not wear
makeup while officiating. She balked.
"I told him he was crossing the line there," Thomas said.
Although she didn't take Austin's advice about the makeup, she understood why he asked.
"You want to be known as an official -- not as a female official -- because that's going to put you
in a separate category," Thomas said. "We don't want to do anything that will enhance that. So
when a coach looks at you, he just sees an official."
Added Austin: "I think her approach from the very beginning was that all she wants to be is
known as an official. But, she'll always be a trailblazer."
Indeed, that's what Thomas became on April 2, 2015, at 10:47 a.m.
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Maya Iniguez
January 20, 2017. 12:00 pm.

The United States of America.
We are unified.
We are afraid, we feel voiceless, we are empowered.
We are unified.
“Just give up. Quit your whining and accept it. What do you have to be scared of? Don’t be a
silly girl. What do you know about this anyway?”
We are unified.
The streets fill with movement and stories and songs and fears and the cries of people wronged
and the terror that comes with uncertainty.
We are unified
The people prepare for the four-year battle. Our hearts and arms and minds open. Open to the
hope the protesting population instills. Open to recognize the fear the outlawed and rejected feel.
We are unified.
Our posters and slogans become our shields. Our voices act like swords. Our chorus of
discontent evolve into the battle cry.
We are unified.
“The people united will never be divided.”
We are unified.
We are all Nasty Women. All genders, all sexes, all races, all people. All cultures. Together we
hope. We pray. We cry. We march. We riot. We fight on.
We are unified.
My school. My education. My love. My voice. My body. My rights. My choice. My freedoms.
My sense of self. My identity.
We are unified.
We the People of the United States of America…we remain whole. We remain courageous.
We are unified.
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Photos of Berkley protest by: Maya

Iniguez, a 2016 graduate of Santa Gertrudis

Academy, Kingsville, Texas. She is in her second semester at the University of
California, Berkeley.
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Piedad Ymbert
Dichos (Pearls of Wisdom)
Since a young child I was exposed to dichos [sayings], adivinanzas [riddles], proverbios
[proverbs] and cuentos de morales [stories with a moral or stories intended to teach]. I really
enjoyed listening to my elders as they shared their stories and real-life experiences. It seemed
everything they shared had either happened to them or to someone close to them. However, it
wasn’t until I visited my father’s church, a Baptist church where I heard the story of King
Solomon and his brilliance in making the right decisions in difficult situations and the stories
about Joseph being able to interpret dreams that I became caught up with seeking and obtaining
wisdom.
Given the opportunity to ask for anything he wanted, King Solomon asked God for a
discerning heart to help him govern his kingdom, people, and the ability to distinguish between
right and wrong. Later on our pastor read how King Solomon used his God-given gift in dealing
with the two women that claimed the same child(1 Kings 3: 9; 16-28). I was forever captivated
by the gift of knowledge and from that moment on I, too felt that discernment and the ability to
know right from wrong was what I wanted. I wanted the kind of wisdom that only God could
give.
The pastor used the word prudente [prudent] to describe Solomon’s ability. After the
sermon I asked my mother what the word prudent [prudente] meant since that was what our
pastor had used to describe Solomon’s wise and brilliant judgments. Prudente, I was told was the
ability to arrive at the right decision, quickly without even thinking. It was a natural process.
However, in order to be prudent one must live a righteous and godly life and ask God for the
ability to be prudent and if one‘s life was lived in that manner then and only then could it be
obtained, because true wisdom comes from God.
I quickly learned the difference between knowledge, intelligence, and wisdom.
Knowledge can be attained through learning and through seeking of facts, and intelligence is
being able to apply and use that knowledge. Wisdom was different. Both wisdom and
intelligence came through one’s personal life and learning from other people’s lives and
experiences, but wisdom came from God. Having a formal education did not guarantee wisdom.
It was a gift and not everyone was given that gift. My dad would always tell me that I had to
learn not only from my experiences, but from those of others. Even though he only had a 3rd
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grade education, he was a fountain of wisdom.
The following are pearls of wisdom common in the Mexican-American oral culture.
There is such a mixture of Biblical truths and dichos that at times it is difficult to separate one
from the other. These are only a few that I recall or that have stayed with me. I learned so much
from my father’s life and his experiences. Sadly, his mind and his wisdom have been diminished
by dementia and the onset of Alzheimer’s. The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away. Blessed be
the name of the Lord be praised (Job 1:21).


Consider it pure joy, my brothers and sisters, whenever you face trials of many kinds,



Because you know that the testing of your faith produces perseverance.



Let perseverance finish its work so that you may be mature and complete, not lacking
anything.



If any of you lacks wisdom, you should ask God, who gives generously to all without
finding fault, and it will be given to you.



But when you ask, you must believe and not doubt, because the one who doubts is like a
wave of the sea, blown and tossed by the wind.



That person should not expect to receive anything from the Lord.



Such a person is double-minded and unstable in all they do. James 1:2-8

My Father’s Favorite Dichos (Sayings)


“Oye y calla” which means listen and learn. Listening was more important that voicing
one’s opinion which was difficult for me to follow.



Ponte el zapato antes que te entierres el clavo (Put your shoe on before you step on the
nail, which translated means an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure)



Como dice Matias-de esto no hay todos los dia- ( Like Matias says, take advantage of the
opportunity and good fortune because it isn’t a common occurrence)



Cualquier tonto hacer dinero, pero no todos lo saben cuidar [It’s easy to make money, but
harder to keep it]



“El hombre propone y Dios dispone” which was always voiced when plans were being
made for the future, which meant to me that it all depended on God.





In dealing with our enemies or those that wished us harm he would always say to me,
“

Si el que te aborrece tuviere hambre, dale de comer pan, Y si tuviere sed, dale de beber

agua;

22

Porque ascuas amontonarás sobre su cabeza, Y Jehová te lo pagará.”
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[If your enemy is hungry, give him bread to eat; and if he is thirsty, give him water to
drink; 22 for so you will heap coals of fire on his head, And the LORD will reward you.
Proverbs 25:22]

When dealing with injustices, my dad’s response was,


‘si del palo verde hicieron leña, que del palo seco? [For if people do these things when
the tree is green, what will happen when it is dry?" Luke 23:31] This was in reference to
Jesus Christ…if they did what they did to him, what should we expect?



Hay de aquel que saber hacer el bien y no lo hace. [Woe to the one that knows right from
wrong and chooses to do wrong].

When getting after me or when I made choices he did not approve of he would call me to the
kitchen table, open his Bible and read. Even though he knew the verses by heart, he would read
to me to make sure I knew that those were not his words, but from the Bible. Sometimes I would
just give in to his wishes just to escape the lectures and the Bible readings. Believe it or not, I
was the one that benefitted.


“Instruye al niño en su carrera y aun cuando fuere viejo no se apartará de ella” Proverbs
22:6 [Train up a child in the way he should go, And when he is old he will not depart
from it.]



Bienaventurado el varón que no anduvo en consejo de malos, Ni estuvo en camino de
pecadores, Ni en silla de escarnecedores se ha sentado; 2 Sino que en la ley de Jehová
está su delicia, Y en su ley medita de día y de noche. 3 Será como árbol plantado junto a
corrientes de aguas,



Que da su fruto en su tiempo, Y su hoja no cae; Y todo lo que hace, prosperará.
[Blessed is the one who does not walk in step with the wicked or stand in the way that
sinners take or sit in the company of mockers,2 but whose delight is in the law of the
LORD, and who meditates on his law day and night.3 That person is like a tree planted by
streams of water,
which yields its fruit in season and whose leaf does not wither— whatever they do
prospers.] [Even fools are thought wise if they keep silent, and discerning if they hold
their tongues. Proverbs 17:28]



Aun el necio, cuando calla, es contado por sabio; El que cierra sus labios es entendido.
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My Mom’s Quotes
Mom’s quotes were taken more from interactions with people.


El que escupe al cielo, a la cara le cae. [He who spits up at the sky is subject to have it
fall right back on his face] This saying dealt with arrogance or conceited people that had
a tendency to put on airs or had a superiority complex. It really means be careful of what
it says because it can come back and bite you.



Al perro más roñoso le cargan más pulgas [The mangiest dogs usually attracts more fleas,
which means trouble follows troubles…things can get worse, expect it.]



La boca no tiene hueso, más quebrante el hueso… which means the tongue can cause
more harm than actual blows can cause. My father’s says was quoting James 3:5



Así también la lengua es un miembro pequeño, pero se jacta de grandes cosas. He aquí,
!!cuán grande bosque enciende un pequeño fuego! [5 Likewise, the tongue is a small part
of the body, but it makes great boasts. Consider what a great forest is set on fire by a
small spark.]



En la alameda me dijo un loco-si tu no me hablas, pues ni yo tampoco- [On the
boulevard, a wild man said to me, “If you don’t speak to me, I won’t speak to you.” ]
This bit of wisdom was meant to accept the way things are—if someone doesn’t like us
or doesn’t speak to us, well so be it—don’t push it or push yourself on anyone if they
don’t want you. Even a fool knows that!

This one took me a long time to learn its significance…


Si no tengo pelos en la lengua….the tongue doesn’t have hair] which means speaking
with the hard truth or speaking with frankness and not being afraid to speak what is true.



Dime con quién andas y te diré quien eres…[Tell me who you associate with and I’ll tell
you what kind of person you are] This is the same as ‘birds of a feather hang together.



El querer es poder [Where there is a will, there is a way]



Es major andar solo, que mal acompañado [It is better to be alone, than to be in bad
company]



El sordo no oye, pero bien que compone. [A deaf may not be able to hear, but he can
speculate]. This is used when someone misquotes something he or she heard and it’s not
what it really was said….someone that assumes things without verifying it because most
of the times it’s incorrect.
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El marrano más trompudo se lleva la mejor mazorca [The pig with the biggest snout gets
the best corn cob] Using what you have to the best of your ability will bring you success.
Take advantage and use what is at your disposal to help you gain what you want.



Hijo de hijo, mijo será. Hijo de nuera en duda estará. (My daughter’s child is my child,
but my daughter-in-law’s child is not a given.]



De Quatemala a Quatapeor [From the pan to the fire]



Cuidado cuando duele. [Caution when you’re judging because it can come back and hurt
you with your loved ones. Be careful, with your words because it can come back and hurt
you]



Nadie sabe por quién trabaja. [Sometimes your hard work and its rewards go to others
and not you or those you intended it to go toward.]

Adivinanzas
Sadly, there are only a few I could recall.


Aqua por mi casa corre, cate de mi corazon. Si no divinazas esta advinanza eres un burro
cabezon. Que es? aguacate



Una vieja alta y flaca, que le escurre la mantequa-Que es? [una vela]



Tu alla y yo aca-Que es? [una toalla]



En un monte había un catre, y en ese catre estaba un rey-Que es? [Monterey]



Redondito, redondón, no tiene tapa ni tapón-que es? Un añillo

Mas Dichos


No ponga su cartera en el suelo o su dinero desaparecerá (Don't place your purse on the
floor or your money will disappear.



Es un zapato sin par (He/she is a shoe without a pair— he/she is worthless)



Agua pasada no mueve molinos (Still water does not move mills).



Cría fama y échate a dormer (Grow fame and go to sleep).
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Dos agujas no se pican (Two needles cannot prick each other. You are too much the
same)


El que da lo que tiene...a pedir se

atiene (He who gives freely will want for
nothing)


La madera vieja quema major (Old

wood burns the best).


Más vale un "toma" que dos "te daré"

(It’s best you take my one advise than ask for
another


No sufras por calenturas ajenas (Don’t

suffer for fever that someone else has).


Quien no buscó amigos en la

alegría...en la desgracia no los pida. Don’t be
a fair weather friend).

The Story Telling Doll



Una visita es un abono (A visit is a prize).


La mentira dura…mientras la verdad llega (a lie stands until the truth arrives).



Entre más conozco a la gente, más quiero a mi perro (the more I learn of people the more
I love my dog).



Todo camino tiene su charco (Every road has puddles).



Más hace el que quiere que el que puede (the do-er accomplishes far more than the
talker).



El que tiene nariz que no mande oler (He who has a nose should be able to smell mess).



Al hablar, como al guisar...su granito de sal (chose your words as carefully as you you
choose grains of salt for your food).



En la necesidad se conoce la Amistad (A friend in need is a friend indeed).



La palabra es plata, el silencio oro (Words are silver and silence is gold).



Desnudo nací, desnudo me hallo: ni pierdo ni gano. (Naked I was born, Naked I die. I’ve
lost nothing).



La necesidad carece de ley (Necessity will disregard law).
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Guacamole de Gran Fiesta
La Familia Vela de Alice, Texas
First served by Apa, Baltazar Pedro Vela
12-16 large ripe, softened avocados. Place hard avocados in a paper bag to ripen on the kitchen counter. Save
the pits
6 large ripened tomato very finely chopped
3 jalapeno (deveined and finely chopped)
2 white onion (finely chopped)
The juice of two lemons
2 iceberg lettuce heads (very finely chopped)
Salt and pepper to taste
In a large wooden bowl, smash the softened avocados until they reach a smooth consistency. Mix in the finely
chopped tomatoes, jalapeno, onion, and add the lemon juice. Blend carefully to ensure the distribution of the
lemon juice to keep the softened avocados from browning and to keep the jalapenos well distributed.
Begin adding very finely chopped iceberg lettuce to this mixture. Blend carefully, keeping the lettuce well
coated by the avocado mixture.
Note- this recipe may not take all of the iceberg lettuce. Make sure the lettuce is not too dominant.
This guacamole serves beautifully on chips or in tacos. The iceberg lettuce stretches the avocados to provide
guacamole for a large crowd of familia. The lettuce adds a cooling crunch element to the recipe.
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Kingsville, Texas

Kingsville, Texas (circa) 1940
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Alice, Texas (circa) 1900
Shared with permission of Felix Pena.

Benjamin Janca said:
OMG! That may well be the
mule I was named after. Can
this photo be traced to
1940/41? And can the mule
be identified at being called
"Benjamin"? My day always
told me the story about this
old black man who would
drive his mule past the house
on weekends. He would
always say, "Up, Benjamin.
Easy now." Dad said he liked
that name and that's why I
ended up being called
Benjamin.
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Marcia Ramirez and Jasmin Rodriguez
Finding Peace and Love within All the Hate
We all thought it was a joke. "He's not even getting on the ballot,” we said.
We were wrong.
We had two candidates, one who worked her entire life for this position and one did not
even have any sort of political background.

“There’s no way that people
would ever consider someone
as inexperienced as he was,
right? Our current President
had to have a number of
degrees and years of experience
to be elected so it should be the
same for everyone, shouldn’t
it?”
Or so we thought.
Days passed as election
night kept creeping up behind
us. We dreaded the last week
building up to November 8th.
In just one week, we would see
where the fate of our family
would lie.

TAMUK National Organization for Women
Co-Presidents, Marcia Ramirez and Jasmin Rodriguez

The day we were dreading so much; the way none of us wanted to come, arrived. We did
what we usually do: wake up, go to class, come back and do homework. The only difference was
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that we knew that this day wasn’t just any ordinary day; it was THE day. We walked around with
our hearts heavy and 100 lbs. on our shoulders. We knew that what could happen, we knew that
this day would guide our following days. We tried our best not to think about it. We tried to keep
ourselves busy with work and watching our favorite TV shows but it was still in lingering in the
back of our mind so we decided to see how the election was going. Boy, did we make the wrong
move.
Hours passed, and we checked again… and again… and again. We checked until we just
couldn’t take it anymore. We fell asleep around 10, with the hope of waking up to some good
news. We woke up around 1 in the morning and we checked for the results.
"Donald Trump is our president elect."
We went back to sleep, hoping it was nightmare that we were just having. As you know,
that was not the case. November 9th was a difficult day for us. We didn't want to get up and go to
class nor did we want to get out of our room. We turned on the news and stories started to come
out speaking about hate crimes that were already occurring just hours after Trump was elected.
Can you believe that?! Just hours and people are already mistreating others!
Fear crept within us. "Were people here going to start saying racial slurs towards us?
What is going to happen to our parents? We're not there to protect them from this hate." It was a
day filled with anxiety and hurt and anger. But the worst part hadn’t happened yet.
The worst part was that we still had to talk to our parents that night. It was difficult to even
figure out what to say to them. We felt as if we failed them. We were supposed to be their voice
during this difficult time but our voices weren’t heard so what were we supposed to tell them?
The only thing we could think of saying was that we were sorry. We let them down. We
let the people who brought us into our world down because we were not able to protect them
from the hate that seemed to have over-powered our government. All their hard work, all the
blood, sweat and tears they put into this country seemed to have just been brushed to the side
without any form of acknowledgement. How were we supposed to face them? Nine o’clock in
the evening rolled around and we knew what we had to do. We apologized to them for the results
of the election and told them that we would keep trying to do what we can to protect them.
However, our parents, those would mostly be affected by it, told us “No, don’t be sorry.
You did what you could do in the moment. You tried your best. Now, all we have to do is hope
that he does a good job taking care of this country.” Our Salvadorian parents, instead of being
angry and sad, told us to keep faith because there is a reason to why this happened and we just
have to let that reason unfold.
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Our parents’ strength gave us the strength to keep going. It pushed us to believe in our faith even
more.
We have seen hate overpower people who have hurt others, whether emotionally,
physically or mentally. But most importantly, we have seen most of our American people and
people from around the world show support to one another, and it has been one of the most
beautiful things to watch. I hope that our children learn from this time in history and do not let it
repeat itself.
We resist the power of hate and elevate the power of love.

Women Who Ran for the Office of
President of the United States of America
TAMUK Chapter of National Organization for Women
As the famous adage goes: If you don’t know your history, you’re doomed to repeat it.
By keeping these women from our text books and lesson plans (and even from common public
knowledge), we’ve allowed the sexism they faced in the past to persist as if it never happened, as
if every time is the first time. In 2017 it is time to learn the names of the woman listed below and
study the impact their lives had on the United States. It is time to learn our history.
Jessie Benton Fremont
While Jessie Benton Freemont did not run for
president (her husband did in 1856, as the first-ever
nominee for the Republican Party), she’s included
here because many felt at the time that—like
Hillary—she could have been an even stronger
candidate than her husband if only she were to run
instead.
Fremont was a writer and political activist who was
publically opposed to slavery. She campaigned for her husband and rallied such massive support
that the campaign slogan “Fremont and Jessie Too” was born. It parallels Bill Clinton’s 1992
statement that a vote for him would mean the American public would get “two for the price of
one,” referring to Hillary’s impressive political qualifications and accomplishments.
Two-for-one comments were also made regarding John and Elizabeth Edwards and Barack and
Michelle Obama—additional couples featuring qualified, accomplished, and socially involved
wives, both of whom, like Hillary, graduated from law school.
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Victoria Woodhull (1872)
Victoria Woodhull was the first woman
to run for President of the United States
as the candidate for the Equal Rights
Party. She was a suffragette, a champion
for equal rights (as her party’s name
suggests), and an advocate for “free
love,” which she meant as the freedom
for people to marry, divorce, and bear
children without government
interference.
Woodhull’s groundbreaking run for the
presidency is even more impressive when its full
context is considered: She ran for president in a
time when women did not even have the legal
right to vote. Woodhull was a pioneering
suffragette, and she believed, and publically
argued, that women actually already had the
legal right to vote under the Privileges and
Immunities Clause of the Constitution. She
presented this argument before the House
Judiciary Committee in 1871, but the Supreme
Court ruled against her interpretation of the
Constitution. Women who showed up to the
polls to vote for any party in the 1872 election
were arrested.
Woodhull’s campaign was also revolutionary in
its nomination for vice president, electing former
slave and abolitionist Frederick Douglass to its
ticket (though Douglass never publically
acknowledged the nomination). It was the goal
of Woodhull and the Equal Rights Party to
reunite the causes of women’s equality and
racial equality, as a schism between the
movements was created two years earlier when
the 15th Amendment granted African American
men the right to vote but still denied the right to
women of every race.

Harper’s Weekly cartoon depicting Woodhull in
1872 with caption reading “Get thee Behind Me,
(Mrs.) Satan!”

For all her revolutionary acts on behalf of women’s rights, Woodhull had trouble securing the
support of even the most revolutionary female thinkers and activists in the country—the women
who perhaps should have realized, better than most, what Woodhull’s run for the presidency
meant for their own lives and their liberal causes. (It’s, sadly, a familiar tale even today, told by
Hillary and her strained—sometimes non-existent—support from female Obama and Bernie
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loyalists.) The most striking example of women denying support to Woodhull involves
suffragette Susan B. Anthony.
Woodhull tried again to run for president in 1884 and 1892, gaining more traction in ‘92, when
she was nominated to be the presidential candidate by the National Woman Suffragists’
Nominating Convention. Marietta Stowe was nominated to Woodhull’s ticket as the
Convention’s candidate for vice president. The nominations were more symbolic than anything,
unfortunately, as the nominating committee was unauthorized and nothing came of their
proposed Woodhull/Stowe ticket.
Belva Ann Lockwood (1884)
While the unofficial Woodhull/Stowe ticket of 1892
may seem like the original version of a possible
Clinton/Warren 2016 ticket, Marietta Stowe was
actually attached to the Equal Rights Party’s 1884 ticket
as the vice presidential candidate to presidential
nominee Belva Ann Lockwood. In 1884, Lockwood
accomplished something Woodhull couldn’t in ‘72, as
she became the first woman to appear as a candidate on
official ballots.
Newspapers at the time slung insults at Lockwood that
were, sadly, not too different from discriminatory
statements made by Fox News talking heads in 2008
against Hillary. She was called “old lady Lockwood”
and men were warned her election would bring on a
“dangerous” form of “petticoat rule.”
It was reported that Lockwood received approximately 4,000 votes in the election, though she
believed this number was significantly lower than the true number of votes cast by her
supporters. In 1885 she petitioned Congress to investigate voter fraud committed against her,
stating many votes for her were either not counted or thrown in waste baskets for being “false
votes,” but nothing came of her petition. She ran again for president in 1888 with less fanfare
and success.
Gracie Allen (1940)
Gracie Allen’s campaign for the presidency might have had
more in common with Trump’s than Clinton’s. A comedian
and film and television star, Gracie rose to fame as one half
of the comedy duo Burns and Allen, playing the comic foil
to her “straight man” husband George Burns.
Their act was very popular, especially during the
Depression, when the American public needed a laugh
more than most anything (like, you know, food and work).
Tapping into the country’s desire for lightheartedness,
Burns and Allen began a series of pranks they played out
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weekly on their radio show. For their second successful prank, in 1940, they announced Allen
would run for President on the Surprise Party ticket:
Ms. ALLEN: George, I’ll let you in on a secret. I’m running for president.
(Soundbite of applause)
Mr. BURNS: You’re running for president?
Ms. ALLEN: Yes.
Mr. BURNS: Gracie, how long has this been going on?
Ms. ALLEN: Well, for 150 years, George Washington started it.
Mr. BURNS: But in the entire history of the United States, there’s never been a woman
president.
Ms. ALLEN: Yeah, isn’t that exciting? I’ll be the first one.
Though it was initially a joke, Allen soon garnered a real following hoping to elect her
Commander in Chief. Burns and Allen campaigned across the country, preforming their comedy
act before Allen delivered humorous stump speeches, full of what would soon be known as
“Gracie-isms.” A few favorites were, “Everybody knows a woman is better than a man when it
comes to introducing bills into the house,” and, “We ought to be proud of the National Debt, it’s
the biggest in the world!”
Over 100,000 people came out to see Allen on her mock campaign trail, and she received an
official endorsement from Harvard University at their pick for the presidency. She dropped out
of the race before the election, but received thousands of write-in votes on election day, even
against political heavyweight (and eventual winner) Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
After the election Allen and Burns wrote a book about the presidential prank titled How to
Become President. In an earnest moment, Allen states, “No matter what people say about them
or what they say about each other, candidates are human beings, and we need them.”
Margaret Chase Smith (1964)
Margaret Chase Smith ran for the Republican
ticket in 1964 against Barry Goldwater, and
became the first woman ever to receive more
than one vote at a major party convention. (In
fact, she received a whopping 27...out of
1,308.) She lost every primary in the election,
but did make positive headlines when she
secured 25-percent of the vote in Illinois. She
was the first member of the Senate to oppose
Senator Joseph McCarthy for his Communist
and Soviet fearmongering (later known as
“McCarthyism”), saying, “I don’t want to see
the Republican Party ride to a political
victory on the Four Horsemen of Calumny—
Fear, Ignorance, Bigotry, and Smear.” Her
1950 speech, “Declaration of Conscience,” is well-remembered for her strong and outspoken
criticism of McCarthy’s questionable tactics.
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Shirley Chisholm (1972)
Shirley Chisolm was the first black woman elected
to Congress in the United States. In 1972 she
announced her bid for the presidency under the
Democratic Party and took her campaign all the way
to the DNC. Like Hillary, Chisolm was a realistic
and grounded political thinker who knew exactly
what it would take for any person to become
president. She said of her own campaign, “You can
go to that Convention and you can yell, ‘Women
power! Here I come!’ You can yell, ‘Black power!
Here I come!’ The only thing those hard-nosed boys
are going to understand at that Convention: ‘How
many delegates you got?’”
At the Convention in Miami, Hubert Humphrey
released his black delegates to vote for Chisholm,
which help Chisholm to win 152 votes. While it
wasn’t enough to secure the nomination, it ensured that she would address the crowd at the
party’s gathering, where George McGovern ultimately received and accepted his place on the
party’s ticket.
Patsy Matsu Takemoto Mink (1972)
In 1965, Patsy Mink became the the first
woman elected to Congress for the state of
Hawaii, as well as the first elected female
of an ethnic minority from any state. Mink
ran in the Oregon primary for the 1972
election as an anti-Vietnam War candidate
for the Democratic ticket, but received
only two-percent of the votes. She
dropped out of the race soon after, and
went on to support the campaign of
Democratic nominee George McGovern
(alongside Shirley Chisholm).
Mink was a principal author and sponsor of the Title IX Amendment of the Higher Education
Act, which prohibits gender discrimination by federally funded institutions. She also authored
and introduced the Early Childhood Education Act and Women’s Education Equality Act.
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Linda Jenness (1972)
While Chisholm and Mink attempted to top the ticket for
a major party in ‘72, Linda Jenness ran for election that
same year on the Socialist Workers Party ticket. Her
political career was largely focused on challenging laws
and constitutional requirements that make it difficult for
third parties to become true contenders in presidential
elections, including state ballot access laws, requirements
for equal media coverage of third-party candidates, and
the ability to distribute third-party campaign literature on
army bases.
Jenness received over 80,000 votes in the ‘72 election,
but her run was doomed from its start, as Jenness was not
of the legal age—35—to be elected president. Regardless,
she was featured on the ballot in 25 states, and her
running mate, communist Evelyn Reed, was written-in on
behalf of the Socialist Workers Party in three additional
states (Indiana, New York, and Wisconsin). Both women remained loyal to communist and
Marxist movements after the ‘72 election.
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Geraldine Ferraro (V.P., 1984)
In 1984, Minnesota Senator Walter Mondale made
history when he chose New York congresswoman
Geraldine Ferraro to be his running mate for vice
president. It was the first time a woman’s name
appeared as the V.P. candidate on a major party
ticket.
While campaigning on both the trail and TV,
Ferraro was bombarded with sexist questions like,
“Vice president, okay, fine. But do you think you’re
equipped to be president?” (asked by none other
than female TV anchor Barbara Walters) and “Do
you think the Soviets might be tempted to take
advantage of you simply because you’re a woman,”
which was asked of her directly at the ‘84 vice
presidential debate. Mondale and Ferraro lost to
Reagan and Bush by a landslide.
Ferraro supported Clinton in 2008. She told feminist reporter Rebecca Traister in 2009, “I didn’t
cry when I voted for myself in 1984, but I went into that booth and I looked at Hillary’s
name...I’m beginning to well up now thinking about it. It felt like Susan B. Anthony was
standing beside me saying, ‘Pull that lever.’ Which sounds so stupid. But I felt the struggle for
women’s rights, and it just smashed me.”
Ellen McCormack (1972)
She was the first woman presidential candidate to qualify for
federal matching funds and secret service protection.
McCormack ran as an anti-abortion candidate in both 1976 and
1980.
As a Democratic candidate in 1976, McCormack secured 22
convention delegates;
however, she used her federal
matching funds to air what
were essentially anti-abortion
ads which prompted Congress
to revise the rules regarding
matching funds. In 1980, she
ran as the Right to Life
Party’s nominee and garnered
more than 32,000 votes in the three states in which she appeared on the primary ballot.
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Sonia Johnson (1984)
Johnson ran in the 1984 presidential election, as the
presidential candidate of the U.S. Citizens Party,
Pennsylvania's Consumer Party and California's Peace
and Freedom Party. Johnson received 72,161 votes
(0.08%) finishing fifth. Her running mate for the
Citizens Party was Richard Walton and for the Peace
and Freedom Party Emma Wong Mar. One of her
campaign managers, Mark Dunlea, later wrote a novel
about a first female president, Madame President.
Johnson began speaking out in support of the Equal
Rights Amendment (ERA) in 1977 and co-founded,
with three other women, an organization called
Mormons for ERA. National exposure occurred with her
1978 testimony in front of the United States Senate
Judiciary Subcommittee on the Constitution, Civil
Rights and Property Rights, and she continued speaking
and promoting the ERA and denouncing the LDS
Church's opposition to the amendment.
The LDS church began disciplinary proceedings against Johnson after she delivered a scathing
speech entitled "Patriarchal Panic: Sexual Politics in the Mormon Church" at a meeting of the
American Psychological
Association (APA) in New
York City in September
1979. Johnson denounced
allegedly immoral and
illegal nationwide lobbying
efforts by the LDS Church
to prevent passage of the
ERA. Because the speech
drew national media
attention, leaders in
Johnson's local Virginia
congregation immediately
began excommunication
proceedings. A December
1979 excommunication
letter claimed that Sonia
Johnson was charged with a
variety of misdeeds, including hindering the worldwide missionary program, damaging internal
Mormon social programs, and teaching false doctrine. Her husband divorced her in October
1979, two months before the trial; she attributes his decision to "some kind of mid-life crisis."
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After her break with the church, Johnson continued promoting the ERA, speaking on television
and at numerous functions throughout the country, including the 1980 Democratic Convention.
She also protested venues such as the Republican Party headquarters in Washington. She and
twenty ERA supporters were briefly jailed for chaining themselves to the gate of the Seattle
Washington Temple in Bellevue, Washington.

Lenora Branch Felani (1988)
Felani an American psychologist, psychotherapist, and
political activist. She may be best known for her
presidential campaigns and development of youth
programs serving minority communities in the New
York City area. In the United States presidential
election, 1988 heading the New Alliance Party ticket,
she became the first woman and the first African
American to achieve ballot access in all fifty states.
She received more votes for President in a U.S. general
election than any other woman in history until Jill Stein
of the Green Party of the United States in 2012.
Fulani's political concerns include racial equality, gay
rights and for the past decade, political reform,
specifically to encourage third parties.
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Pat Schroeder (1988)
Pat Schroder was just 47 years old and a
representative for Colorado when she
gained a Democratic Party following
hoping she’d be the first woman
nominated to a major party ticket.
Schroder was the chair of Gary Hart’s
campaign for the presidency, but when he
dropped out, his supporters urged her to
enter the race herself, which she did,
though only briefly.
Two of Mrs. Schroeder’s most serious
concerns about becoming a Presidential
candidate involved fears that she would be
perceived largely as a feminist candidate
and, relying on this relatively narrow base,
would be unable to make a respectable
showing. She said today that although some voters regarded her as ‘’a woman running for
President,’’ others still saw her as ‘’the woman’s candidate for President.’’

Carol Moseley Braun (2004)
While Shirley Chisholm was
the first African-American
woman elected to Congress,
Carol Moseley Braun was the
first elected to the Senate. She
represented Illinois and the
Democratic Party, and in 2004
she attempted to follow in
Chisholm’s footsteps with a
run for the Democratic Party’s
presidential nomination. Braun
failed to gain substantial
momentum and struggled with
campaign funding, causing her
drop out of the race just four
days before the Iowa caucuses.
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Elizabeth Dole (2000)
The wife of U.S. Senate Majority Leader and both
presidential and vice presidential nominee Bob Dole,
Elizabeth had an impressive political career of her own.
She graduated from Duke University with a degree in
political science, then continued her education at
Harvard, where she earned both an M.A. in education
and a J.D. from Harvard Law. Elizabeth served as the
Secretary of Transportation for Ronald Regan and the
Secretary of Labor for George H.W. Bush. She later
worked for the American Red Cross, and soon after was
elected as North Carolina’s first female Senator.
She ran for the Republican nomination in the 2000
presidential election, but dropped out of the race before
any primaries took place, mostly due to insufficient
campaign funds. Gallop polls placed her in second
behind George W. Bush in October of 1999 by only 11 percentage points, with John McCain
placing third.

Peta Lindsay (2012)
In November 2011, Lindsay
was named the Party for
Socialism and Liberation's
candidate for President along
with Yari Osorio for Vice
President, despite being
ineligible to become president
due to her age, under Article II,
Section 1, Clause 5 of the U.S.
Constitution; she would need
to be at least 35 in order to take
office.
Lindsay and/or a stand-in was on the ballot in 13 states (Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Iowa,
Louisiana, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island, Utah, Vermont, Washington, and
Wisconsin). The campaign received 9,388 votes.
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Michele Bachmann (2012)
Bachmann was a candidate for the Republican
nomination for president; she won the Ames straw poll
in August, 2011, but withdrew from the race after a
disappointing showing in the Iowa caucuses.
Bachmann represented a six-county Minnesota district
in the U.S. House from 2007-2015, where she was a
founder of the Tea Party Caucus and a vocal, visible
advocate for conservative causes. She became the first
Republican woman from Minnesota elected to
Congress in 2006 after serving in the State Senate
from 2000-2006. A native of Waterloo, Iowa, she
attended Winona State University, received her J.D.
from the O.W. Coburn School of Law at Oral Roberts
University, and earned an L.L.M. in tax law from the
College of William and Mary. She worked for the
Internal Revenue Service as a tax attorney until leaving to become a stay-at-home parent. She
and her husband served as foster parents for 23 teen-aged girls. Before seeking public office,
Bachmann was a pro-life activist and founded a charter school, breaking from the school when
local officials insisted that it remain non-sectarian rather than heavily Christian-oriented in order
to keep its charter. She ran for the Stillwater school board, but lost.

Carly Fiorina (2016)
Fiorina is a graduate of Stanford University, the Robert H.
Smith School of Business at the University of Maryland,
College Park, and the MIT Sloan School of Management.
Fiorina moved up in business from an entry-level employee to
management trainee to leading AT&T's spin-off of Lucent
Technologies and, later, Lucent's North American operations.
In 1999, Fiorina became Hewlett-Packard’s CEO, the first
woman to lead a Fortune 50 business. After being forced to
resign her position at HP, Fiorina served in a number of
advisory and policy-making positions for national and state
governments and led a number of charities and nonprofits. She
chaired the American Conservative Union Foundation, which
annually hosts CPAC. She also chaired Good360, a nonprofit
organization that helps companies donate excess merchandise
to charities. She was an adviser to Republican Senator John McCain's 2008 presidential
campaign. In 2010, she won the Republican nomination for the United States Senate in
California, but lost the general election to incumbent Democrat Barbara Boxer. Fiorina is the
chair and CEO of Carly Fiorina Enterprises, a business and charitable foundation. On May 4,
2015, she announced her candidacy for the Republican nomination in the 2016 U.S. presidential
election, the only woman running for the Republican nomination.
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Jill Stein (2016)
Jill Stein, a resident of Lexington, Mass.,
was born in Chicago on May 14, 1950. She
is a physician and a former professor of
medicine at Harvard Medical School, her
alma mater. Stein ran for president once
before, in 2012, raising just under $900,000
and garnering about 456,000 votes, less
than one-half of 1 percent of the total votes
cast. Stein's previous political experience
included two unsuccessful runs, as a Green
Party nominee, to be governor of
Massachusetts. She is an advocate of a
constitutional amendment to overturn the
U.S. Supreme Court's 2010 Citizens United
v. Federal Election Commission decision
and wants the government to provide full
public financing of elections.

Gloria Estela La Riva (2016)
A labor, community and anti-war activist based in San
Francisco, California. Born in Albuquerque, N.M.,
Gloria attended Brandeis University where she was
active in affirmative action struggles. Gloria has been
a registered member of the California Peace and
Freedom Party since 1981. In 1994 and 1998, Gloria
was the PFP’s candidate for governor of California.
She was the 2008 presidential candidate of the Party
for Socialism and Liberation. Gloria served as
Executive Vice President of the Pacific Media
Workers Guild, Communications Workers of America.
Vice-Presidential running mate in California was
Dennis Banks, co-founder of the American Indian Movement.

Hillary
Dianne
Rodham
Clinton
(2016)
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She served as secretary of state, U.S. senator from
New York, first lady of the United States, first lady of
Arkansas, a practicing lawyer and law professor, and
an activist. As First Lady of the United States,
Clinton fought for gender equality and healthcare
reform. Clinton was elected in 2000 as the first
female senator from New York. She was re-elected to
the Senate in 2006. Running for president in 2008,
she won far more delegates than any previous female
candidate, but lost the Democratic nomination to
Barack Obama.
Clinton served as Secretary of State in the Obama
administration from 2009 to 2013. She helped
organize a diplomatic isolation and international
sanctions regime against Iran, in an effort to force
curtailment of that country's nuclear program; this
would eventually lead to the
multinational Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action agreement in 2015. Leaving office after
Obama's first term, she wrote her fifth book and undertook speaking
engagements.
Clinton made a second presidential run in 2016. She received the most votes
and primary delegates in the 2016 Democratic primaries, and formally
accepted her party's nomination for President of the United States on July 28,
2016 with vice presidential running mate Senator Tim Kaine. She became the
first female candidate to be nominated for president by a major U.S. political
party. Despite winning a plurality of the national popular vote, Clinton lost
the Electoral College and the presidency to her Republican rival Donald
Trump.
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Baldomero Garcia Vela
Con Este Consejo, Los Dejo
No busques al futuro
Que el te encontrara
Cuando aparesca el sol
En tu camino
Esa luz que haz buscado
Tanto tiempo
Y se llama destino
Tu eres un triunfador
Te lo aseguro
Por el modo de ver
Callado y fuerte
Se doblan los metales
HIJO MIO
Cuando falla tu suerte
Hoy vives una vida
Que haz buscado
Y eres un triunfador
Te lo aseguro
No voltees atras
Ya esta olvidado
El futuro es el sol
De tu destino
Dejaras tus huellas
En la arena
Cuando llegue el crisol
Que tanto esperas
Y no se borraran
Porque son ellas
Las que al triunfo te llevan

Baldomero Garcia Vela “El Profesor”
Cuidad Mier, Mexico

1 Julio de 1935 - 7 de Febrero 2017

(Fueron unas palabras que me dejo Papa y hoy encontre que me duele tu partida Papa. Pero
esas palabras me hacen sentir ser una mejor persona—Orisis Garcia, hijo).
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Defining Ourselves: The Role of Culture
and Gender
Richard L. Miller & Tyler Collette
We live in a world that is a complex amalgam of meanings and practices. In our society,
the American dream, with its strong emphasis on personal happiness, optimism about the future,
and hard and focused work, permeates our thoughts and conversations. (Hochschild, 1995) These
cultural values affect our personal identity (McAdams, 2006), work motivation, and work ethic
(Sanchez-Burks, 2002). In their cultural task analysis, Kitayama et al. (2009) explored how
cultural practices are incorporated into the process of identity formation. In cross-cultural
research, the term self-construal is often used instead of identity. A self-construal is the
awareness of our thoughts and feelings that provide an understanding of our private inner selves:
The theory of divergent self-construals (Markus and Kitayama, 1991) attempted to expand upon
the limited “Western” view of the self-held by many contemporary researchers. Drawing upon
research delineating cross-cultural differences in the views of personhood, Markus and Kitayama
(1991) proposed that self-construals could be divided into two distinct conceptual representations
of the self: independent and interdependent. Although some aspects of the self may be universal,
they asserted that the fundamental nature of the self-construal is inextricably bound to the culture
in which the individual was reared. Independent self-construals are, according to Markus and
Kitayama (1991), generally attributed to men and individuals in Western individualistic cultures,
while women and individuals in non-Western, collectivistic cultures are more likely to possess
interdependent self-construals.
Culturally shared assumptions about the relationship of the individual to others—the
degree of separation or connectedness between individuals as perceived by people in a particular
society—influence the view of self that characterizes an individual. Markus and Kitayama
(1991) and Singelis (1994) provide definitions of independent and interdependent selfconstruals. People of the Western world, especially men (e.g., the United States) generally
subscribe to strongly individualistic beliefs, emphasizing the uniqueness of every individual and
encouraging development of an independent self-construal. The independent self-construal views
the self as an autonomous entity whose own thoughts, feelings, and actions are of utmost
importance. Other people are important largely as a basis for social comparison, and the
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realization of internal attributes and accomplishment of personal goals are viewed as highly
desirable states. In contrast, women and many cultures categorized as non-Western (e.g.,
Chinese) are characterized as collectivist, focusing on the inherent connectedness of the
individual to others. The interdependent construal of self is derived from this belief, viewing the
self as an integral part of the social relationships in which one is engaged, and recognizing that
thoughts, feelings, and actions are directly related to those of others with whom the person
interacts. Relationships with others are integral to self-definition, as is the ability to maintain
harmony in such social relationships (by engaging in appropriate actions, filling proper roles, and
promoting the goals and needs of the group/others). By and large, most studies indicate that
women are more relational than men (e.g., Gilligan, 1982; Miller, 1986).
In one representative study, Parkes, Schneider, and Bochner (1999) administered the
Twenty Statements Test (Kuhn and McPartland, 1954) to participants from nationalities
classified as either individualist or collectivist (based upon Hofstede’s Individualism Index,
1980). Their results clearly indicated that individualists are more likely to employ autonomous
self-descriptions (referring to their own internal attributes), while collectivists are more likely to
describe themselves with social references (referring to group membership or to other people).
Markus and Kitayama (1991) posited that these divergent views of the self-maintain a crucial
role in the organization of one’s self-regulatory schemata and the interpretation of one’s
experiences, leading to a variety of consequences. One’s self-construal can affect cognitive,
emotional, and motivational processes. Likewise, the self is also a product of the social
experiences to which it is exposed, especially those of culture, which provides a continually
evolving and dynamic presence (Cross and Madson, 1997).
The independent and interdependent self-construals, as described above, are closely
related to the cultural syndromes of individualism and collectivism (Triandis, 1995). In fact,
Triandis (1995) pointed out that Markus and Kitayama’s (1991) use of the terms independent and
interdependent construal of self is more or less equivalent to the social patterns that he labels
individualism and collectivism. According to Triandis (1996), a cultural syndrome can be
defined as the following:
A pattern of shared attitudes, beliefs, categorizations, self-definitions, norms, role
definitions, and values that is organized around a theme that can be identified among
those who speak a particular language, during a specific historic period, and in a
definable geographic region. (p. 408, italics in original).
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Within a culture, variation exists in the extent to which one extreme of a cultural
syndrome (in this case, individualism or collectivism) is emphasized above the other, but most
members of a specific culture will tend toward the same view. In an individualistic culture, the
definition of self is independent of the group; in a collectivistic culture, the definition of self is
tied to the in-group. Triandis (1995) suggested additional attributes of individualism and
collectivism that are helpful in clarifying the distinction between cultures that promote
independent and interdependent self-construals. Individualists promote personal goals, while
collectivists give priority to in-group goals. Individualists rely more heavily upon attitudes as
determinants of social behavior rather than norms, which are a key influence upon collectivists’
social behaviors. Individualists maintain relationships that are personally advantageous and
eliminate those that are costly to the individual, but collectivists will often maintain individually
taxing relationships if they are beneficial to the in-group. Triandis (1996) also identified factors
that promote either individualism or collectivism within a particular culture. Heterogeneous
societies that have a large number of role definitions but relatively fewer norms (complex and
loose) promote individualism; homogeneous societies with fewer role definitions and a large
number of norms foster the development of collectivism. High social class, migration, social
mobility, and exposure to mass media also contribute to individualism.
Most research on individualism/collectivism has focused on international differences, but
not all residents of a country necessarily share the same values. Indeed, in a country such as the
United States, a wide variety of cultural meaning systems exist side by side. Thus, although the
United States has earned a reputation as perhaps the most individualistic nation in the world (see
Kim, 1994 for a review), individuals in several collectivistic U.S. regions exhibit strong
endorsement of family and community values. For example, residents of Appalachia exhibit a
strong sense of family origin, kinship ties, a sense of community as both a social identity and a
type of social organization, conflict avoidance, and a strong sense of religion, all of which
suggest collectivism (Gore et al., 2011).
Vandello and Cohen (1999) examined regional differences in individualism/ collectivism
in the United States. In their study, individualism/collectivism was assessed by statewide
statistics on several face-valid indices including the percentage of people living alone, the
percentage of 65-year-olds living alone, the percentage of households without grandchildren, the
divorce/marriage ratio, the percentage of people without any religious affiliation, the percentage
of people who voted libertarian in the past three presidential elections, the percentage of
carpooling (vs. driving alone, reverse coded), and the percentage of people who are self84

employed. They ranked Texas in the second quintile of collectivist states. In fact, Texas was
ranked 11th on the collectivism scale. However, direct measures of individualism and
collectivism collected over the past decade provide a much more nuanced classification. In
several studies conducted at Texas A&M University-Kingsville, it is clear that the student body is
a robust mix of individualists and collectivists.
In contrast to Vandello and Cohen’s classification of Texans as collectivists, students at
TAMUK scored high on a measure of the Protestant work ethic. In 1904 Max Weber defined the
Protestant Ethic as an individualistic value orientation that emphasizes devotion to work,
individual achievement, and discipline. It encompasses the belief that people who work hard will
get ahead, and that the harder one works, the farther ahead they will get. The Protestant Work
Ethic Scale created by Mirels and Garrett in 1971 includes such statements as "I feel uneasy
when there is little work for me to do" and "Money acquired easily is usually spent unwisely."
However, consistent with Vandello and Cohen’s classification of Texas as a collectivist state,
students at TAMUK also scored high in humanitarianism-egalitarianism, a value more closely
aligned with collectivism. Humanitarianism-Egalitarianism is a communal orientation that values
adherence to the democratic ideas of equality, social justice, and concern for others' well-being.
The scale included such statements as “One should find ways to help those who are less fortunate
than oneself” and "Everyone should have an equal chance and an equal say in most things." This
cultural orientation is frequently found to be at odds with Protestant Work Ethic. One explanation
of this unusual finding may lie in the diversity of TAMUK students.
Over sixty percent of TAMUK students are Latinos. In comparing the Latino culture with
the larger American culture, there are both similarities and differences. Some of the differences
include time orientation, communication style, as well as group relationships and perceptions and
measurements of intelligence. While Latinos have a respect for time, they do not place as much
importance on it as the average American. Latinos are flexible with their time schedules. They
tend to make room for family, friends, and colleagues. For example, if a family member has
issues that interfere with the plans for the day, the family member’s issues are going to come
first. Latinos tend to be more concerned about the present than the future and the phrase “Latin
time” generally refers to concern for others (Vivano, 2013).
Although there are superficial similarities between Latino culture and the larger American
culture with regard to means of communication such as hand shaking, there are several important
differences. For example, Latinos are more hesitant to reveal personal problems. They are not as
quick to discuss family problems and tend to be less confrontational (Vivano, 2013). Clutter and
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Zubieta (2009) also note that the Latino family members are very close as a unit. Given these
differences, Latinos in the United States are plunged head first into a largely individualist society
and have clashes that cause them to be stuck between two worlds, the world of an American
individualist and the world of a Latino collectivist. The Latino struggle is to meld the
individualist and collectivist cultures into a win-win for the Latino that is an amalgam of these
two cultures. This melding is referred to as bicultural integration.
Bicultural Integration
Bicultural individuals are characteristically understood to be individuals who have
adopted two cultural identities to the degree that both cultures are expressed within them.
Bicultural people describe two internalized identities that alternate in directing their cognition
and behavior (Hong, Morris, Chiu, and Benet-Martínez, 2000). Biculturalism embraces two
arrays of behavioral influences, with the added benefit of being able to switch between cultural
norms and values depending on the situation (Hong et al., 2000). This is referred to as cultural
frame switching (Huynh, Nguyen, and Benet-Martínez, 2011). Huynh and colleagues developed
a scale to measure the extent to which individuals identify comfortably with both of their
bicultural identities; the bicultural identity integration scale (BII). Those scoring high on the BII
tend to have a more developed mastery of both cultural identities. This leads those who score
high on the BII to be more responsive to culturally relevant cues or primes (Huynh, Nguyen, and
Benet-Martínez, 2011).
In addition to being more responsive to culturally relevant cues, research has found
additional benefits to a strong bicultural identity. This may be because individuals who are
comfortable with both identities do not see the identities as in opposition to one another (Benet‐
Martínez and Haritatos, 2005). Cheng, Sanchez-Burks, and Lee (2008) found that Asian
Americans were able to come up with more creative and extensive solutions to problems when
given strategies from both cultures. Their findings suggest that there is a psychological
management of their bicultural identity that may be related to the availability of multiple ways of
knowing, which in turn influences how they come up with solutions to a problem (Cheng,
Sanchez-Burks, and Lee, 2008). Furthermore, Mok and Morris (2010) found that a bicultural
identity may protect individuals from succumbing to groupthink in either of their cultural groups
when presented with incorrect information. Because of an ability to contrast incoming
information with either cultural identity, bicultural individuals are able to take advantage of a
more creative solution and protecting them from going along with incorrect information to
maintain group harmony (Mok and Morris, 2010). Bicultural identity plays an important role in
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influencing behavior, but there is an interesting dynamic added when we consider gender
alongside cultural orientations such as individualism and collectivism.
Culture and Gender
Culture and gender have been an important and, in many cases, contentious aspect of the
discussion of bicultural identity in the past few decades. Kashima et. al. (1995) argue that
although culture and gender have both been considered in terms of an independent self-construal
or interdependent self-construal, a reconceptualization is necessary to distinguish culture from
gender. Differences between cultures are actually better explained by the degree to which
individuals understand themselves as active, independent agents, an aspect of individualism. In
contrast, gender differences are best explained by the degree to which individuals see themselves
as emotionally connected to others, an aspect of collectivism (Kashima et. al., 1995). Lalwani
and Shavitt (2012) expand on this idea by introducing another cultural variable, vertical versus
horizontal orientation. A vertical orientation places value on hierarchy or individual needs
whereas a horizontal orientation places value on equality or egalitarian needs (Chiou, 2001).
Men from both cultural orientations tend to score higher on vertical items than do women, and
conversely women score higher on horizontal items than do men (Lalwani and Shavitt, 2012).
This may suggest that although cultures can differ in terms of their foundational value orientation
(individualism/collectivism), men and women can also differ in terms of their expression of, or
values within, that orientation. Socially constructed variables become increasingly complex
beyond one’s basic cultural orientation and add new dimensions to how an individual
understands their identity. Furthermore, it illustrates the need to understand foundational cultural
values before you can understand the various social dimensions that influence people.
Conclusion
Previous research indicates that individualism and collectivism are both dimensions that are
part of any culture and the psychology of any human being. While early theorizing considered
these two cultural orientations as differing merely as a matter of degree, more recent research
with the Carmeroonian Nso (Keller, Demuth, and Yovsi, 2008) indicates that these cultural
orientations can be of different quality and have a variety of meanings depending on the specific
socio-cultural context. Thus both autonomy and interpersonal relatedness can comfortably coexist within a group and within an individual. As another case in point, it would appear that
Texans show several characteristics of an individualistic frame of reference, valuing
independence and autonomy and exhibiting a strong work ethic while at the same time also
showing several characteristics of a collectivistic frame of reference, valuing family and
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community and exhibiting a strong commitment to humanitarianism/egalitarianism. These
differences seem to be related to both culture and gender.
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Cynthia “Cynda” Garza
Winter Night's Waltz
Night assumed waltz position and glided by dusty window panes
and danced and turned by every nook and cranny of the highway motel slowing in littered
stairwells, twirling in insect encrusted breezeways.
While the night auditor nodded and thought quiet, breezy thoughts that danced and turned and
dipped her into a winter night's nap.
"Swoosh!" The motel doors pulled open, jolting her awake.
Two drug traffickers stumped in with their shared woman.
The auditor scoffed: "Drug traffickers and their sex slaves..."
The shared woman came in with yet stayed behind the two men.
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The shared woman had stuffed her feelings so well that she had made herself forget to care about
or to notice anyone.
Fear and fatigue had forced herself to deny her own existence.
One man came to the counter, leaving the other in charge of her.
She was denied and despised by them and yet consumed by them.
The lead drug trafficker stopped a few inches from the front desk, ordering the auditor to sell
them a room for just two persons, two.
The auditor was having no lies of this disrespecting trash mar her pretty little midnight siesta or
her tidy front desk.
She pointed out the obvious: You are three people, not two:
"Un hombre y un hombre y un mujer son tres personas, tres."
The men would not admit to the woman being a person.
The shared women startled, as if remembering something surprised that anyone knew and would
say she was a person.
Lifting her eyes, she touched her personhood for moment.
The auditor slightly smiled and bowed at the shared woman.
Then the woman settled back into her usual nonexistence.
The auditor charged for three people without approval of the men,
sent the party on its way so she could light her sage candle to cleanse the traffickers' money to
give it more positive energy.
She drew a picture of the shared woman, slumped and downcast and sprinkled table salt on the
image/on the woman to bless her.
Then she drew a picture of the shared woman, tall and proud and smiled at the image/upon the
woman to encourage her.
The night auditor placed the shared woman in God's Hands.
Now she breathed in and out to change her state of consciousness.
The night auditor consciously started inhaling all of her blessings exhaling what no longer served
her, letting go of her thoughts,
inhaling and exhaling until her body and her mind both quietened.
The night auditor consciously choose to think quiet, breezy thoughts.
As she did so, the dark cold night moved on through the property Slowly dancing down the
stairwells, gliding through the property,
leaving in its wake, a bright blustery winter's day to be lived.
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Winter Magic
The winter was slow in leaving,
And the spring was slow in arriving.
Many nights hung with stars in moonlight.
Shell, you and I and my sometimes lover
laid down on the Earth our Mother
in our mid-town overgrown garden
to better gaze at our Sisters the Stars
and to better gaze and wonder at the Moon.
I ran into our house to get my altar bowls
while you ran in to get your altar mirrors
to gather and reflect the moon- and starlight.
We shined the reflected light on each other.
We twirled and talked and laughed and giggled.
He--that big strong virile man--giggled.
When we grew tired, we fell back on the Earth,
gazing, lazing and speaking of everyday magic.
And then I stood up, smiled, took his hand,
saying, "Come see the new mirrors I have."
I giggled and smiled into you feigned smile.
He and I went in to practice other kinds of magic
and left you there, outside alone in the cold.
Alone. In the cold.

About the Author: I am a former student of Texas A&M-Kingsville. I completed my
undergraduate degree in 1994 and did coursework toward a graduate degree in the late 1990s.
I live in Corpus Christi where I spend time at the YWCA practicing yoga, occassionally
volunteer teaching for the YWTeens Leadership Camp, and occasionally interviewing for
television news spots and other promotional materials.

Emily Bueno
Bougainvillea
Bound by the limitations of a body that was never her own, her cries for liberation are muffled by
a degrading society. A society in which her oppressors restrict female expression and promote
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betterment of her physique rather than her intellect. She trudges through life with the forced
aspiration of pleasing her oppressors physically, emotionally and sexually. She has been
brainwashed by her creators who fed her subconscious mind with the idea of expected failure;
setting her up for her own demise. She is a dead vine in a small space who had the capacity to
grow exponentially but was never allowed the room.

Camila Salcedo
Adriana Salcedo – The Whole Enchilada
When I was first handed the instructions to this paper and realized that we had to
interview a woman, I knew without a doubt in my mind that I had to interview the most
impactful woman in my life, my mother. My mom is an essential person in my life not only
because of my relation to her, but also because of whom I am due to her own executions. She
allowed me to see the world in such a way, that I wouldn’t have the same views pertaining to this
class had it not been for her.
Adriana Salcedo was born on October 18, 1966 in Colombia. She is the second of three
children and the eldest daughter. At the age of two, her family moved to Tachera, Venezuela in
the hopes of finding a better life. Her family of five included her mother and father, a younger
sister and an older brother. From her recount, she grew up in a moderately liberal environment,
which was surprising for a catholic lower middle class family, in Latin America. There were
however, instances in which she felt segregated from her other male family members. “I had beef
with the fact that my brother was the one with his own room, even though him and my sister
were much closer. The best pieces of food were always saved for my brother and father”. One of
the most impacting things I heard my mother during the interview followed; “I was taught that
women sacrificed because it was expected, and men were deserving of that sacrifice”. Regardless
of early home life, her experiences in school were much worse.
My mother’s primary and part of her secondary education was completed at a catholic
nun’s school in the 1970’s. When I asked her how she felt about this catholic school she said that
it “was the worst choice” that was made for her. According to my mom, the nuns had gender
related issues that made her childhood experience a nightmare. She explained to me that men’s
education in Latin America was prioritized over that of girls. “Physical contact between girls and
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boys was completely prohibited. This was really hard for me because I was a person that
communicated physically. I loved climbing trees and playing tag and holding hands with my
friends. It was not something an 8 year old should have been shamed about”. Sports in her daily
school life resonated with her quite a bit. Every week, the girls were separated from the boys and
taken to a compulsory knitting class while the boys were taken outside to play soccer. “God
forbid girls should get a bruise!” I do think, however, the worst incident my mom had at this
nun’s school was a disciplinary action placed on her due to playing with her friends at recess. “I
was sent home because a boy touched me. I was holding hands with him and another girl and
they were pulling me in opposite directions. I was approached by a nun and was called out in
from of all of my other classmates. I was sent home for the rest of the day. I was really affected
by this, I was 12 and there was no sexual connotation about it. He was my life-long gay
neighbor! I was mortified, the entire school found out. I felt like everyone was looking at me. I
spent the rest of that week with my head down on my desk”.
Without knowing the language or having many economic resources, my mother moved
again, at the age of 14, to Long Island, New York once more, in the search of a better life. There,
despite seemingly unsurpassable barriers (lingual, economic, social, etc.), she completed her high
school education. This allowed her to be in an environment that she claims let her be herself. She
felt she was free to pursue better things. In 1997, my mom asserts two of the most important
things in her life occurred; she began taking classes in the college of Fine arts and Design, in
Long Island University and, she was pregnant with her first child (me). This was a time of great
change in her life. She informed me that “education empowered” her. “It expanded my choices
and broadened my horizons. Art is also a
science of healing. I did this to heal myself”.
My mom graduated with honors in less than 3
years.
When asked about her definition
womanhood, my mother sat down and poured
herself a glass of wine. She stared blankly past
me for several moments before saying, “next
question, please”. After several intents of trying
to get an answer out of her, she told me the
reason she was hesitant to give an answer was
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because there wasn’t a correct one. “I wouldn’t know how to define it. The only thing
womanhood has given me personally, is the ability to be a mother. This forces me to believe that
I have to be a bigger and better person”. She made it very clear that womanhood was almost
completely physical to her while to others, it was a mental state of being. She also laments that
she can’t have the strength a biological male has. “I have the drive to do so many things, but my
body comes with limitations I can’t control”. Despite her past, my mother learned to navigate all
obstacles that stood in her path.
Another one of the more interesting things she’s commented on was her choices in relation to her
gender. She noted: “thankfully, I haven’t yet made a choice as a woman. The only choice I made
as a female was to have children. Everything else was made as Adriana.” She says she “sucks” at
playing gender roles. “I am Adriana Salcedo. I don’t play roles. I am an artist by heart, a mother
by choice, a handyman by need, a caregiver by nature, and businesswoman by passion. I’m the
whole freakin’ enchilada”.
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Bryan Hinojosa
Dr. Christopher Bryan Hinojosa. Lecturer of English, Texas A&M University-Kingsville

Penelope
You know, my whole “marriage” to Big O was like the best thing that could’ve happened to me. So,
the first coupla months are okay, but then it drags on and he starts to get all annoying, and right when I’m
thinking to myself “A lifetime of this?” poof! he’s gone…for ten years. Ten glorious years of enjoying myself
while he sat in some dank camp and somehow managed to avoid getting killed. And then, just when they wrap
everything up, and it looks like I might have to put up with his dumb ass again, he gets lost at sea, and the
lifestyle to which I had become accustomed was able to continue on.
But then everyone started getting on my ass about remarrying. So then I had to start up with the
crocodile tears, and be all like “I can’t, I can’t. He’s coming back, I know it,” and they’d leave me alone for a
while. And I was able to pull that off for years. It was great. I was in no rush. Why should I have to get
remarried? And put up with some other jackass? Didn’t sound too fun to me. So I was able to, you know, hold
out for a while. I guess I lucked out.
I mean, the gods know I never really thought Big O would come back. I was sure the guy was gonna
get his ass killed. He never struck me as like, you know, the warrior type. I mean, whenever he got in trouble in
the past, he’d just dream up some stupid-ass scheme that he thought would save him.
Like when he got called up to fight in the War. At first he flipped out. He was all like “The Oath of
Tyndareus!? Are you shittin' me? I’m getting drafted? Oh man, I’m outta here! I gotta get to Egypt or
something.” But then he calmed down, got drunk, and pulls one of his brilliant ideas out of his ass. So, when
Palamedes comes rolling up, Big O was all “Tell 'em I’m crazy,” and proceeded to make a jackass out of
himself on the beach. And Palamedes was sitting there, watching this whole scene, and he turns to me and says
“Is he always like this?” and I’m like “Only when he’s trying to avoid a fight.”
And then, after his ingenious ruse is uncovered, Big O tries to play it off like he’s smooth or
something. He’s all “Aww, I’m just bustin' your balls, man. Pally, it’s me, bro, you know I’m always down for
whatever. I gotcha back.”
And the whole time I’m thinking “Wow, this is the father of my child. Yippee.” So, yeah, Big O had
to ship off; his plan didn’t work. But, I dunno, I guess it wasn’t that bad a plan. It’s not like he dressed up like
a woman like some people. Yeah, you know who I’m talking about. And, now don’t tell anyone I told you this,
but Big O told me that after he had found Achilles and dragged his ass off to the War, Achilles decided to keep
a dress or two, and always had them handy for “special occasions.” He said it didn’t take too much wine before
Achilles was dressed up and prancing around, shaking his ass all over the place.
And he’d be all like “Who’s your naughty little girl, Patroclus?”
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And Patroclus’d be all: “You are, you sexy bitch.”
Achilles could dance like a little bitch, and he could whine like a little bitch. Like that one time, when
he was all: “Hey, guys. What’s up? Wha—what’s going on? What happened to my prize? I want my prize!
Where’s my prize?! You know what? Screw you guys, I’m outta here.” And then he ran off and moped around
in his tent. Achilles. What a little bitch.
And they’re all like that. I mean, Ajax went all ape-shit after the whole armor fiasco. Trying to kill
everyone and then killing a bunch of cows. I bet that’s why he ended up killing himself. Guilt over those cows.
What a jackass. They’re all a bunch of jackasses. I’m just surprised it only took ten years for them to end the
War. Like, seriously, I’ve met most of them—shit, most of them have tried to nail me—and I figure it would’ve
taken those idiots another twenty years to figure something out.
And, what did they do? How did they end the War? Did they burn the city down or starve its people or
poison the wells like sensible men? No. Oh no. They built a goddamned giant horse. And, my husband was the
main idiot in that whole horse idea. Again, that’s the father of my child. Yippee.
And, like, you know, I can’t even believe the war even happened. All that trouble over my stupid-ass
cousin. It was all for Helen. Everything for Helen. You know what, fuck that whore. She left that dumb piece
of shit Menelaus and wound up with that little punk Paris. She’d always be bitching “He doesn’t do a damn
thing. All he wants to do is fuck.” Serves her right. It’s fitting she’d marry a good for nothing slut.
And, honestly, I don’t even think the War was about her at all. My guess is it was just some long,
drawn-out pissing contest. It took them ten years to figure out who had the biggest dick. And they didn’t even
really figure it out. Someone had to get tricked. It was like my husband said to himself “Well, if I can’t have
the biggest dick, I’ll at least have the best-lubed dick,” and then he just ups and slips it right inside Troy’s
asshole.
But, you know, honestly, I shouldn’t bitch too much about the War. I don’t know about everyone else,
but I, like, loved it. Oh, those times were wonderful. Big O was off on the other side of the sea. I didn’t have to
listen to him and his dumbass friends all day. I was in charge of my own damn business for once.
Oh, and then there were the suitors. They were all so nice to me. Always bowing to me and being all
like “Good evening, Lady Penelope,” and “I hope this morning finds you well, Lady Penelope,” and “Is there
anything I can do for you, Lady Penelope? Anything at all?” They were such nice boys. And there were some
hotties, too. There was like, all these hot, young guys lounging around, hanging on my every word, doing
everything they could to get me to notice them. And I noticed some of them. Damn. That was nice, you know,
like a new flavor each week. All I had to do was bat my eyes, and they’d come running. I’d just call out: “Oh,
Briareus, could you come here for a moment?” or “Oh Antinous, could you give me a hand with my robe?” or
“Oh, Alcibias, could you come help me fix my loom?” And, like, Alcibias didn’t know a damn thing about
looms, but he sure helped fix some other things, if you know what I'm saying.
And then, just when I was really comfortable, Big O has to come home and ruin the party. You
should’ve seen the look on my face when he walked in. Well, actually, I didn’t even recognize his ass at first.
He’s all looking like a beggar. And then he just up and walks into my room, which, let me tell you, pissed me
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the hell off.
I was all like “Get the fuck outta here, motherfucker.”
And, then, he’s all like “Damn, Penny, that’s no way to talk to your husband.”
And then I about shit myself. I was like “Oh fuck…Odysseus?”
And he’s all “The one and only, babe. And I’m back. And as soon as my ass walks in, you try to kick
me out. Is that any way to greet your long-awaited husband? Shit, I was expecting a welcome-back party.”
Yeah, you know, I wasn’t about to listen to that shit. Not from some motherfucker I ain’t seen in
twenty years. So, you know what I told him? I’m all like, get this “Well, honey, I did speak a little with
Clytemnestra, you know, see what she had planned for Agamemnon’s return. We compared notes. I thought she
had a couple of good ideas.”
Yeah, that shut his ass up real quick. He didn’t like that shit at all. “Hey, that’s not fucking funny.
Clytemnestra. Whacked-out bitch. And poor ol’ Aggie. I liked him. He hooked me up with some sweet-ass
armor.”
So then he’s all “Well, babe, you like my costume? Pretty good, huh?” And then he just sits back and
kicks up his feet, thinking he’s all badass and shit. I mean, this guy just knew he was the smartest thing ever. So
then he says “My costume sure fooled your ass. But it didn’t fool Argos. Argos knew me the second he saw
me. But then he up and died, poor sonovabitch. I guess the shock was too much for him.” And then, listen to
this, he gets all, like tender and shit for a second. He’s all “Really, babe, to tell you the truth, I was sorta
worried you’d flip out too. You know, go all hysterical and shit.”
So, get this, my husband walks in, after twenty fucking years, looking like crap, smelling like crap, and
then he tells me that he’s worried about my reaction because his stupid, shit-smeared, thirty-one year old dog
keeled over at the sight of him. What an idiot asshole. And I’m married to that idiot asshole. I've let that idiot
asshole fuck me in my idiot asshole. He’s been gone for two decades, and what does he say? Does he say he
loves me? Does he say he missed me? Does he say he’s sorry? Does he bring me flowers or anything? Does he
give me a kiss? Hell no. First, he compares me to his damn dog, then, he kicks off his shoes and starts
interrogating me.
He’s all like “Damn, babe, I’m surprised you hadn’t remarried yet. How come?”
I couldn’t really tell him I had been, like, you know, screwing the guests for over a decade. So I was
all like “Love, honey. It was love. I was, like, waiting for you to get back.”
Then he’s all “Good answer. So when did all these assholes get here?”
And I’m like “I dunno. They started trickling in ever since you wrecked. A bunch of them even started
coming around before the War was over. No one really thought you were coming back.”
And then he gets all cocky again, and he’s like “Well, proved them wrong.” And then he looks at me,
like he’s all surprised, and then he says “Wow, babe. You waited it out. I really wasn’t expecting that.”
So I’m like “Of course, honey, I love you.”
And then he gets up and walks over and sits down on the edge of our marriage bed, which he himself
had built out of a living olive tree. It was the center of the whole house. He ran his fingers over the woolen
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blankets that my mother had given us. And then he looks at me and asks “Were you, uh, were you the only one
to sleep in this bed? While I was gone.”
And then, get this, 'cause I had planned for this, I look him right in the eye and tell him “Why don’t
you go ask your piggy princess.” He glares at me, and at first I thought he was gonna get pissed, but then, he
just sighs and looks away. And, honestly, I was relieved. You know, I had heard some rumors, but I didn’t
really know if they were true or not. I guess so. Eh, good for him. They say she’s hot.
But then he starts back up with the questions “So, these guys,” he says, “have been coming in for—
apparently—the past decade, and they’ve just been…hanging around? All that time? Why?”
So, I’m all like “Shit, you gotta ask? It’s me, baby. You’re talking to Pen-e-lo-pee. Everybody wants a
piece of me.”
“No,” he says. “Really. All that time? I know, I bet it’s cause you’re rich.”
What a prick. And, I have to remind him “Honey, I was rich. Until you got back.”
And then he says, get this “Am I still rich? All of these strapping young fellows have been eating my
food for the past ten years. I hope you didn’t piss away everything Dad gave me.”
What a dick. Then I tell him “Don’t worry, honey, your father thinks I’ve been doing just fine.”
“Yeah,” he says, “he told me he was looking after you. He also told me to ask you about your ‘clever
little plan.’ He called you his little ‘procrastinatrix.’ I don’t get it.”
You know, I really didn’t want to tell him—I didn’t think he’d ask—but he found out anyway. So, I
says “I told these guys I couldn’t remarry until I made a funeral shroud for your dad.”
“But he’s still alive.”
“Yeah, I know. But they bought it. I told them it was my last duty to your family.”
“Ah,” he says, “clever. I want to see it,” and then he looks over at the loom. “Is that it? Is that the
funeral pall? That diaper is supposed to be a…a shroud? How long have you been working on this?”
“I dunno. Three or four years?”
And so he’s all like “Yeah, I know you suck on the loom, but really, that long? This is all you have to
show?”
And, even though I oh so wanted to tell him that it was taking so long because I got much more
enjoyment by being bent over the loom than actually sitting behind it, I tell him the truth and say “I undid all
the weaving at night…Because I love you.” Well, the first part was true.
“Hah!” he says. “Kick ass. That sounds like some shit I’d come up with.” And that’s what I thought all
along. That’s why I was embarrassed to say anything. 'Cause this really does sound like one of his stupid-ass
schemes.
And then he gets it. “Procrastinatrix! I love it.” Then he looks at me, all smiling, and he’s all “What a
smart girl. That’s why I married you.”
What a dick. Again, I had to remind him “Actually, honey, you were after my bitch-ass cousin, and
you only married me because Menelaus won the lot and got her ass instead. That’s why you married me.”
So then, he’s all like “Nah, nah, baby. It was…it was love.”
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“Whatever.”
Quite a heartfelt reunion, huh? Yeah. That’s my husband. And that was just the beginning of the night.
'Cause, after that, I call Telly in, tell him I want to introduce him to someone. And then he walks in,
sees his father for the first time since he was an infant and he’s all “Who’s this bum?”
And Big O’s all “Don’t you know me, boy? I’m your dad.”
And Telly says “What? My dad?” and then just looks at him for a minute. Then he’s all like
“Whatever. I don’t know you. Get the hell outta here. You stink.”
And Big O gets pissed, and even a little hurt, just a bit. So he’s all “Damn, Telemachus, I know—I
know it’s been a while, but that’s no way to talk to your father.”
And Telly goes apeshit. He’s all screaming and shit “You think you’re my father? You think you’re my
father? Let me ask you something. Where the hell were you when I learned to read or write? Where the hell
were you when I learned to ride a horse or shoot a bow? Where the hell were you when I killed my first boar?
Where the hell were you when I won the chariot races? Where the hell were you for anything? You know what,
I went looking for you. The only thing anyone had heard about you was that you were shacked up with some
slut for the past seven years. And you think you’re my father? I’m twenty two years old, and I don’t even know
you—and you don’t know me. You’re not my father. Argos was a better father than you ever were.”
And Big O was stunned. He’s all like “B-but I couldn’t be there…I swore an oath, to your great uncle.
I had to fight in the War.”
And that just pisses Telly off even more. He’s all “You swore an oath to Uncle Tyndareus?! Didn’t you
also swear to Grandpa that you’d take care of his daughter and grandson? I mean, by the gods, get some damn
perspective.” And then he just starts shaking his head. And he’s all “you’re not my father—you were never my
father. And I needed a father. Those bastards out there tried to kill me. And worse. Where the fuck were you
when I had fifteen of mom’s ugly-ass suitors trying to get in my asshole 'cause she wasn’t fucking em?”
I will say, for all of his drawbacks, and oh, there were many, Big O didn’t let people talk bad to me or
about me. Other than himself, of course.
So he gets all pissed off and then he’s like “Now look here, boy. I am your father. I am the husband to
your mother. And I’ll tell you this, any other man who said those things about your mother would already be
bleeding on the floor. I might not have been here before, but I’m here now, and I’ll whoop your ass if you say
another disrespectful word about your mother.”
Well, that sure shut Telly up. Not many people mess with Big O. But, I guess it could have been, like,
you know, a lot worse. At least Telly said I wasn’t putting out. That was close. And, you know, while it was a
rough introduction and all, they still got a chance to make up later that on night.
And that was like, the craziest night of my life. And it didn’t even really start off too bad. Big O was
in a good mood, at first, but that didn’t last. After he calms down, he kicks his feet back up and says “I’ll tell
you what, Penny. We’ll have one last big ass party—a big ol’ blowout. But then, tomorrow, I’m gonna have to
ask all these chumps to leave. But I think a ‘welcome home’ party would be nice. That sounds good. And to tell
you the truth, babe, for years now I’ve been looking forward to some good ol’ Arcadian wine.”
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I hated to ruin his night, but I had some bad news. So I tell him “Oh…I’m sorry, sweetie, we—they—
drank all your wine.”
His jaw drops. “What?” he says.
“Yep, sorry, honey. It’s gone.”
And he’s like “My Arcadian wine, seriously? We had a dozen hogsheads of it before I left. They drank
all of it?”
So I’m like “Yep, sorry. Finished it off about five years ago.”
And then his face just, like, just...twisted. And then he’s all “Those…mother…fuckers! Telemachus!
Get my bow! Shit’s goin’ down tonight, son.”
And, of course, Telemachus was all for that. I mean, he cheered up real quick. I guess he was a lot
more pissed off at the suitors than at his dad. So he gets all excited and he’s like “Really? Really? You’re
gonna kill them? All of them? For real? Sweet!”
And then, for only like the fifth time in his life, Big O looks at his son and smiles. And then he’s like:
“Actually, boy, I’m not going to kill them. We’re going to kill them. It’ll be the first thing we’ve done as father
and son.”
“Seriously?” Telly says. “For real…dad?” And then Telly says it again, as if it sounded odd to him:
“Dad.”
And Big O smiles as big as I’ve ever seen him. It was the first time, in his life, he’d ever been called
“dad.” And so he says “Hell yeah, boy. Grab your spear. Let’s kick some ass.”
And Telly jumps up. “Fuck yeah, dad. Let’s stomp some fucking face in!”
And Big O grabs Telly and bear hugs the shit out of him. About kills his ass. Then Big O gets serious,
and looks at him and says, “I haven’t seen you in a damn near lifetime, son. And not a day passed when I
didn’t wonder what the hell became of you. I haven’t been able to see my reflection and not wonder how much
of my face I’d see in yours.” Then he lets him go. And Big O turns and tries his best to not let his son know
that he’s all teary-eyed.
And then Telly sort of smiles, just a bit, and then he’s all “Yeah. I know. I wondered the same thing.
You’re shorter than I thought you’d be.”
And, at that point, that was like the best that Big O could really hope for. He chuckled and slapped his
son on the back.
Then Telly grabs his spear and was about to run out. But, Big O stopped him. And he’s all like “We
can’t go in there and just slaughter them. We need to think of something with more…finesse.” Oh no, I’m
thinking, here we go again, because it was then that Big O concocted another one of his ingenious schemes.
So, he goes out there in the same damn hobo costume, and, like, acts out some farce about a shooting contest
or some bullshit, and I still don’t know why. But it shouldn’t surprise me. I mean, this is the guy who thought
of the giant horse, after all. This is the father of my child. Yippee.
And, then, after that, Big O and Telly get to business. And like, that was one bloody mess. Odysseus
was all shooting people through the eye and shit. It was crazy. And Telly! I don’t know what’s wrong with that
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boy. He didn’t stab one guy in the face or the throat or chest or anything. Every time, it was right in the groin.
Stabbed seventeen guys in the nuts. Except for the guys who tried to run, he got them in the asshole. And
screaming like a maniac the whole time. He’s all like “Take that, you fuckers! How does it feel?”
By the gods, that boy’s got a temper. I guess he’s just like his dad. I’ve seen Big O go crazy for a
whole lot less than attempted rape and murder. I just hope Big O never finds out about all of those babies I
aborted. But, I’m not too worried, though. Keeping the giant horse guy in the dark should be pretty easy, for a
woman like me.

CONTACT:
Dr. Susan Roberson
Assistant Dean, Professor of English
Interim Director, Women and Gender Studies Program

361-593-2012
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Plaserae Johnson
A Black Woman’s Words - Racism
January 25, 2017
A social and political matter.
No improving actions, just continuance in chatter.
Y’all aren’t delusional.
Blacks can too be exceptional.
The words we too write are legible.
If you cut me I too bleed red!
How’s it the 21st century and racism still isn’t dead?
Your minuscule mind thinks pigment in my skin makes me inferior.
Discrimination is in occurrence, because you believe you’re superior.
Then you wonder why blacks are so furious.
‘Cause you choose to ignore a problem so serious.
Not by choice, am I the voice, of my race.
We’re devastated.
I’m also sorry… for the other targeted groups that are hated.
I can merely tell you I am exhausted!
To hold on to the human race, ’cause it’s not lost yet.
Presently, I’m less of judgment, and my acceptance has grew.
As a black woman, that’s all I will say to you.
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Just Be Strong
November 26, 2015

“Just be strong” they say,
Don’t give up, wipe your tears away.
“Just be strong” they said,
Get those negative thoughts out of your head.
“Just be strong” they say,
“I am sure it’ll be okay”.
In my head.. “Just be strong” I hear,
Reminiscing on those pep-talks in the mirror.
“Just be strong” they tell me,
“Don’t question it, it’s your destiny”.
“Just be strong” they keep saying,
So I keep trying, and I keep praying.
“Just be strong” they say,
As if I have a choice at the end of the day.
I try to remember when everything feels so wrong!
To look back on what they said and… Just… be strong.

I Could Be
August 21, 2015
Do you not realize what my generation is doing to the world ahead? There are people that are too
young to be dead.
Do you not realize what my generation is doing to us all? We have become a disaster, now there
is no one to call.
I really could be out like the rest. Fast life, hurting those who know me best.
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I could be like them; up to no good. I
won’t be like them.. just saying I
could.
Do you not see the rapid pace of
confusion we have created? We fight
and kill over things that shouldn’t even
be debated.
Do you not see the silent warfare?
Who has a better body, or the longest
hair?
I could be chasing the thrill, in the
moment, as if nothing matters. Could go out into the streets, and test my luck until my blood
splatters.
Too many mothers have kissed their children goodbye. Take a look around you, Can you see the
youth die?
I could forget about my education and my dreams. That’s what everyone else is doing, it seems..
If this doesn’t disturb you, I don’t know what will! You are numb, for you I truly feel.
I could be them.. but I am me.
I could be them, don’t you see?

Time
February 9, 2016
Sometimes you move too fast.
Other times you move too slow.
I should have learned,
to go with the flow.
Now I need control, because I don’t want to lose track of me.
We’ve got to work together…time management is never easy.
I’ve found something I love and I’m going after it.
I can’t have you destroying what I cherish so dearly.
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Not that I don’t think you’ll move at a good pace…
But I want to be aware of what’s coming, clearly.
They say “Time will only tell”.
Tell you who, what, why, where and when.
But I don’t want to go through your cycles, again.
It’s said “I hope time is on my side”.
We’ll find out if you are.
If not I may end up with another permanent scar.

The Author

Plaserae Johnson wrote nearly ten issues for Texas
A&M Kingsville University newspaper. Also, she
currently updates her website she began two years ago.
Plaserae was born May, 20 1994 in Glendale Arizona.
Her ultimate goal as a writer is to become professional
and win the highest of awards.
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Octavio Quintanilla
Mexican Pastoral
In the fields, our sad-eyed cows
chew on drops of rain.
I see them, and I see the moon drag
a cord of smoke between two hills.
The rooster crows and the crows point
to the young woman found dead
on the road’s shoulder. An onlooker
says, “¿Cómo andaba vestida?”
All night the rain skitters
across our tin roofs.
The dawn arrives an hour late.

First published in Arcadia

Fugitive
Your wife’s sweet distances.
Where are they?
Last night you slept next to her.
The sensual striptease
of the moon gushed
through a sliver
of open curtain.
At that hour,
you wanted to be water
drinking itself, not water
afraid of freezing.
In that quiet,
a greater mind couldn’t finish
the abandoned project
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you became.
You’re driving now
through another
Texas town,
dust holding things in place
like a rib cage.
The light,
hard as granite.
First published in American Poetry Journal

Influx

Too much killing
south of the border, the heavy rains
make it easier for bodies to disappear.
And so,
the dead come from El Salvador, Honduras, and Mexico,
as if looking for a new start.
But we know better.
Some drift quietly to our porches or get stuck
between the branches of mesquites.
Others find their way into our cars, grin
behind the steering wheel
as if relieved to finally get home.
It’s a common sight and no one bothers them.
Their foreheads have a gunshot wound or a message.
Eventually, the water will return to where it came
and we’ll see the tops of hills.
We’ll see clouds, small birds, and maybe we’ll even see
a small plane lose itself
in the folds of the sky.
First published in J Journal
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Mariah Boone
Queen
She was surprised when she heard they were disappearing.
It was her first year of teaching, an unexpected career change in her mid-thirties, and she
was very busy. She was still taking certification classes on the weekends and she was getting the
hang of lesson planning and grading …between being a first-year teacher and a mother, she was
short on time. She must have missed the news a lot, because she did not hear about what was
happening until it was already a tired joke that she watched, equally tired, on a late night comedy
show.
The bees were disappearing.
It was news to her that bee populations had sharply declined worldwide, and not just
because she had not been keeping up with current events. She had noticed no lack of bees in her
immediate vicinity. It was springtime and every flowering plant that she walked by, whether
during a rare evening walk or on an errand across town, buzzed with honeybees. A carpenter bee
still kept company with the Rose of Sharon tree on the driveway side of her house. The kids
still periodically came in the house from outdoor play to get away from a bee in the yard. There
seemed, to her, to be plenty of bees. As many as ever there had been.
Appearances in her vicinity to the contrary, however, there were not still plenty of bees.
According to the reports of scientists and beekeepers around the globe, bee populations were at
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an all-time, frighteningly decimated low. And the scientists were worried. Bees are a vital part
of the food chain, pollinating crops necessary for human survival. Without enough bees, there
could not be enough food. There was concern that the bee population decline might be reaching
that tipping point. And no one seemed to know why.
Many theories were discussed. Some scientists postulated that weather changes due to
global warming were to blame. Pesticide use was widely cited at the gym. The introduction and
proliferation of non-native plant species into most areas of the world was discussed over mochas
at Starbucks. Cell phone use was suspect at soccer practice. A decline in the variety of plant
species favored by bees was widely agreed to be the immediate cause by most scientists but that
left plenty of room for chicken-or-egg discussion on porches and at Kinder Music about what
had caused the decline in plant species. Speculation continued.
She did not speculate.
Whatever modern confluence had caused the decline in bees in places where she was not
present, she certainly knew the decline to be a fixable problem. She had only to shift from her
busy, everyday mind and into a quiet, expansive mental state and she could feel it … the hum of
colonies yearning to come forth. Bee thoughts sang in her bloodstream and teased the edges of
her woman thoughts. It was relaxing and sweetly energizing to allow herself to touch the
song … just ever so lightly. She pulled back to her mother-teacher-wife self before the hum
could escape the boundaries of herself and become real. But she knew it could.
She wanted the scientists to solve the problem. Not her. She had the kids to think of,
first of all. When she, herself, was a kid, some Africanized bees had escaped the place in South
America where they were being studied and had begun a slow, sexy migration north, breeding
with the local honeybees wherever they went. These “killer bees” from South America were an
aggressive form of bee that would swarm and chase people who disturbed their hives, usually an
accidental offense. Hundreds of bees would sting the interloper, which often resulted in death.
As they migrated north and got freaky with the local bees, honeybee populations became more
and more aggressive, until all of the hives in the lands where the Africanized bees had traveled
needed to be treated as aggressive and dangerous as a precaution.
Long years before the killer bees made it to Texas, her younger sister had nurtured a
childhood terror of them. She had tracked their progress on a map and watched news stories
about them a bit obsessively. Once they did arrive in Texas, people became accustomed to their
occasional terrors, learning to keep an eye out for hives and to call expensive professionals when
they found them, so they could be safely eradicated. Bees remained a serious issue, though; a
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threat.
She had not shared her sister’s interesting form of hysteria, but it certainly kept the threat
in mind. No bee had ever stung her, even the two that had gotten caught in her hair as a child.
She was cautious about bees, but not really scared of them, in her youth. As a parent of two kids
who played in their backyard on a regular basis, she became more cautious – closer to scared –
that a hive might be disturbed, but it still had never taken up much of her thinking time. Until
now.
Now most bees were missing, the aggressive sorts included, and she knew she could
easily call them up … no matter the cause or causes of their dwindling. She could let her mind
slip deliciously sideways for just the shortest interlude, expand beyond the limits she had placed
upon herself, the boundaries that made her, most of the time, so wholly human, and she could
taste the sweetness within, touch it, revel. In ten minutes – ten very good minutes – she had no
doubt that the bees would return to the world in force, quite overcoming their hardships.
Problem solved and humanity saved. A service.
If she performed such a service, she had no doubt that she could quickly return to being
the woman she had chosen to be, reining in the honeycombed song that hummed in her cells
almost as easily as she would release it. She had enough practice being mundane – it would not
be a problem. Not really. Probably not. Surely….not. (Would it not be?) But, really… how
many bees would colonize her environs before that happened? There were normal amounts in
her yard now when they had disappeared from the rest of the world and she never let herself
touch their little hive minds. If she let go and re-populated the earth with them, surely her own
patch of land would become an infestation.
The ones that came to her might be mean, aggressive ones … the song cared little for
such things. She cared, though. She had fenced for herself a normal, small life and normal,
small dreams for her family. She wanted the children to be able to run in the yard without being
attacked by killer bees … reasonable enough, she thought. That was her only concern, of course.
(Of course.) She hoped the scientists would fix things. Maybe the government. She waited.
Time flowed forward. The scientists and politicians did not find a way to fix the
problem, of course. No one else seemed to, either. She was never really a shirker when it came
down to it, so she gradually came to accept that the responsibility had become her own.
One June night, she went alone to the beach and lay down on the sand, feeling the tides
run through her blood like the song. Slowly, she expanded into the honeyed feel of the swarm111

song, reaching in and oozing out until she felt as big as the sea and sky… I am the queen of every
hive, she thought…
And so, just so … the colonies returned.
About the Author: Mariah Boone is a Social Worker and teaches in the Social Work Program at
Texas A&M University – Kingsville. She is also a mother, a social welfare historian and a writer
of essays, stories and poetry.

Cindy Hecht
Sharon King

The person that inspires me the most to succeed in life is Sharon
King. She was born in Corpus Christi, Texas at Christus Spohn
hospital on March 22, 1953. Her parents were Dollie and Billy
Staley. They got a divorce when she was fourteen years old, and
her mother got remarried to Delbert Staley. As a child she played
outside most of the time. She rode her bike and roller skated on the
sidewalks. A lot of her friends lived in the same neighborhood as she
did. While she was growing up she always wanted to be either a hairstylist or a seam stress.
Her family did not move around during her childhood. She had four siblings, three sisters
and one brother. She was the oldest out of her siblings. They lived in a two-bedroom house. The
girls shared one bed while her brother got his own bed in the same room. She got her first job
when she was thirteen years old. Her first working experience was in a nursing home diner. After
she graduated from high school she went to cosmetology school. She eventually went back to
school and got her instructors license.
Sharon King is my grandmother; she has raised me since I was almost two years old. I
have been in her custody ever since either January or February of 1999. I was her responsibility
until the day that I turned eighteen years old. My siblings and I got put into her custody after the
police arrested my dad for sexual harassment on my older sister, and when Child Protective
Services (CPS) found my mom to be an unfit mother. She got the call from CPS while she was at
work and was asked to come home immediately. When she got home CPS told her that if she did
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not take us then we would go to the state. For a while she raised us alone off and on, because my
grandfather was normally on the road as a truck driver.
The thing that inspires me the most about my grandmother is that even though she got
four kids out of the blue she still kept doing what she loved. On the weekends when there was no
school and she could not find a babysitter, she would take us to work with her and we would sit
outside playing games on the porch. It was not until a few years ago that she had to stop doing
hair due to all the chemicals that she had to deal with.
Her inspiration will help me succeed through TAMUK, because she showed me that no
matter the obstacle you will always be able to keep going. Whenever I come across a hurdle that
is in my way, I will know that I will be able to overcome it. There is always a way to get past any
problem that gets in the way of what I need to do. At TAMUK or any other university everyone
there will end up having some kind of obstacle that will try to stop them. Being able to overcome
that will always be the hard part for a lot of people.

Christopher Hasson
Annette Duvall

The person I
interviewed is
Annette Duvall. She
was born in Corpus
Christi, Texas, on
October 12, 1960, to
Ray Cecil Duvall, a
chemical engineer,
and Lorraine Marie
Duvall, a high school
mathematics teacher. Annette was a very active person throughout her childhood joining swim
team at just the age of seven because she had a heart murmur and her doctor told her mother that
swimming would help strengthen her heart. Later in high school, Annette was a member of the
band at Richard King High School. Annette aspired to become a history teacher when she was
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younger. Her sisters who were both English teachers encouraged her to take an accounting
course, Annette took her first accounting course and fell in love with it, so she decided to major
in accounting. Annette lived in Corpus Christi, Texas, until her sophomore year of college, when
she decided to attend Texas A&M University-College Station. After graduating from college,
Annette decided to move back to Corpus Christi and has lived there ever since.
Annette has three siblings: one brother, and two sisters, she is the youngest by five years;
she was the peace keeper in her family when conflicts would arise. Annette lived in one house
which was a four bedroom house until her family moved into a smaller three bedroom house
during her senior year of high school, when her mother, Lorraine, decided to open her own
recreation center. At that point, her family decided to move closer to their family’s recreation
center. Her first job was when she was 13 as a swim lesson instructor. Annette holds a Bachelor’s
of Business Administration with an emphasis in Accounting from Texas A&M UniversityCollege Station, she also holds her
Certified Public Accountant and owns her
own accounting firm.
Annette is the biggest role model in my
life, she has been my swim coach for 11
years, and she even helped me pick my
major by asking me questions about
accounting and finance. I met Annette
Duvall
and old
Christopher
Hasson
whenAnnette
I was seven
years
when I first
joined the swim team that she coaches. She is very motivational and will not take no for an
answer. In addition, she always looks towards the future. If you have a bad day it is alright
because you are able to do better the next day, and it is always the tomorrow that counts. Her
attitude that tomorrow is a new day is what inspires me the most.
Although her initial role was that of my swim coach, after 11 years she has come to be
like a second mother. Annette’s inspiration will be carried with me for the remainder of my
experience at this university because she has already had such a great effect on my life; she
motivated me by telling me that I have to go to college to be successful. In addition, I will be
able to be successful in business because she has the background in business to help tutor me
when I get into my upper level business courses. Annette will also be able to give me advice
when I have to take these courses since she had to take the exact same classes while she was an
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undergraduate. She will also continue to support me because she is always there for me during
the hard times in life. Annette will continue to help me stay motivated because she always shows
me what accounting has to offer after graduating from TAMUK.

Dinora Adame
Jose Luis Adame
Jose Luis Adame is twenty-four-year-old structural engineer
currently working for Mueller Inc. in San Angelo Texas. Jose
was born on a sunny day in Rio Grande on October 17, 1991.
He is the oldest son of three to Jose Luis Adame and San
Juanita Adame. As the oldest sibling in his family Jose had
the obligation as a role model. He tried his best to be always
behave good and make his parents proud. Even though he did
not know what he wanted to grow up to be he had an act of
tinkering with things especially disassembling and putting
things back together.
After his sophomore year in Texas City High School he
moved to Mission Texas where he then attended Sharyland
High School and manage to graduate as a junior. After that great accomplishment he moved to
Kingsville and lived there for about four years. When Jose was a little boy he was in a baseball
team with his friends. Also his friends and him were al in swimming lessons which they had
unforgettable memories. By having had grown up in a small town of Texas City he was able to
grow up with all his close friends that he knew since elementary school, but sadly was not able to
graduate with them.
Jose and his family lived in a three-bedroom house where he shared his room with his
younger brother. The house which was in Texas City was located near a chemical plant where
occasionally incidents (small explosions) would occur. He remembers one winter night waking
up to load sirens which meant that they needed to evacuate the city because of a big flare that
had occurred in the chemical plants. Luckily, this incident did not cause the chemical plant to
explode and everyone was safe. At the age of fifteen Jose got his first job in a Mexican restaurant
working in the back washing dishes. Knowing the fact that he did not like this job he knew he
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had to pursue in having a better future.
Jose attended TAMUK for four years then
graduated with his bachelor’s in architectural
engineering. By Jose graduating as a junior from high
school then graduating from TAMUK in four years he
was only twenty-one and was already an engineer.
Many companies that interviewed him were shocked
at the fact that he was so young. Jose was the first in
his family and dad’s family to graduate from a
university. His whole family was so proud of him and
could not believe his grand achievement. He mentions
that all his dedication and hard work at the end did pay
off.
Jose is my oldest brother who has inspired me to
succeed. I am truly blessed to have a brother as

Dinora and her brother, Jose Adame

diligent as him. He has showed me that no matter how hard a situation may be always look at the
positive side about it. He has always had a strong determination in all the things he tries to
pursue. That has taught me that I am capable of doing what I want as long as I try my best.
The way he perceives things and makes it his own is very intriguing. Since he was a
young boy he continuously tried to be number one in his class as well as every time making one
hundreds in his assignments. He always is striving for success no matter how many obstacles he
encounters. For example, there were a variety of times where he had no clue on how to do
questions or things and he studied more or seek for help until he fully understood everything. He
is a well-rounded person who has the easiness in interacting with others which I have learned
from him.
Jose inspiration will help me get through my TAMUK journey because I know for a fact
that if he was able to do it I will also. I know that if I am stuck in a situation he will be there for
me to help me and guide me as he always has. By having seen and lived by his side throughout
his TAMUK journey it has made me gain enough confident to become fearless in my journey.
Since I am going to major as an architectural engineer as well I know he will have no problem in
helping me with assignment as well as networking. His accomplishment will always be my
inspiration to keep going until achieving my own.
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Ashley P. Gonzalez
Gladys Elva Gonzalez
Gladys Elva Gonzalez is my hero and my most powerful
inspiration. She also happens to be my mother. All thanks to
God. She was born in Elsa, Texas on September 24, 1965.
My mom was born to Jose Roble Valladares and Josefina
Valladares. My mother had a childhood that most Hispanic
parents can relate to. She lived in a small two bedroom
wooden home behind her uncle’s home. All three of her
siblings shared one room and her parents shared the other.
As a child, my mother played cops and robbers with
all of many cousins. They lived in an orchard that were rich
with grapefruits, oranges and other citrus fruits. My mother
and her family did not have the luxury of an in home bathroom. They had an outhouse just
behind their wooden home. This is where they would relief themselves. During the school year,
my grandfather worked at the Highland Cemetery. This was a cemetery many miles north of
Weslaco. Weslaco where my mother and her family lived. At this cemetery, there were large
cement hands holding a bible. My mother and her siblings would goof around and play around
these large cement hands all day till her father was done for the day. Thankfully according to my
mother, my grandfather and his brother both had this job at the cemetery. This meant a lot of
family gatherings, and quite often. There were my mother’s favorite events as a young girl.
These family gatherings involved barbequing and some great salsa. My mother, her siblings and
cousins were all nearly the same age. That being said, she always had someone to play with.
The first job that my mother had was working as a migrant. My mother was a migrant
worker all the way up until she was a sophomore in college. Every single summer since birth,
she traveled up north to places such as North Dakota, Iowa and Minnesota. North Dakota was
her favorite destination because the scenery was absolutely stunning. Also, her and her family
were treated very well by the Anglos. The Anglos provided an exceptional living environment
and they were treated almost like family. In North Dakota, my mother picked Sugar Beet. In
Iowa, my mom picked Say Beans and Apples. In Minnesota, she picked Sugar Beet as well.
From 7am to 7pm, my mother and her family worked. From sun up to sun down, my dear
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mother, her siblings and parents were getting bleeding blisters in their hands and breaking their
backs. They could not stop working no matter how painful this process was. The option of
stopping was non-existent. This is because the money they all summed up well desperately
needed.
My mother grew terrified of caterpillars. To my mother, they were most visible in the
mornings. To this day, she cannot be in the same square mile of a black fuzzy caterpillar due to
seeing them every morning out in the fields. The day she came about a black fuzzy caterpillar,
my mother had met her biggest fear.
My grandparents both had up to their 3rd grade level of education. That being said, my
mother and her family always needed to work in the fields to help with money for home.
Working in the fields was no dream job. It did not pay well, but it still paid. My mother and her
sister were the only bilingual speakers in the family. My mother would translate the news for my
grandfather. Also, she would translate things for him in the work field, although it was
sometimes difficult. Not difficult in the sense of wording or vocabulary but having to translate to
her father that he nor his family can get a raise higher than $10 per square mile. Doing so was
one of the most challenging obstacles my mother had to face growing up. My grandfather was
not an aggressive man. However, due to the injustices in the migrant working pay, he grew
developed anger. Wages were unfair.
As tough as things were for my mother and her family, they kept their heads up and faith
strong. They attended mass every Sunday. Religion was very important. “God was important and
our religion was valued, despite tough times.” Said my mother on topic during the interview.
There was one church that all of the Hispanics went to. They often shared their stories with one
another and felt comfort; comfort knowing that they were in the same shoes and not alone. There
was no such thing as giving up because they were not given the option. My mother was taught a
lot by both her parents and working in the fields. She shared with me how she has strong values,
integrity, respect, responsibility, work ethic and the value of a dollar instilled in her growing up.
Thanks to busting her butt every day, all day during summer.
After every summer, if there was enough money saved up, bits and pieces of the new
house my grandfather was building, would slowly go up. After one summer of enough saving,
the foundation went down for the new home. This was huge for the family! Many long and
hardworking summers went by and finally, my mother and her family had a new three bedroom
home with two restrooms. No more need of an outhouse. It was a blessing.
As my mother was growing up to her middle and high school years, she was not able to
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join any sports, clubs or organizations. This was simply because the whole family shared one
vehicle. That one vehicle was an old beat up, two seating truck. Aside from that, my grandmother
was never taught how to utilize a vehicle. My grandfather needed his truck more than the whole
family. Not only was my grandfather a migrant worker and a grave digger, but was also a
carpenter. His truck was one of his main tools to continue providing for his family. My mother
never argued with the fact, she knew her family’s situation. My mother never argued with the
fact. She knew the situation of her family. Aside from this interview my mother had always
wanted to be in track and join academic organizations.
As a young girl, my mother always played teacher with her older cousin. My mom would
be the teacher and her older cousin would be the only student she had. This tops my mother’s
favorite game as a young child. She shared with me that she would tell her cousin to read
chapters of a book that my mom would get a hold of. The absolute best part of all this was the
fact that neither of them could read yet because they were too young, so they could only pretend
to read. Once she got older, she had a different plan when it came to a future career. She then
wanted to be a secretary. My mother’s exact words as to why she wanted to become a secretary
was this “because they dressed pretty and typed a lot.” All my mother wanted to do was dress
pretty and type. As a young girl, this is what my mother thought a secretary only did. After
sharing with me her silly interpretation on a secretary, she said she was only kidding with me.
My mother enjoys typing, however, this was not what she wanted to pursue in life. Ultimately
she aspired to become a teacher. She knew that teaching was something that she wanted to do
even before she could read a book, as mentioned before.
My mother’s parents never pushed their children towards education. However, they
supported in the ways that they could. Also, in the ways that were possible and in reach for them.
My mother and her family always lived on a budget, so what I mean about possible is putting
into perspective that there was only one truck available and gas was nowhere near free. However,
my mother’s family all kept their faith strong and made miracles happen. My mother pushed and
pushed towards college. My mother wanted to go to college and be someone. She was joyed by
learning each and every day. She wanted to be a certified teacher. She wanted to change the lives
of kids. She this is exactly what she did. She graduated 12th on her high school graduating class.
She received 95% of her college tuition paid for with scholarships. Large scholarships such as
the National Hispanic Scholarship and the College Assistant Migrant Program Scholarship. My
mother pushed herself through some mental limits in college. The struggle did not stop there.
The University that my mother attended was half an hour away from their home in Weslaco. It
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was located in Edinburg Texas, named the University of Pan-Am. By now, my mother’s oldest
sister had a car that was no longer useable. When the car was brought into the family, it had been
utilized already. Making it very vulnerable already. However, my mother’s father fixed up this
car so my mother would be able to take herself to school and fulfill her dreams. To this day, my
mother has no idea how her father came up with the money to fix the car for her. But he did it.
Every time my mother speaks of this event, she cannot help by take a moment and cry to herself
about the sacrifices her father made for her and her education.
My mother and her great friend Elizabeth would car pool every week to college, using
both vehicles. They needed to car pool so often in result of my mother’s car breaking down
often, leaving her and Elizabeth stranded on the side of the road. My mother never complained
however because just having the car was a blessing. My patient mother utilized that car all the
way until her third year in college. Her father somehow managed to buy my mother a new car. It
was a green Gremlin. When I reached up to this point in the interview with my mother, she
needed a moment. She paused and said “how in the world did my dad do it? I wish I could ask
him one more time”. Once my mother’s junior year in college came about, there was no more
being stranded on the road ever again.
My mother graduated with a Bachelor’s of Arts with a bilingual teaching certification.
She was also awarded the Who’s Who award at her University. Also, she was the very first in her
entire family to attend and graduate from college. She is now and currently a high school teacher.
She has been teaching for 24 years now. She taught middle school for most of that majority.
Now, she is currently a teacher at Weslaco High School where she grew up and graduated from.
She is teaching recent immigrants English, whom recently moved to the United States. She is
changing lives and absolutely loves her job. She is living her dream.
That being said, my mother is
my inspiration. I was born to her and I
could not have been more blessed. What
makes my mother so special and such an
inspiration is the positive energy she
brings to the table. Since the day I was
born, she had yet to fail at making my
days brighter just by her presence. Also,
how motivated my mother is. I have
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never met any other human being who enjoys their job as much as my mother enjoys hers. Even
on her bad days, she had a better day than anyone else that day. Furthermore, my mother is the
strongest woman I have ever had to privilege of knowing. Her life was far from easy. Far from
even a normal American childhood. She grew ambition and strived towards success. She never
gave up when she was given many reasons to consider it. My mother is strong for people other
than herself. When her father passed away, she did not shed a tear in front of anyone. She shared
with me how she would cry by herself when no one was watching. This was so her family would
no longer see pain. Losing a parent comes with unbearable pain, and my mother did not show the
world her pain so others would no longer hurt.
My mother’s impact on me and her inspiration will help me succeed through my
experience at Texas A&M University – Kingsville. I know this for a fact because all that she
encountered as a young girl all the way to her adult hood, she used to succeed and pull through.
Also, I just work hard every day to make her proud. To make a woman like my mother, proud of
me is an accomplishment itself. I hope to be just like her. I want my children to know how great
their grandma was and how they can do anything they work for. My mother lives by a quote that
her father taught his children. The quote is this, “lo que siembras es lo que levantas.” Meaning
you get what you plant. My mother has been living off this quote as a young girl, and just look at
how far she has come since the beginning. That being said, she is my greatest, most motivated
inspiration. Having my mother as an inspiration will help me encounter any struggles college
throws my way. When things get tough, I will look to my mother. When I seem to be drowning
in school work, I will think of my mother being stranded on the side of the road because her car
broke and think to myself “no excuses, my mother never had one.” If my mother can persevere
through all she did her whole life, I can do anything I can with mine with my mother in mind.
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Preston Rabe
Richard Rabe
The person I picked is my grandfather,
Richard Rabe. He was born April 28, 1951.
He grew up in Normanna, Texas. He grew
up in a small house on top of a hill by a
creek in the middle of nowhere. He was
born into very humble beginnings. He
worked on the farm and went to school in
the small school house down the road. He
spent all his free time working on the farm
and helping his younger siblings and his
parents. He was diagnosed with polio as a young boy. He eventually healed from it and soon
went off to college. In college he decided to become an Ag teacher. After college he took a job
at Pettus High School, where he attended. He soon excelled at his job. He was loved by students
and faculty alike. He led multiple teams to state competitions, before retiring in 2007. Earlier in
2005 he had a heart attack and had to have a triple bypass and a pacemaker put in. This was his
3rd medical scare as he also had an unknown disease in his lungs and muscles. He was told he had
at most 3 years to live. That was 16 years ago. He is alive and well today with all the glory to
god. In 2008 Pettus ISD named a building after him and included a bronze plaque showing off
all his accomplishments. This was the point in his life that he felt the most successful. He always
felt like he was the underdog. He was always the quit cool calm guy who never said much. At
this moment he felt like all the hard work he had been doing quietly had finally be seen.
He inspires me because he is such a positive role model. This man has taught me
everything I am. He is such a humble hardworking person and he has a heart of gold. My
grandfather is who I strive to be every day. I wouldn’t be who I am or where I am without him.
Throughout everything he has faced in life, he continues to be the same kindhearted, wise,
positive, man. In my opinion he is the true definition of a real man. He always has the upmost
respect to everyone and everything. He is extremely friendly and can even bring the shyest
person out of their shell with his quick wit and smart remarks, he never runs out of jokes. I feel
that he is the most positive role model in my life. He was also the first male role model in my life
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as my dad wasn’t and still isn’t around. This man is single handedly the greatest man I have ever
met and words cannot explain how much I look up to him and love him. I hope and strive that
one day I can be even a little like him.
He inspires me in school because I look back at his hard work and how far it took him
and try to mirror him the best I can. He always tells me “just to do the best you can” at
everything I attempt. I hear him speak to me extremely often and a big part of my motivation
comes from trying to make him proud.

Erick Perales
Laura Rios
Humans need inspiration to thrive. I propose to explain inspires me in my life, as a student. I believe
my grandpa is the person who inspires me most. I explained how he inspires me and how much he means to
me.
My grandmother Laura Rios, is the person that has inspired me my entire life. She was born in
Raymondville, Texas in 1950. Her parents were born and met in General Teran, Nuevo Leon Mexico. Her
father fought in World War II in 1943 to gain his families citizenship. Thus allowing my grandmother to be the
first out of two children to be born in the United States.
In 1971, at the age of twenty-one she married my grandfather. Together, they had four children my
mother being fourth child. She worked part time as a secretary for a clinic, while raising her four children. As I
grew up she would tell me as a reminder of the choices she made and to do the opposite. She would always
include “If I had the chance back then I would have gotten my education before starting my family. You should
do the same before you start yours.” To scare me to pursue my education.
The first time my grandmother and I met was a few hours after my birth. She described our first
encounter as love at first sight. To this day nineteen years later, my grandmother can still describe every hair
down to every wrinkle. She said that “the mole you have one your chin is in the same spot my dad had his. You
looked so much like him that I could not believe my eyes”. Since day one out of the hospital she took me in as
one of her own. Ever since then, I was her baby no doubt about it. I grew up calling this beautiful woman my
mother, and still do to this very day.
My grandmother is my inspiration because, she raised me from birth and taught me the values of
being a respectful person. For as long as I can remember, through thick and thin she was there for me when
nobody else was. When times got rough she always pushed me forward and tell me “Al mal tiempo, buena
cara” meaning (in bad times put on a good face and be positive). As I decided whether I wanted to attend
college, I thought of her and all she has done for me and that I could not let her down.
Humans need inspiration to thrive. I propose to explain what person inspires me in life, as a student.
This person is and always will be my inspiration is my beautiful grandmother. This woman pushed me when
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nobody did and pushes me to this day to make the best decisions.

Oscar Nava
Juan Barrera
The person who gives me great inspiration is
my grandfather from my mother’s side. I want to get
more into depth on why exactly he is such an
inspiration to me. My grandfather’s name is Juan
Barrera, he was born Cuidad Mier, Mexico on
November 18, 1953. He is one of six siblings to
Reynato and Angelica Barrera. He grew up in multiple
Oscar Nava, grandmother and (back) mom and
grandfather

ranches in Mexico and was a ranch hand to help out his
family. He and his family moved to the United States in

1968, so he was already fifteen years old. He still had not received his citizenship at the time and was just a
resident. He attended high school for only a couple years because he did not like the fact that he could not
speak English.
Since he stopped going to school he decided to go to trade school where he learned how to weld. After
that, he got a job as a welder in 1972, doing that for ten years’. He finally started getting offerings job offers as
a foreman in the refineries but he never took them. He felt very insecure of his English skills he felt as if he
was not fit for the job. Other foreman knew he was fit for the job because his skills on the job were
outstanding. Then, around 1982 he had a family and he set aside his pride and decided to take the job as a
foreman. This was his first big step in his career because as a foreman your name gets out there and you can
only move up. Finally, landing himself in the position of a super-intendant.
My grandfather has an extreme work ethic, even though he did
not further his education, he still ended up being very successful.
Moving up positions in the refineries is not an easy process. This
takes years and years of pure dedication, he knew that it was not
going to be easy so he did what he had to do and bettered himself
as a worker. When I meet his friends from work they always tell
me that my grandfather is someone they look up to, not because
his position but because of what he does. They always tell me
how he would always prove the engineers wrong on a lot of occasions. Keep in mind that my grandfather did
not go to college and engineers obviously do and he would prove them wrong. I guess learning from the books
is not as useful if you do not know what is actually going on in the field.
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My grandfather is who inspires me as a student and not because of his success in the line of his work,
but he inspires me because of his work ethic. My grandfather wakes up every morning at four to be at a job
that starts at seven just because he wants to be prepared for anything that might cause him to be late to work.
He understood that life for him was not going to be easy but he pushed through it and made something of
himself. He always tells me that he does not want me to be like him and work hard in the sun, but little does he
know that I hope that I am half the man he is, he truly is a great inspiration to me.

Arturo Garcia-Haces
Aida Rocio Garcia Pineda
The person that inspires me is my mother, Aida Rocio Garcia Pineda. She was born on July the
2nd, 1969 to Hortencia Teresa de Jesus, and Arturo Garcia Noyola, she was born in Tampico,
Tamaulipas at the hospital “Beneficiencia Española”. She had 5 brothers and sisters, Arturo
Gabriel, Teresa Aurora, Hortencia Josefina, Ricardo Miguel, and Oscar German Garcia Pineda.
She lived in a big house, where she shared a room with her two sisters, while her three
brothers shared a room. She tells me many funs stories about her childhood, such as how her
uncles would come over to the house and entertain her and her siblings by playing with them,
telling them jokes, and pulling pranks on them. She talks about her childhood with so much joy,
roaming the streets of Tampico freely, and biking to school all the way across town, she just tells
me it was a better time because the city was not really equipped to handle cars and was not so
overrun with technology so she spent so much time outside with her brothers. She owned two pet
dogs in her childhood, one of which died of old age, while the other one died by being run over,
she speaks of this as a very sad memory for her because she actually saw it happen, she was
outside pursuing the dog, when it suddenly bolted for the street and was hit by a bus. This
alongside her uncle Tono died in a quad biking accident are the worst memories she has of her
childhood, but in general she speaks of a very happy childhood.
Her education was standard, she went to the “Instituto Privado Frebel” for her primaria
(first to sixth grade), and to the “Colegio Privado Cultural de Jesuitas” for her secundaria and
preparatoria (seventh to twelfth grade), she then went on study at the “Instituto de Estudios
Superiores de Tamaulipas” for college, where she studied accounting for her major. After her
major she went immediately into the work force. She worked as an accounting for the
“COMAPA”, which is the water service in Tampico, for a year before she quit working there
because she did not like hos the work place environment had changed, it had become way to
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tense and stressful, so she quit. Later she started working for a bank as a teller, she worked for
BBVA Bancomer, and she worked there for the following five years, where she was very happy,
she performed a good job and her bosses liked her very much.
While working at BBVA Bancomer she met my father. My father was in town for work
trip, so one night he went out with his friends, where they bumped into my mother with her
sisters, it turns out that they had a friend in common, and this friend introduced them. After this
happened my mom and dad started a long distance relationship, this was until during a date my
dad asked my mom to marry her, and they agreed to move to Spain after they got married. And
so it happened they got married and then moved to Spain, my mom got a job in the “General
Bank of Madrid”, and my dad continued to work at the Coca-Cola Company, but this time he
stayed in Spain only. After a year of being married I and my twin brother, Francisco, were born,
and three and a half years later my younger brother, Joaquin, was born. My mom tells me that
she quit working to take care of us, and that this was probably the best decision of her life. After
we were all born my dad’s father had a heart attack and almost died, prompting my father to
move back to Mexico to be with his father to help him with his job and be there for him if this
were to happen to him again.
We moved to Mexico so my dad could help my grandpa run his law firm, and take some
of the burden he had. After we moved to Mexico my dad took up law practice, abandoning his
job as an engineer, to help my grandfather run his law firm. While living in Mexico me and my
brothers attended a Catholic school, “El Colegio Felix de Jesus Rougier”, me and Frank for out
primaria and all the way to Segundo the secundaria, and Joaquin from first to fourth grade. We
attended there until our grandpa got sick again, and this time he actually died. While all of this
was happening my mother had creating her own bookbinding company to help my dad with his
job by making all the appendixes he needed to keep his documents. After my grandpa died my
dad continued to run the notary until one day he told us that this job was making him feel sick
and was thinking of quitting, we all stood by his decision of quitting and insisted he asked his old
bosses for his job back, something that he did.
My dada went to his old job and asked for his old job, which his bosses gave back to,
under one condition: that he got his masters and PhD, something to which he agreed. He applied
to many colleges in the US, Mexico and Spain, and after much deliberation he decided to come
here to Kingsville since it offered the most benefits, when he communicated this decision to his
bosses they told him to apply for his visa and get scholarships which he did. While this was
happening my mother always stood by my dad’s side, helping him in whatever she could always
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making it work, seeing that her husband needed this to be happy, something she understood very
well. After it was all done we moved here to Kingsville in 2013, me and Francisco coming into
our freshman year of High School, and Joaquin into his fifth grade year, after we moved she
started looking for a job. She found her job at H&R Block as a Tax assessor, where she currently
works, she still owns her old business and travels to Mexico regularly to see how it is doing, and
buy stock if needed.
This is why my mom inspires me, she has been my dad’s rock for 19 years, keeping him
grounded. She has done this while also finding a way to live and have a job in every places she
was worked in, proving how versatile and adaptable she is, this is why she inspires me.

Makayla Byrne-Beard
Jessica Marie Rezmer
To be inspired means to be mentally influenced to do
or feel something. It is very rare that a person has
ambitions, goals, and the want to succeed without an
inspiration. Even though for many people it may vary,
it is typical for humans to find inspiration through
other humans. People are inspired in different ways,
by different things, and to do different things. Some
people find inspiration through others that have
overcame hard times or been through traumatic
experiences or are extremely wealthy. Others may be
inspired by the wronging a certain person has done in
their life and they want to be better than they are or
were. For me it is a person who never failed to smile
regardless of the circumstances.
On February 26, 1982, my cousin Jessica Marie Rezmer was born and raised in Pinconning
Michigan, a very small country town consisting of about 2,000 people. She lived in a decent size
home that sat on about 30 acres of land with her mother, father, and older brother. Their house
separated by only a shed and a small hill was built directly next to our grandparents’ home.
Those two houses were the only houses for two miles. The atmosphere there seemed to be
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lighter, fresher, and carefree. It seemed to have no days of darkness, the sky was always clear, the
air was always a little cooler and smelled a little better. The trees seemed to grow a little
straighter, and the flowers were always a little brighter. These things were all possible because of
Jessica.
Jessica was a people person that always radiated happiness. She loved animals especially
her cat named Cat and she dog named Sophie. She loved to travel, she has been to many different
places ranging from the Grand Canyon all the way to Jamaica. Mac and Cheese was her go to
meal with extra cheese but not too much pepper, always eaten with a fork, never a spoon, in a
bowl, and never on a plate. Her feet were always too cold wherever she went, so she always had
a pair of fuzzy socks in her purse. No one could beat her in karaoke, not because she was a good
singer but because she was so bad we told her she was great just to make her stop. She was not a
fan of scary movies but she always insisted on watching them even though she hid behind her
hands during most of the movie. She never had a job but she volunteered numerous places, and
had internships while in school. After graduating high school with honors, she attended Delta
College where she received her bachelor’s degree in psychology. Later she attended Central
Michigan University (CMU) for eight years as she pursued her goal of becoming a therapist. She
was approximately 14 credits away from receiving her doctorates degree before her disease
rapidly took over her entire body.
Upon her birth Jessica, had developed a disease called spinal muscular atrophy (SMA).
This disease progressively destroys your lower motor neurons (nerve cells in the brain stem and
in the spinal cord). The neurons that are affected are the ones that affect all daily activity such as
walking, breathing, eating, and speaking. There are four types of SMA, Jessica had type two.
Type two is less serve than one but worse than three and four. When having type two you can sit
on your own but not walk and in most cases people are still able to live productive lives. That
was not the case for Jessica. As she grew older the muscles that supported her spine became very
weak and caused her to have a very severe case of scoliosis. She began to develop type one of
SMA as years pasted. At the age of 33 her muscles closest to her neck, shoulder, and pelvic areas
began to give up, her respiratory problems dramatically increased, and her only way of eating
was through a tube. On February 21, 2015 Jessica Marie Rezmer decided that her time here on
Earth was well served and now expired.
Having this disorder brought Jessica many obstacles in life, obstacles people never take
into consideration. She never had the experience of weak knees when seeing a hot guy, or tired
arms when trying to make your hair perfect, or walking down the aisle starring at the person she
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would spend the rest of her life with. Jessica never knew the feeling of a sand between her toes,
running into the arms of her best friend, or hiding her favorite snacks from her siblings on the
highest shelf. But she was grateful for everything she did have. She loved the fact that she
always had a friend around because she needed assistance, the fact that she was faster than
everyone because of her wheelchair, and the fact that she always had fancy straws because she
could not carry her own cup.
Even on her worst day her smile would never reflect it. Every year my sisters and I would
spend our summers in Michigan visiting our family there. Every summer I had the time of my
life because of Jessica, regardless of her health situation. One summer her electric wheelchair
broke and was not able to get replaced for three days. Those three days were the most fun I have
ever had in my life. Jessica not once complained in those three days of having absolutely no way
of transportation besides a computer chair or pulling her on a blanket across she tile floors. At the
time, I was young and could not wait to push or pull my cousin around all day. It was an endless
amount of fun and games while she waited for her new chair (well for me at least because who
actually wants to get pushed around by an annoying ten-year-old girl all day).
Jessica Marie Rezmer is my inspiration because even as she laid in the hospital bed
awaiting her death, she took the time to write each one of our aunts, grandparents, and cousins a
personal letter. As she approached her last days of life she made our family a video telling us not
to mourn her death but celebrate the life she lived, and a slide show of all the good times and
memories in her life time. As she knew the days to her funeral were dwindling down she decided
to plan her own. Jessica Marie Rezmer is my inspiration to be smile and be happy everyday
despite the problems I may be facing. She has inspired me to realize there is something good to
every bad and to accept the things you cannot change.
In my time, here at Texas A&M University-Kingsville (TAMUK) Jessica Marie Rezmer
will be my inspiration to graduate. The inspiration she gives me reassures me that I can handle
these small problems I think I am facing. If Jessica can live her days smiling going through the
difficult times she had, I can smile through the long nights and early mornings here at TAMUK
because things could be a lot worse than they are. When life seems like it is not going my way
and graduation seems too hard to accomplish the thought of Jessica will push me to realize there
are brighter days than what I am seeing.
My inspiration, Jessica Marie Rezmer was born February 26, 1982 and will live on
forever. “I want you to be happy… Look for the good in everything and everyone… including
yourself.” -Jessica.
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Andrew Edlin
Chris Paul

This is why Chris Paul will always be The Man!
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Eden Brewer
Ellen Wyze Torrino
Ellen Wyze Torrino is my best friend,
and you would think she is from here,
but she is actually from a place called
Labason Zamboanga del Norte,
Philippines. In the Philippines,
education is very diverse from the
United States because their school
works by sections. Basically you are
designated in a certain section from the
smart to not so smart. From the
beginning of elementary you can move up a section based on your grades. Ellen was always in
the first section since kindergarten until she left for the United States.
It was very hard for Ellen to transition from the education system in the Philippines to the
school system in the United States. Everyone here is mixed up together and even though it
seemed fair that everyone had the same opportunity based on how you learned, it was not always
fair in Ellen’s perspective. When Ellen moved to the U.S. she already had family down here. Her
aunt’s family and their kids live here. In the Philippines, the rest of her family lived very close to
each other even though on her dad’s side he had fourteen siblings and her mother’s side had five.
Outside of her tight knit family there are many other relatives that are related to her
grandmothers and grandfathers.
The environment in which Ellen grew up in the Philippines was very peaceful and was
somewhat remote. Here in the U.S. she was exposed to a variety of different people and cultures.
She was able to have many more opportunities to learn about different things that were not
readily available when still living in the Philippines.
Ellen had wanted to pursue multiple things when it came to what she wanted to do with her life.
When she was five years old she wanted to be a nun, then a teacher, and then a musician. Now in
the present, she is studying to be a nurse and so far, she is finishing her prerequisites for nursing.
So in her eyes she is on her way to success.
The hardest life event that Ellen has gone through is when her mom came to the U.S. and
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her father had to stay in the Philippines leaving them by themselves. Even though they were
reunited after a short while, that time period definitely had an impact on her appreciation for her
parents and how much they have done for their kids.
A big turning point in Ellen’s life was getting into her first actual relationship. It was not because
of the person she was with, but because it made her see different perspectives and made her
understand what others were going through.
Our lives intersected in our choir class in middle school. We became friends during one
incident in math class. It was because of Harry Styles. Ellen had him as a screensaver at the time
and when I went over to her desk we realized we had something in common. We had also had an
ongoing competition on who was his wife.
Ellen means the world to me, and not just in a best friend type of way, but in a family
kind of way. She feels more like the sister I wish I always had when I was younger. Ellen always
does little things to inspire me, or she and I will have a deep talk and with just the way she puts
things it gives me the inspiration to do whatever I need to do at the time. The thing about her that
keeps me going is that I actually get to decide what I want to do with my life, unlike Ellen being
that her future was chosen for her because the only way she can possibly come home from the
Philippines is if she goes into nursing. Ellen talks to me every day about how I should do the
things I love and be happy with the life I have.
I know it doesn’t seem like it makes sense but her life story and what she is going
through right now gives me the inspiration to do better and move on with my education and get a
degree in whatever I actually want to do with my life. My life would not have been the same if I
had never met my best friend because if I didn’t have her I might not be here. Without someone
giving me that constant inspiration and motivation to keep going I feel like I could have never
been able to do the things that I am able to do right now in this point of my life. I just hope that
someday that everyone in this world at some point in time can have somebody that inspires them
because we all need to have that one person that will be around no matter what.

Tyler Hughes
Isabelle Hughes
The woman who has inspired me my entire life is my mother, Isabelle Hughes. She was born on
October 24th in Elgin, Illinois while her parents were on a trip. She was raised her whole life in
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McAllen, Texas with her two older sisters, Josie and Martha, and her parents Ernestina and
George Sanchez. She attended Mission Junior High and Mission High School which were both
five miles away from her home. Her friends, siblings and she would walk to and from school
every morning and afternoon for all of her schooling years.
While growing up, she aspired to be just like her cousin, Nina Sotello, who was her
inspiration. Nina was an elementary school teacher while my mother was in school. This drove
her to want to go to college and receive a degree in teaching to follow in her inspirer’s footsteps.
Unfortunately, family obligations prompted her to get a job and work after high school instead of
receiving a university’s education at the time.
My mother inspires me in a million
different ways that it would be hard
to name them all. She has gone
through many challenging
hardships in her life and I have
been by her side to see most of
them to learn many things through
her. But despite all the obstacles
she has been faced with, she still
has the most optimistic attitude
towards life than anyone else I have
ever met. Raising three children in the span of twenty-six years with eleven of those years being
a single mother, she has given my sister, brother and I the best and most loving childhood anyone
could ask for. She has taught me that a family has the most sacred connection than any other
relationship and that no matter what family will always be there to stay and go through anything
with you.
When I myself was in the second grade, my mother was diagnosed with breast cancer and
was told it had been in her system for over ten years before it was finally found. She had always
put us, her children, first before herself our entire lives. This being so, her main concern was to
make sure we were okay with what she was going through although she was the one that had a
difficult path ahead of her. After multiple treatments, her hair began to fall. She had realized that
it would all eventually fall off so she had decided to finally shave her head. The night she did so,
I had used a razor for the first time helping her. I remember sitting behind her on a stool while
she was standing in front of a mirror. As a child with little understanding of as to how serious this
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was, it was not a sad moment at the time. We were talking and laughing just like any other time
we were together. Later on I would look back at this memory and realize the great bond a family
shares and how strong my mother was to go through something like this. She had never missed a
day of work throughout her three year battle with cancer.
It amazes me how strong my mother has remained after being through not only this but
many other things in her life. I have learned the value of family, the impact of parenthood, and
the strength of one person through her. Never have I seen her give up on anything she has
ventured out to do. She has practiced every lesson she has ever preached to my siblings and I.
Without having my mother, I would not be anything like what I am today. She is the most
valuable person I have in my life and I will always admire her for her unbreakable strength.
My mother has always told me all throughout my life that I needed to get good grades
and go to college and get a degree. That is easily one of the things I will always remember her
telling me since she would say it constantly anytime I did not want to do a school project or go to
school. The reason that this meant so much to her was because she did not have the opportunity
to go to college when she got out of high school and neither did my father. I know that missing
out on going to college was an unfortunate regret for her personally. But when I graduate college
I know that it would mean that she has achieved her own goal as a parent and I achieved mine as
her son. If I could only choose one person that I know to be there, I would choose my mom.
These past couple of years she has also taken classes TAMUK and will graduate in the
same semester that I graduate high school. This, without a doubt will be the most proud moments
that I will have being her son. She has shown me by example that it is never too late to achieve
your dream or better yourself. Humans need inspiration to thrive. I proposed to explain who
inspires me in my life, as a student. My mother is the one person I know I can count on and who
has the biggest influence on me.

Reynaldo Garza III
The Ragman's Ticket
Lanie found the gift on her front porch; it was a small bundle of balled-up rags, wrapped
in string. The attached note was written on a scrap of brown paper from a shopping bag. It read:
"To a fine laddee on her happy day, Semuel. P.S. Keep it safe and secret til I tell you to open
it!" She smiled at the unattractive little bundle, curious what was inside and uncaring about the
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wrapping job. Semuel Johnson, or 'Old Sem' as he was known throughout the county, was an old
man she'd known since childhood. She tucked the packet away in a drawer and gathered her
things and headed off to her summer job at the bank.
That evening, Lanie settled down in front of the television set with a cup of coffee and a
slice of pecan pie. There came a loud knock at the door, followed by a man's voice asking "Miss
Lanie, Are you home?" Startled, Lanie approached the door and moved the curtain
aside. Sheriff Benner stood in the porchlight, his shadow filling the door's window. The Sheriff
said "Miss Lanie, I'm afraid I have some bad news, Ma'am!" She asked, "What is it, Sheriff?
What's happened?" Well, Old Sem passed on sometime this morning! He was found dead in his
shack this afternoon. 'Natural Causes', the Coroner said." Seeing as she was the closest thing
he'd had to family in these parts would she be willing to see to arrangements for his final
disposition, The sheriff closed his notebook, tipped his hat to her as he said his goodnight and
returned to his car. She watched the taillights shrink off into the night and disappear onto the
highway. Old Sem was dead? Lanie could hardly believe it! She closed the door and sat back
down into her chair by the television set.
Sleep only came after more tears and the dreams she had made any rest impossible. In her
dreams, she thought his hugs were a little too tight and he looked at her a little too long, with a
smile that was a bit too wide, like a wolf might look at a sheep alone and unguarded in the
pasture. She began to wonder how she would handle the arrangements for Sem. She didn't know
the first thing about those sorts of things! The next day went according to plan. Mr. Marks had
been very understanding and agreed to let her have the afternoon off. Lanie made a few calls
from her desk, drove over to The Sheriff's office to sign some papers and receive the keys to
Sem's house and picked up some cardboard boxes from the market and headed to begin cleaning
and packing up his belongings.

As she pulled up onto the seldom-used gravel path that served as Sem's driveway, she let
out a sad sigh and parked the car. Sem's house was little more than a wood and tar paper shack
tucked away at the edge of town. Using the key she'd gotten from Sheriff Benner, she unlocked
the door and Entering the shack, Lanie sat at Sem's kitchen table. Looking through Sem's things,
she'd found his worn leather Bible. In it was a small envelope. Curious about the contents, she'd
brought them to the kitchen for a better look. Slowly, she dumped out the contents and examined
them. A small wad of bills totaling thirty-eight Dollars, a Robin's-egg blue piece of cardboard
with a dark stain, Lanie brought her attention back to the small blue cardboard and brought it up
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to the light. There was writing on it in a flowing script that read “One Admission to Mdme.
Celeste's Midnight Carnivale, Come one, Come all!” There was more, but the print was too
small to read in the dim light, even with her glasses on. She flipped the cardboard over and
examined the dark stain on the back. It looked as if a single droplet of whatever it was that had
stained it. Above the stain was more writing that read “Admission price: Paid in Full, Seasonal
Ticket.” A carnival? The only carnival in the area for years had always been held at the county
fairgrounds in Bishop Falls. There was no date or location she could see anywhere on the ticket.
She wondered about the name. “Mdme. Celeste's Midnight Carnivale”. It had a mysterious sound
to it. Inviting, yet forbidden, even slightly exotic. Lanie loaded up a few boxes she'd packed into
the car, then went back and did one last sweep of the shack for the night.
The following days were a whirlwind blur to her. Arranging Sem's funeral, a quiet private
matter that was mostly unattended, cleaning up Sem's shack and straightening out his few final
affairs dominated her week. At Sem's funeral, among the few attendees (too few, she thought),
Lanie noticed a strange woman, dressed in black and wearing a long dark veil. She had on a
long, flowing dress with a skirt that nearly touched the ground, a tall top hat and the
aforementioned veil. Who was she? How did she know Sem? The woman placed a bouquet of
flowers in Sem's open grave and seemed to whisper a few words over it. Was she a past lover
saying her last good-bye? Lanie took a good look at the strange woman. She didn't look as
though she had ever belonged to any family in town. She was just that different. The woman
seemed as much a mourner as anyone there, except Lanie. Lanie scolded herself for not paying
proper attention to the final rites for Sem! As the service ended and Sem's casket was lowered
into the ground, Lanie watched as the workmen began to fill the grave. She took a handful of soil
and tossed it into his grave, she wasn't sure why people did that, but she did it anyway. She
looked up, startled by a figure next to her, doing the same thing. She gasped involuntarily as she
saw the woman's smooth, pale skin and lovely face under the veil. The bluest eyes she'd ever
seen sparkled at her from the woman's face. “Hello,” Lanie offered a shy smile, “My name is
Lanie Meadows. Pleased to meet you! Were you a friend of Sem's?” she asked. “Celeste”, the
woman told her and offered her hand as a greeting. “I knew him well, you could say. I run a
small carnival that Semuel visited quite often. He was a loyal and devoted fan, I felt I should
come and pay my respects.”
Celeste! She thought. “A Carnival? Here? But there hasn't been a word of it in the paper!
No radio or TV ad..?”, she asked. “No. This carnival doesn't advertise in such ways. Our
advertisements are more 'word of mouth'. 'Satisfied customers', if you will. Believe me, we have
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a fair share of business!” She woman smiled. Something about that smile made Lanie
uncomfortable. "We shall be open this evening, just after Sunset. A special performance. We
will see you there, perhaps?" She asked with a small smile. Lanie felt like bird in a cage and a
cat was stalking up slowly to the open cage door. "Please come, I should like to discuss Semuel
with you.” “A-alright” She responded. The woman Celeste took Lanie's hand and looked her
straight in the eyes, her own eyes glistening and sparkling, “Of COURSE You will come, I
insist! Semuel would have wanted it as well!” all Lanie did was look down at her shoes and
stammer that she'd be glad to go! She felt like it was all she could do. “Perfect”, Celeste said,
“We will not start without you, but we cannot wait long for you! Remember, just after Sunset!”
Celeste started to turn and walk away, but Lanie quickly asked a question. “Where IS your
carnival? I don't know where to go!” Celeste let out a chuckle. “On the road past Semuel's shack,
there is a small pathway leading into the woods. Do you know it?” Lanie nodded. “Follow it.
When you come to the stream, cross it. Beyond that is a clearing in the woods. You will find my
carnival there! Do not be afraid if the woods seem dark and threatening. There is nothing to
fear!” We shall expect you tonight! Until then!” Celeste turned and walked away. Lanie also
walked away, but stopped and looked back at Sem's grave once more. She saw Celeste stop and
take a handful of dirt from Sem's grave. Celeste, seeing she had been noticed, walked away
without so much as a word or backwards glance.
The strange meeting had left Lanie shaken the rest of the day. Looking at the little bundle
of rags once again, Lanie started to untie the string holding it all together, but suddenly felt like it
was too soon. This had been a birthday gift from Sem, but for some reason she couldn't bring
herself to open it. It was too soon after his death. She promised herself she wouldn't wait too
long to open it. After all, Sem, had probably left it on her porch on his way to fish that morning.
One of the last things he'd done. One of the last things he'd ever do. Lanie sat down and started
crying again. She cried herself to sleep at the kitchen table.
She awoke a couple of hours later. The sunshine coming through her kitchen window had
a soft golden glow to it! She'd had a good little nap, but now she'd have to run if she was going to
make it to Celeste's carnival just after Sunset! Grabbing her car keys, she ran outside and locked
the front door. She hurriedly got in her car and drove off. She was curious about how this Celeste
knew Sem and just what she wanted to discuss. Plus, the thought of a carnival in this podunk
little town, even one she'd never heard of, excited her just a little bit, she admitted to herself.
Sem's shack wasn't far from her farm. Actually, nothing was really far from anything here,
except the big city lights and excitement of any kind. Lanie turned off the dirt road and onto the
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highway. Sem's shack was tucked away just off the highway on the edge of Miller's Woods.
There was no other traffic and judging from the sun, she still had plenty of time to park and walk
to the pathway leading into the woods. She relaxed and turned her car onto the gravel driveway
of Sem's shack. She turned the engine off and got out of the car.
She absentmindedly picked up the ticket and put the bundle in her pocket, the sun was
low in the sky but hadn't set yet. She was making good time and walked the quarter mile to the
pathway. She saw a clearing at the tree line, with a small footpath headed into the gloom of the
deep woods. Lanie felt a chill run up her spine and she shivered, hesitant to take the steps into
the wood line. Nonsense, she told herself. The local men and boys used this path all the time, as
the discarded soda cans and beer bottles attested to. She'd been to the stream with her brother to
fish for Bass and Catfish for Mama to fry up! She'd even gone there with her ex-husband, Robert
when they were dating and wanted to be alone. Why would she suddenly be nervous about it? No
reason to be, she told herself and boldly took those first steps forward. She heard a raven call and
a few seconds later, a call of an owl. There were crickets, but few and far between and they'd fall
silent as she approached them ahead in the grass. Up ahead, about another quarter mile, she
could make out a small light on the path where the trees came to a clearing and the stream
narrowed and bent. If she hurried now she could just make it to the other side of the stream by
Sunset. As she got closer, Lanie could see a small wooden bridge erected over the stream and
connecting the path on both shores. A small lamp mounted on a post on her side of the stream lit
the way and most of the small clearing. As she approached the bridge, the raven called again.
This time from a low branch in the tree closest to the path. She was startled again, this time by an
owl calling at her from a low branch on the right of the path! The two birds looked at her, then at
each other and started calling at each other loudly and raucously with Lanie caught in the
middle! The noise ended in a silence that was nearly as deafening. Lanie looked up. At the far
end of the makeshift bridge stood the shadowy figure of a tall, lanky man in a long coat. She was
sure he hadn't been there when she approached the stream before! “Edgar! Be still, now! Don't be
rude to our guest,” He said to the raven. In response, the bird hissed at Lanie, lowered its head
and flew over to the man's shoulder and cawed one last time.
“Mandias, Stay where you are! Remain at your post! That's a good lad!” he said to the
owl. The bird simply blinked his great eyes and silently swiveled its head in the other direction.
To Lanie, the man simply said “Follow me, this way”, and crooked his finger as he turned and
walked off into the gloom. Lanie crossed the bridge and noticed as she set foot on the other side
that the sun had just set at that moment. Her guide offered her a sideways glance and a thin smile
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and shrugged his shoulders. Turning back to her, he said, “Before we go, there is the matter of
payment or your ticket?” The man asked her. Lanie reached into her pocket and brought out the
ticket she'd found in Sem's Bible. “I have this.” She said and handed it to the man. As she
watched him examine it, she noticed a fresh wet stain across the back. She must have bled on it
either at the car when she tucked it away or just now when she'd handed it over. She looked at
her finger. The tiniest dot of blood formed there. She decided there was no danger she'd bleed to
death.
They walked for a few minutes as the twilight made the path difficult to navigate. Lanie
noticed her guide seemed to have no trouble at all walking the treacherous path. Suddenly, the
path opened up into yet another clearing; this one cradled several tents and small structures with
the paths between lit by lanterns or lit torches. Oddly, the entire clearing also seemed to be
obscured by a sort of haze or fog. Lanie supposed it could be smoke from the torches. There was
quite a bit of activity as figures moved in and out of obscurity through the tents and buildings.
“Mdme. Celeste awaits you in her tent. Follow this path to the central tent!” Lanie watched as
her shadowy guide seemed to simply glide between two tents and disappear into the gloom. As
she walked, she noticed a figure dressed in a long baggy tunic and leggings with frills and long
wavy hair. As she approach it, the figure turned towards her and stood its full height, about seven
feet tall! Lanie had to crane her neck to see its face: a pasty white face outlined in grey and black
make-up. A clown, then? As she stared at it, the clown-figure bent down slightly, its eyes locked
with hers. It grinned and Lanie realized she couldn't move! She felt cold, unable to move but her
eyes remained locked with those eyes that penetrated into her mind and, it seemed, her very soul!
She felt naked and exposed. The clown's face became hazy and indistinct. It shimmered and
wavered like a road in the hot Summer Sun! Lanie began to feel very afraid! She felt cold and
dizzy and she thought she would faint. She would throw up in front of everyone! In the
whirlwind of these thoughts and emotions, the world had narrowed into a dark tunnel and all she
could see were the clown's eyes! She wanted to run, she wanted to scream, but all she could do
was stand there staring into those eyes! Through it all, she heard a loud, commanding voice say
“Emil! That's enough! Not THIS one!” Whatever was happening to her suddenly ended and the
clown was gone. Just like that? She felt she would faint after all! She felt strong hands lift her
and carry her. To where was she being taken? She was laid down on a small couch in a dim tent.
Her eyes took a few seconds to adjust to the gloom in the tent. She sat up and looked around. The
tent was finely furnished with a table, the couch she sat on, a chair, a lit brazier (!) and a full139

length mirror. As she examined the room,, the tent's door flap was pushed aside and Celeste
entered the tent.
“Ah, you're awake, then,” she smiled. “You took a nasty fall!” Lanie felt Celeste was
making a bigger fuss than was necessary and told her so. “Nonsense,” was her reply. “You are
well, yes?” She asked in a voice like honey. “Would you like some water?” Celeste poured some
water into a glass from a pitcher on the table. Neither the glass, the pitcher or its contents had
been there a moment before, Lanie was sure. “Please, have a seat and we'll talk.” Celeste pointed
to a second chair at the table. Lanie was certain the other chair hadn't been there before either!
“No, thank you. I, I should be going.” “Leave? But my dear, you just arrived! There's so much to
show you and we haven't discussed Semuel yet!” At the mention of old Sem, Lanie hesitated.
Celeste took a seat at the table and motioned for Lanie to take a seat. Not really wanting to, she
took a seat at the table anyway and faced the strange woman. “As I said before, Semuel was
familiar to me. We've gotten to know him quite well over the years!” Lanie wasn't sure she'd
heard Celeste correctly. “Years? You mean over the last few days, I'm sure?” She asked. Celeste
poured herself a cup of tea from a teapot and into a cup that Lanie KNEW hadn't been there
before! “Oh no, my dear. I'm quite right when I said 'years'. We have been right here in this spot
for many, many years! Quite a long time. Since before your quaint little town was founded by
the Millers!” Lanie looked at the woman and once again surveyed the inside of the tent. This
woman was clearly not in her right mind! “Oh, I'm quite alright, thank you, my dear and I'm
quite right!” Lanie turned and looked at her. She produced a gold cigarette holder, took a
cigarette from it, placed it in a long black holder and lit it before offering one to Lanie. Lanie
shook her head no. “Well, as I said before: I am Madame Celeste and this is my Midnight
Carnival. You are our latest guest. “Hmmm,” Celeste thought for a moment, “Shall I read your
fortune, then? Would you like the cards to reveal the future to you?” She brought out a small,
worn deck and began to arrange them on the table between them. The cards themselves looked
normal enough except for the odd detail that they were all blank. “A magic trick? 'Pick a card',
then?” Lanie asked skeptically. “No, my dear. Yes, pick a card. Pick several if you wish. But
there's no trick involved. The only deception here is whatever Life happens to throw your way;
or any that you yourself happen to bring with you. ” Lanie couldn't contain her curiosity any
longer. “What IS all this? ” “Semuel was a regular guest here, as I've explained before. He came
to us one evening while hunting in the woods. He found us just as we opened for the evening. He
had no money for admission, but the rabbits he'd shot were sufficient payment for that first
night.” Lanie hadn't seen anything that would draw a crowd to this place and certainly no signs
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or bills in town to advertise its existence. How would people know to come here or even that it
existed? She asked Celeste these same questions. “How shall I explain? Yes, people come
through these woods all the time to hunt and fish. People wander through this place and yet never
see anything but the woods. One cannot find or stumble across it. This carnival is by select
invitation only. One could wander these woods as long as they wished and never find us! No,
you have to be chosen before it reveals itself!” This woman is completely crazy, Lanie thought!
Celeste laughed softly, a smoky, dark sound. The tent seemed a little dimmer inside. “So,
…you're some sort of witch, then?” She asked. Celeste looked at her and gave a small bell-like
laugh and shrugged. “If that helps you understand, well that word is as good as any to describe
me!” Celeste looked at her and smiled. Again, something about that smile made Lanie
uncomfortable.
“After that first night, he came more often. He enjoyed himself and his appetites were
indeed prolific! The man had dreams and desires as men do. Here, in my carnival, he indulged in
those desires and lived those dreams.” “I don't know what you mean. I haven't seen anything
here the least bit appealing, much less something that would bring repeat business!” Lanie
replied. She felt her anger rising at what this woman was implying. “There's no music, or food,
no Midway, no lights or rides! Why, All I've seen so far is a few tents and that hideous clown
that nearly made me faint, and you, of course!' Celeste threw her head back and laughed. “My
dear, of COURSE, we have attractions! We offer amusements and games that have stirred men's
hearts since the beginnings of time! What did you expect of our Midway, a collection of physical
freaks and oddities? We have a few of those, yes, but I ask you: what physical deformities of the
hand and foot could possibly horrify and fascinate more than the twisted and unspeakable of the
mind and spirit? And as for Emil, well, the clowns here do more than just entertain and make one
laugh. They reveal. They show what one hides and bring it to light!' Celeste stood, walked over
to the rear of the tent and pulled the door flap aside. Across the way from the tent they were in
stood another. The door flap was open on the other and Lanie could see inside it. On a low
platform danced a nearly nude woman. Offstage to the dancer's side were three musicians
playing a tune with a slow, rhythmic beat. There was money at the woman's feet and Lanie could
see the woman was smiling, her eyes half-closed. Suddenly, Lanie recognized her! It was the
mousy little cashier from the market! Lanie could hear cheers and applause from the tent, but
couldn't see anyone else inside! She looked at Lanie and smiled. “You see, there are attractions
here! Ones that men pay for and others that men would steal and murder for!”
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“Perhaps more than men would pay for! Tell me, dear, the way you stared at that
woman's body, her movements...I would wager you enjoyed what you saw! Are you a Lesbian,
my dear?” Celeste's eyes glittered maliciously. Lanie was shocked at the audacity of the
question! “NO!” she protested. “I am not! I'm married! I mean I WAS married, I mean I'm
DIVORCED now, but I..I..” Celeste laughed her bell-like laugh again, obviously enjoying
Lanie's discomfort. She lowered herself onto the small couch and lounged backward. “Come
now, my dear! Passion is what has made the world what it has become! Nations have fought over
it and Civilizations have risen and fallen by it since Time Immemorial!”
Celeste pointed to the full-length mirror standing in the tent. “Look into the mirror there and tell
me what you see.” Lanie looked into the mirror, but didn't see anything. "A magician's cheap
parlor trick!” Lanie couldn’t find anything unusual about the mirror. Celeste stood and took a
small candle from a box on the table. Again, something that hadn't been there before! As she
watched, Celeste lit the candle and set it down in front of the mirror. She scooped up a small
handful of dirt from the box and sprinkled it on the mirror's face and on the ground in front of it.
Celeste whispered a few words before it and turned to her. “Come, stand here, look deeply into
the mirror and tell me what you see!” Lanie looked into the mirror again, not sure what to expect.
As she watched she began to see a faint movement and a dim swirl of what looked like mist
began to fill the length of the mirror. She looked at Celeste. “Keep watching, your questions will
soon be answered,” was her only response. Lanie looked back into the glass. The mist slowed
and began to take form. It formed a column-like shape that congealed into the shape of a man. It
looked exactly like Sem! “It's a trick! It can't be Sem,” She cried, turning to Celeste. “He's gone!
Dead and buried!” Celeste had a dark smile on her face an intense look that was almost leering.
“Yes, yet you see him before you! You hear him, don't you? Do you still doubt what your senses
are telling you? Sem IS there! Speak to him while you might! He will be there for only as long as
the candle lasts! Once it’s gone, so will he be!” It WAS Sem!
Lanie moved forward, “S-Sem?” she asked tentatively. The figure turned and looked at
her, leaned forward and squinted slightly. “Miss Lanie? Issat you? But,...” The Sem-figure
looked at Celeste and scowled. “No, Miss Lanie, you cain't! You shouldn't! Don' you be listenin'
to anything that woman says! She ain't...” “ENOUGH!” Celeste interrupted. She stood, a dark
storm brewing in those glittering blue eyes. “Speak, if you will, for how many have this
opportunity?” “Sem? A-are you alright?” “Yes, Miss Lanie, I'm fine. As about alright as I can be
since I'm daid!” Celeste walked over to the mirror and in the sweetest voice Lanie had ever heard
said, “TELL her, Semuel, tell her what you've told me all these years! How you've watched her
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grow up....watched her become the woman standing before you! Admit to her those thoughts and
desires you kept to yourself in Life! Tell her of those nights you spent here, living out the
fantasies held in your heart! Tell her!” Celeste turned from the mirror, laughing. “No! Sem,
but… You were always so nice to me! So kind! She's LYING!” Hot tears filled her eyes! Celeste
stood away from them, in the shadows, a dark smile on her face, her eyes glittering!
“Miss Lanie, I..”, The Sem-in-the-Mirror had begun to speak when a shadowy form
slithered up from behind it, roughly grasping it, holding it firmly and covering its mouth. The
image of Sem squirmed silently, fear and pain showing in its eyes. The shadow-form had red
glowing eyes, a mouthful of needle-like teeth and a long, snakelike tongue that flicked back and
forth.
“You fucking bitch! You're a MONSTER,” Lanie turned and screamed at her! “Let him
GO! You're hurting him!” “Oh, what he's feeling now is only a taste of what awaits him!”
Celeste licked her lips, obviously savoring her thoughts; “And as for WHO or what I am...Well,”
she sat back on the couch and lounged back seductively. “Who I am, who I TRULY am? I don't
suppose a good little girl like you ever heard of me in Sunday school. That story isn't wellknown or told often. You are familiar with Genesis, The story of Adam and Eve? Yes, of
COURSE you are.” Celeste took a long drag from her cigarette and exhaled. The smoke hung in
the air in a thick cloud. Strangely, Lanie thought she saw images within the smoke. Images of a
man and a woman, naked and in a garden. “Is....is THAT...?” “Yes, child. They are who you
think! The Adam and Eve as told in the story taught through the Ages. But what you don't know
and aren't taught is that Eve was NOT Adam's first wife! The first mate made for Adam was
named 'Lilith'. According to legend, Lilith was beautiful of face, intelligent and would have been
a perfect mate for Adam but for this: she was proud and defiant! She would not submit or be
ruled. She wanted Adam and herself to rule in total control, without limits or demands placed on
them from Heaven! “But she was judged as too rebellious, too spiteful a mate for Adam, and so
was cast out from the Garden! Doomed and sent into the world to forever wander without rest or
hope of death. Then, Adam's new wife, Eve, was created for him. Lilith desires revenge for this
insult and seeks to spread evil, corruption and rebelliousness where she can!” Lanie shuddered.
She felt like a mouse caught in a snake's predatory gaze. Celeste spoke once again. “So, now you
know, child! I have crossed this planet's face for Eons, doing just what I set out to do: spreading
corruption, passion and confusion to Mankind! I have followers everywhere. Many women, and
not a few men, who seek what I do! They hide among you, waiting to spread confusion and
distract others from their paths! So, knowing what you do...I ask you child, What will you do?
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Will you join me and your fellow sisters in our mission?” “NO! Never!”, Lanie shouted at
Celeste. Lanie suddenly kicked over the still-lit candle. The little flame erupted as it touched the
ground and the dry grass and sawdust there. Flames licked the tent side as it began to run upward
and spread.
“Miss Lanie,” She heard the Sem-image shout, as it struggled free of the grip of the
shadow that had been holding it captive, “Your present! It's in your pocket, I know! Open it!
Break the mirror!” Celeste had risen, screaming as flames kissed the hem of her dress as she ran
out of the tent! She could hear her shout “Fire!” and “Hey, Rube!” just outside her tent! Lanie
did as Mirror-Sem had said and reached into her pocket, finding the forgotten little rag bundle
there. Hurriedly undoing the string, she found a smooth, black river stone among the rags. There
was something else there but she wasn't sure what. There was no time to see what it was now.
“NOW! Throw the rock! There's no more time!” came a shout from the mirror! Lanie lifted the
stone and threw it with all her might at the glass. She caught a quick glimpse of Sem in the
mirror just before it shattered. He was smiling! Lanie looked around for the front tent flap and
noticed the lit brazier-a dramatic prop but stupid for inside a tent- she thought quickly, kicked it
over and tucked the rag bundle back into her pocket before she dove for the exit!
Outside, the world was mass-confusion as smoke quickly filled the night air and the now burning
tent lit up the forest, the fire hungrily reaching for tents, tree branches or anything it could
consume! Shouts and screams filled the air as people scattered in the direction of the path and
stream! Someone shoved a bucket at her and yelled for her to get some water, not just stand there
ogling like a dummy!
Lanie seized the opportunity and ran for the footbridge. As she approached the stream,
she heard the familiar cries of an owl and raven from the trees. She threw her bucket at the
sounds and stepped across the stream, hesitating and looking behind as she set foot on the far
side. She saw the figure of Celeste standing on the path. It was outlined and highlighted by the
fires behind her. “YOU!” It cried, “This isn't over, child! You will see me again!” Horrified,
Lanie saw the figure point in her direction she turned and ran back up the path leading up to the
highway. Surely, someone would see the flames and smoke! There would be traffic there! She'd
elude these men that were after her and she could slip away in the confusion again! She ran as
hard as she could, her heart pounding and her breath burning in her chest, she stopped when she
reached the highway. Sure enough, there was traffic and cars had begun to stop and pull over
when the drivers had seen the flames deep in the woods. Staying just inside the tree line, Lanie
made sure she hadn't been seen and squatted behind a bush in time to see the men pursuing her
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stop in their tracks and go back down the path toward the fire. Lanie made her way in the tree
line for the quarter-mile for what seemed like an Eternity! Finally, she reached the clearing and
Sem's shack. As she approached, her heart froze and dropped. Sem's shack was on fire! She
stepped into the clearing and took a half-step towards the shack, the flames hissed and spat! She
unlocked her car and got in. it started right up and she got the hell out of there!
Looking in the rearview mirror and seeing no one was following her, Lanie relaxed. She
looked up again and gasped. She saw Semuel's smiling face in the mirror. As the image began to
fade, it said” Thank you, Miss Lanie! You've freed me! That bitch thought she'd owned me for
years and she had, too! Forgive me, but what that witch told you was only half the truth. Yes, I
loved you and I watched you grow up; but what she told you was lies, corruption, hatred and
filth! I never thought of you as anything but like my own child. Like you was my own little girl!
I'll be watching over you still, Miss Lanie!” One last smile and the image faded away
completely. Lanie pulled over into the parking lot of the “Come on Inn” Motel and cried her
heart out.
The next morning dawned bright and clear. From her kitchen window she could see the
two pillars of smoke in the distance. Sem's shack and another, darker pillar further into the
woods. Sheriff Benner had left only moments before, after notifying her that someone,
troublemakers from Bishop Falls, he'd reckoned, had set Sem's shack on fire, then went and set a
bonfire in the woods. She watched as his car turned onto the highway. Her clothes were still in a
pile where she'd left them last night. She'd got home, stripped them off and took a shower. She
was glad the Sheriff hadn't wanted to look around. She wouldn't have been able to explain away
the smoky smell in her clothes easily. As she picked up the clothes, a small thud on the floor
caught her attention. She looked down and saw what was left of Sem's rag bundle gift on the
floor. It was half-open and she saw a glimmer of daylight reflect off something. She picked it up
and undid the remaining rags and strings for a better look. As it fell open, the morning light
reflected off her palm and right into her eyes. She couldn't believe what she saw! In her open
palm, hidden among the little pile of rags were six gold coins. Another small note inside read
“Thank you for your friendship all these years! Love, Sem.”

Nightkin
The Humans tried to kill me again tonight. It’s been so long, I’d almost forgotten how
persistent and inventive they’d become. No stakes or crosses this time. No, tonight they tried
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burning me out of my home and blowing me up. They weren’t too smart, this bunch. I went
through half of them before they even realized they blew up the wrong spot. The rest were easy.
Like sheep. Pathetic bunch, really. A group of Goth-wannabees looking to make a name for
themselves as either Nightkin or Hunters. Ended up as neither. Just cooling bodies. I made it
look like another suicide cult did themselves in. No need for anyone else to come hunting around
for me. I just want to be left alone. I came to the desert just for that, to be alone. Food source is
different, sure, but even in the desert, I can find enough food. Immortality isn’t what folks
expect. Time becomes one long stretch of boredom and loneliness. One’s perceptions and ideals
change over time. Hardly an opinion one would expect from a vampire, but I never stop and talk
to my food. Who does? Snakes, coyotes and the occasional lost hiker or two; I manage, I survive.
An abandoned mine shaft served as my home for decades until these young thrill-seekers
destroyed it tonight. After the Goths’ massacre, I climbed halfway up the ridge line about 200
yards away and take a seat to survey the area. I look up at the stars again. Eternal stars shining
down on the earth. Only that’s not quite true. Even the stars change, nothing’s eternal. The
mountains, the rocks, nothing. I come to my senses and realize the mountains look familiar. Then
it hits me, it all comes rushing back. I’ve been here before. This was where it all started. I
chuckle at my forgotten memories and light up a cigarette. It was during the 1600s, I was a
soldier on an expedition to find a fabled city of gold somewhere in this wasteland of the New
World. It was a waste of time, money and men. The Conquistadors didn’t find anything like what
the stories foretold. We did find natives, both friendly and hostile. I let the memories wash over
me now. Hell, I’m sated for the moment, I can afford to let my guard down. No more Gothies
left to try to sneak up on me. The rangers and border patrols won’t be around for a few hours,
and I can be long gone by then.
We didn’t find a damn thing here. All we came across were unwashed heathens, or so El
Capitan claimed. We did some exploring and mapping, but no cities of gold appeared before us.
Not while we were awake, anyway. We were attacked by a people known as the Yaqui, or “Dog
People”, and the fight was savage. I was badly injured and left for dead by my comrades. I don’t
know how long I lay there dying. I remember daylight and night passing, and sensing animals
approach me, but I was not bothered by them. The buzzards and scavengers should’ve made
quick work of me, but I remained unmolested. Some of these Yaqui found me and brought me to
an old woman, where I remained for some time. These memories aren’t so clear now. I
remember laying in a room or cave, thrashing about feverishly. I remember a foul broth and
chanting. I remember seeing figures all around me. Vague memories of shouts and screams and a
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sensation of falling into a deep pit where the Damned and Fallen tormented me, then a silence. I
remember awakening in a small cave. As I looked around, a young girl entered the cave and
began to wash me and place aromatic desert flowers around me where I lay.
She looked at me with a small nervous smile, and began to unclothe herself. I felt strange.
Stronger than I had ever felt before, yet still very weak. She lay beside me and began to caress
me and fondle me. As my manhood became aroused, she began to moan. She climbed onto me
and we began the act of lovemaking. But this wasn’t like any lovemaking I’d had before. A
strange lilting sound began in her throat, a keen wailing sound rising and falling as she rode me. I
thrust in rhythm with her and she began to thrash around. I must have been weaker than I
thought, or sicker, because I hadn’t noticed her wounds or the piece of rock she’d slashed herself
with. We were both covered in her blood by then, but for some reason I didn’t understand I
became even more aroused. I felt a need rising in me, a deep hunger from the pit of my being.
She clung to me and thrashed about as the pace of our sex built up. In the midst of my passion, I
pulled her to me and sank my new fangs into her neck and drank deeply. I couldn’t stand it any
longer, and I released into her. I cannot recall if she screamed or laughed as I drank her blood,
but her sounds and struggles faded, then ended. I was hit by a pain worse than anything I’d ever
felt, and I somehow staggered out into the night air.
I remember gulping in the cool night air and feeling like I’d just lost something very
precious to me, although I didn’t know what at the time. I know now, though. I open a beer from
one of the Gothies’ coolers and I stare up at the stars. Bastards. Those same stars had shone
above my home in Madrid 400 years ago when I told my parents and my woman that I was
sailing for the New World.Those stars were shining there the night I changed and took my first
victim. They’ve been there ever since, watching me, mocking or mourning, I can never tell. My
senses stir me from my memories as I first hear, then see the dark SUV driving up the dirt trail to
the Gothies’ ambush site outside my now ruined home. It’s obviously neither a Forestry Service
or Border Patrol truck. Probably more Gothies running late for their little party. Unconcerned, I
finish my beer as I watch the occupants of the vehicle discover and examine the dead Goths. I
open another beer as I watch one of them lift a cell phone to his ear. What marvelous inventions
humans have made since I was one of them! I watch as two more gather up the bodies of their
friends and line them up by a truck. I notice movement at the SUV and see a man standing
through the roof of the vehicle and tinkering with,….a rifle?
He locks it into a mount on the roof of the SUV, looks through the scope and scans the
area.I gulp my beer and watch. How many Nightkin did they expect to be here? I laugh, these
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Goths are determined. There are small explosions of rock nearby followed by the sharp crack of
the rifle report echoing though the canyon. A splinter of rock slices my cheek. Damn! I forgot
that humans now have the technology to see in the dark! These Goths are better equipped. I
move from my vantage point and hide behind another outcropping of rocks. No shots follow me,
so I assume these humans didn’t see me move. Unlike the vampires in the amusing movies these
humans seem to love, real Nightkin don’t heal instantly, just faster than humans do. A stake
through the heart does kill us, but then again, a stake through the heart would kill pretty much
anything. Sunlight does bother us, but not to the extent that humans think it does.
Nightkin, being nocturnal, have hypersensitivities to solar radiation. In other words,
while humans tan, we literally slowly cook in our skins. But even that death isn’t instant. Perhaps
if a Nightkin were to be chained down in broad daylight over several days. Moonlight doesn’t
seem to bother us as much as sunlight, but we don’t spend entire nights outside either. Also,
something in the blood we drink seems to help us tolerate the effects of UV Rays. I don’t pretend
to understand it. As for the greater strength, I suppose drinking the blood of terrified victims,
human or animal, would have higher levels of adrenalin. Besides, what is blood but liquid meat?
Pure protein. The Humans have their myths, and it’s said all myths have their basis in Fact.
There are beings in the world that Humans can only guess at. Humans are better off in their
ignorance. Throughout my own existence as a Nightkin,
I have known what Humans would call a “witch” and a “werewolf”. In my travels I have
even encountered things which could only be called “ghosts” by men. Those are only to be
pitied, not feared. A shout stirs me from my musings. Stupid. If I want to keep my head I have to
keep it in the moment. The humans are headed in my direction. Have I been seen again? A quick
look tells me they’re headed in my general direction, but not directly at me. There are four
figures approaching me from below. They move differently than the Gothies did. Much more
precise and organized. Maybe finding their friends’ bodies sobered this bunch up. I make my
way to the closest one and manage to catch him completely by surprise. I smell the fear coming
off him in waves. His neck snaps cleanly and he hadn’t had time to alert the others. Something
about this one draws my attention. He doesn’t smell the same as the other Gothies. There are no
drugs or alcohol in his bloodstream. He’s leaner and fit. An athlete? ...A SOLDIER! The
realization strikes me. The Gothies were simply a ruse, a decoy to lull me into a false sense of
security, and I fell for it! Damn! The Hunter is now the Hunted! I hear the helicopter and I search
the night sky until I see its silhouette approaching fast from the northwest.
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The three other figures approach my position cautiously now. I try to locate them as the
wind begins to rise. An explosion of light suddenly fills my eyes and I instinctively dive for the
shadows of the nearest rocks. These Humans know exactly where I am, any hope of escape is
quickly fading. I could simply try to leap away, but not knowing where the helicopter's rotors are
would make that a stupid end to my existence! I turn to face the helicopter and feel something
pierce my chest. A dart? What the hell? Whatever they've injected me with is fast-acting!
Numbness steals my limbs and darkness overtakes me.
I dream. I remember a friend from long ago: Ignacio Jesus Maria De Los Santos. Most
considered him a derelict and a drunkard, which he was, but he was also a good friend. I knew
him in the early 1800s. We met by chance in a small town in northern Mexico. I cannot even
remember its name now. Ignacio was the werewolf I'd known back then. When I asked him how
he'd come to this state, he simply said that he'd crossed the wrong lover, she'd made a deal and
cursed him and he found himself in his condition one morning...awakening alongside the badly
mauled body of that same woman. We hunted together at times and even formed a partnership of
sorts. That ended when he was killed by ranchers one night while in his wolf-form. He was
hunting alone, as he often did, and was lured, trapped and shot. The ranchers had been advised
by local Indians that the 'strange wolf' could be trapped by it's attraction to whiskey.
Unfortunately for him, his need for alcohol overran his sense of caution and he was
trapped and shot. Despite what Humans believe, Ignacio, having been killed in his wolf-like
form, did not revert to his natural state after death. (Perhaps the wolf was his natural being, who
can say?) I heard of this animal being killed and I retrieved the burned and charred body from
where the Humans had tried to dispose of it by burning. I buried my friend in an unmarked
grave known only to myself.
I awaken on the floor of a small cell. The bars look fragile, the mortar holding them in
place looks ancient. No. I smell the ozone from the electricity flowing through the bars. While I
could probably bend and tear the bars easily, I would burn my hands badly and render them
useless for several days. Looking through the bars I see a large metal table with leather straps
and a lamp attached to it. Beside it is another, smaller table with several evil-looking medical
instruments and syringes laying on it. The room outside my cell is central to three other cells, all
empty but mine.
There is a metal desk at the far end of the room. A lit computer screen sits upon it like a
Cyclopean guard surveying the room. The desk is in slight disarray with notebooks scattered
across the top. There is a small tray with several small bottles and jars of different colored fluids
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in them. Whatever these Humans used on me has left me weak. I stumble over to the large metal
shelf protruding from the wall and sit. There is a small window several feet above me in the wall,
but it is painted dark. I can't tell if it is night or day through it.
I hear a noise from the room outside my cell and a door I hadn't seen opens and a woman
walks inside. She looks at me, smiles and retrieves a small object from her smock. She begins to
speak, but I'm not sure to whom. “Subject 362 is active. Subject is not displaying aggression, but
simply sitting on his bed staring at me. Time is 2330 hrs. Specimen samples not due for four
hours. Continuing Hartung Testing. Results should prove interesting as retrieval team reports
subject had fed well just before capture.” The woman looks to be about 30 yrs old, dark hair and
spectacles. She is bathed in the light from the computer screen and she is fumbling through her
notebooks. I begin to speak, forcing vocal cords and muscles unused for months. “Tu! Mujer!
Que es este lugar? Donde estoy? Porque me tienen enserrado?”,
I manage to croak out the sounds. She turns and smiles at me. “Ah. Spanish. A mix of
Castillian, Northern Mexican and a touch of a Nahuatl accent. Interesting!” She turns and begins
to write in a notebook. So she speaks English, then! She is what I understand to be called 'a
Gringa,' a 'Yanqui!” I try a different tact. “I speak many languages! Tell me what I want to
know! Where am I and why am I imprisoned?” She turns and presses a button on her desk.
Floodlights blind me and my cell is filled with a high-pitched whine. My head is hit with a
piercing pain and I fall writhing on the floor of my cell. The lights and sound stop as suddenly as
they began. “That was only a small taste of what you can expect if you become the slightest bit
uncooperative or aggressive. Do you understand?” Outrage and indignation fill me as I look up at
her and begin to shout “Desgraciada! Hija de..” The words hardly leave my lips as the pain
again wracks me to my center, leaving me in a ball on the floor. She stands at her desk, her
finger hovering over that accursed button. “The effects are temporary, but effective. I suggest
you behave yourself. There are three things you must remember: One, I am not your next meal;
Two, escape is not a possibility and Three, your comfort here is entirely up to you! Do you
Understand? Comprende, Senor?” I look at the woman and nod. What else can I do? I can
barely sit up.
She looks at me and picks up a pen and notebook off the desk. She then presses a key on
her keyboard and turns to me. The questions begin. I answer what I can. Some questions are
repeated and if she is not satisfied with my answer, the light and pain return. The process and
questions repeat until she is content that I am answering her truthfully. After what I can only
assume are several hours does the interrogation cease. She approaches the bars of my cell,
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wheeling a strange apparatus on a cart. “Roll up your sleeve and place your arm into this.” A
rubber barrier imposes itself from the cart onto two of the bars, creating a space just wide enough
for my arm to pass through. Curious, but apprehensively, I do as she asks and place my arm into
the sleeve.
A small metal bracelet clamps down hard onto my arm, immobilizing it. A small metallic
arm holding a syringe emerges from the apparatus and jabs a needle into my forearm. I watch the
syringe quickly fill and the machine retracts into itself again, taking my blood sample with it.
The machine retracts its rubber barrier and begins to withdraw from the bars. I barely pull my
arm in before the bars arc and spark with the familiar ozone smell. She wheels the cart to her
desk, places a drop of the sample onto a slide and examines it under a microscope. She presses
another button, then occupies herself with alternately studying my blood and scribbling into a
notebook for half an hour.
The door to the room opens and someone I cannot see hands her a tray and leaves without
a word exchanged between them. She takes the tray, unwraps the plastic wrapping from it and
slides a paper tray and its contents under a small feed space in the bars. On the tray is a meal; a
raw and bloody fresh steak, several raw vegetables and cups of water and juice. She looks at me.
“Judging from the behavior of the cells in your sample, I knew you'd be hungry soon. I ordered
your lunch. Bon apetite.”
How long this routine continues for I couldn't say. There are times I am allowed to rest,
but the activity is always sporadic with no real discernible measurement of passing time. I often
wake to tests being performed or measurements being made. I have even awakened to find
myself strapped down on the metal table outside my cell and surrounded by armed guards. At
those times, however, I was thoroughly immobile and helpless, blinded by a light inches above
my face and held tightly in place by my bindings.
During one of these times, I find myself in eye contact with her. My tormentor. My
examiner. My Inquisitor. Instead of the heartless cold eyes of a predator, I find myself looking
into eyes moist with tears. Remorse for her prey? Surely not! These are Crocodile Tears! I
recognize a glint of awareness and she looks away as she notices I've seen her. A moment of
weakness? Perhaps. Another press of a button and the darkness engulfs me as I feel the familiar
sensation of falling into a dark pit.
I awaken on my bed. I sit up to find her staring at me from her desk. The guards are gone.
I get the feeling that hours have passed. Laying on her desk is a bottle of bourbon, two glasses
and, of all things, a copy of The Holy Bible. She pours two drinks and walks over to the bars of
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my cell and offers one to me. “Here, have a drink,” She says, her voice only slightly unsteady. I
can smell the alcohol in her bloodstream. “No tests today.” I cautiously and carefully take the
proffered glass from her hand and drink. The bourbon goes down smoothly, seductively
caressing my throat. She continues to stare at me. “Do you want to know why you're here? The
reason for all these tests?”, she asks, slurring very slightly. “It's because they're afraid! Yes!
Afraid! Humanity is tired of being afraid of your kind.
Humans are sick of being herds of cattle for your kind to feed on! So, the antelope are
turning on the lions, so to speak.” I watch her return to her desk and sit. She pours herself
another drink as she eyes me. Under those eyes, I feel rather like prey might, standing on the
grassy plain realizing it's been seen by the hawk. “The tests are almost finished, you know.” She
smiles. “Almost done. And when they're done with all their tests and measurements and they've
squeezed all the knowledge out of you and your kind; when they think they know all they can
learn about you, they'll discard you. Destroy you and throw you out with the day's trash! What an
enormous waste!” She gulps her drink. She looks at me. “Why do you exist? Hmm? What makes
your kind so different?” She stands and takes several steps toward me. “What makes you so
special that you get to be immortal?” She returns to her seat, holds up the bible and looks at me.
“I was a good little girl growing up! I said my prayers, went to Sunday School, I was good to
children and little animals! What did it get me? No visions or angels visiting me to tell me what a
good girl I am!” She holds the Bible out to me. “I’ve read this book! I've read and studied The
Koran, the Torah and even most of the Eastern religions! Nothing! Not a word about your kind
or WHY!”
I look at her and smile. “You are flirting with blasphemy, Woman! What you ask is not
for you to know!” She looks at me, a thousand questions in her eyes. “Yes, I know what you
want! But think about what you desire! Immortality is not what you believe! What can Humans
know about anything? Your lives are brief and your minds finite! You are a candle easily
extinguished in the lightest breeze! You are capable of the greatest kindnesses and the darkest
cruelties. Despite this, God loves your kind above all others!” She looks at me as if I've slapped
her. “Yes. I know God! I was not always a vampire! I was a man, a good Christian Spaniard! I
served Church and Crown faithfully! What happened to me was simply, as all things are, part of
His Plan. I am merely a pawn, a game piece in His Grand Scheme. When I was turned, I didn't
turn away. I simply accepted it. I became what I am, but I never turned away. If I am denied the
Hereafter, so be it! It is His Judgment and Plan for me and who am I to question it? I have
existed as I am for over 400 YEARS! With all your tests and questions, You think you know
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me..!” She looks at me in disbelief and begins to cry. Her tears turn to laughter. “It figures that I
WOULD find the only Christian vampire! Just my luck!”
She pours us both another drink. “Look, It's no accident that I'm here talking to you like
this. I mean, besides the fact that I happen to be the tech assigned to you. I found out,..well, I got
some bad news and..” I am beginning to lose patience. “Out with it, Woman!” “Alright, you
bastard! This isn't easy, you know!” She takes another drink and looks at me. Into my eyes,
rather. “I have a terminal illness. Incurable. No cure and no hope. This not only kills slowly, but
it will cripple me and eventually make me infirm before I finally dwindle and die.” She looks
away, “I don't want to die! Certainly not like that! So,..” “So what? All men die. It is their fate.
What is it you expect from me?” “Don't be thick! You KNOW what I'm asking you!” I laugh.
“And so you think your Salvation lies with me,” I laugh again, a dark sardonic sound. There is
nothing mirthful in my tone. “I am not He. You have me confused with someone else!” She
stands. A look of burning rage on her face. “WHY NOT? You could feed on me. I know you
need it and you could turn me, too! In fact, I don't see why this couldn't benefit us both!”
“Benefit us both?' Hardly. You would only feed me for a day or two at most! More if I conserve
my strength and energies. You would reap the 'benefits' of being turned, but you would also be
condemning yourself and damning your Immortal Soul! No. I will not do this!”
She laughs. The sound is chilling, even to me. “A vampire with a conscience? What do
you care? It's not your choice and it certainly wouldn't be your first time! Besides, I could be a
companion to you! In all the cases we've researched, no more than 4 vampires have ever been
found together. Your kind avoid each other and do not congregate! I could stay with you, hunt
with you and be a companion in exchange for your curing me!”
“You would saddle me with the responsibility of teaching and protecting a newborn until
you matured and could provide for yourself! I am neither willing nor wanting that responsibility.
I have existed for over 400 years! What makes you certain your companionship would benefit
me?” She looks at me, considering the question. “Look, I could help you hunt. We could watch
each other's backs! I would be someone to spend immortality with as a companion or even a
mate. Do it! Feed on me, turn me and in return, I'll help you escape! Otherwise, you can sit here
and rot! I'll eventually wither away and die in some hospital and You'll be poked and prodded
some more and eventually, They'll have no more use for you. Then what? You can't escape on
your own. You're Subject Number Three Hundred and Sixty-Two! That alone should tell you
escaping on your own isn't possible!” I tell her that I will consider her request. She tells me that
in two weeks' time, she can make the arrangements for my escape. She straightens herself up and
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tidies her work area. Turning off the lights, she leaves the lab. I lay down and sleep, for the first
time in a long time without the Humans' sedatives.
The routine continues. There are batteries of tests of physical strength and endurance,
visual acuity, olfactory, hearing, even taste. What exactly do these Humans want to know?
Although they aren't actively trying to destroy me, they put little thought into my comfort. Why
should they? I've been scanned, prodded, injected, samples taken and all the while the outcome
of every test has been meticulously written down and preserved.
Eventually, my consort-wannabe returns. She smiles and gives me a sideways glance as
she confers with another white-smocked lab technician. She goes about her business as I watch
her for hours. When the last other person in the area leaves, she finally approaches me.
“Everything's set. You're scheduled for a series of experiments that require you be sedated and
moved to another part of this facility. Everything has been arranged and there will only be a
small window of opportunity to get this done. Luckily, You'll be unconscious, which makes
everything that much easier.” She injects me with another fast-acting sedative. The familiar
darkness engulfs me once more.
When I awaken, I am strapped to a gurney in the back of a moving vehicle. An
Ambulance? I smell fresh blood and my first instinct is hunger. I am still groggy from the drugs,
but my senses are returning. I am covered by a sheet and can neither see nor move. I'm roughly
jostled as the vehicle hits a rough spot in the road. “Sorry, Sorry!” says a masculine voice. The
vehicle stops and after a few moments, the gurney is unloaded. “There you go! Safely delivered
as promised!” says the voice. I hear a soft groan and the sound of a large body collapsing to the
ground. The sheet is removed and my restraints undone. I sit up and scan my surroundings, it is
night and I'm surrounded by woods. A second vehicle is parked nearby and my bespectacled
benefactor/Inquisitor steps out from behind the ambulance. “Alright. We've gotten you out. Get
in the car! They'll figure out in which direction we came, so we have to get out of here fast!” I do
so, watching her all the while. “I've gotten us a room using a friend's card. We can hide there for
the next couple of days while you turn me and we figure out where to go from there!” She starts
the car and we drive out of the woods onto the highway.
After a few hours, we arrive at a small motel in the next state. Closing the door, we hang
blankets over the windows to block out the sunlight. She sits on the bed and begins to speak.
Whatever she was going to say is lost as I quickly knock her unconscious and lay her gently onto
the bed. I tilt her head back, brush her hair from her neck and sink my fangs into her Jugular.
Ecstasy! The warm velvety rush of her blood down my throat is unparalleled joy. Nearly
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orgasmic. I take just enough to keep us both alive. Yes. I will take this woman up on her offer.
But I will keep her alive enough to keep me supplied in blood until I finally do turn her. When
that will be, I haven't decided. But for now, this woman and her knowledge of the world of
Humanity will serve me well! I ensure the locks on the door will hold. I then gently arrange her
into a more comfortable position on the bed and I lay next to her and drift off into my own restful
sleep. Whatever tomorrow brings, I will meet it on my own terms.

An Open Letter to a Dear, Departed Friend
For Gil, Who Taught Me To Dream
The photo of us was taken at Aquarina
Springs in 1987. Gil is on the left, I am on
the right. These costumes fairly summed up
our differing personalities. :)
This is to let you know that I won’t be in
town for a while......I have to attend the
funeral of my best friend, Gilbert Reyes III.
Gil was my oldest friend, and one of three
best friends. He passed away on March 31,
2006 at about 9:30 PM in McAllen,
Texas. He was 46 years old and my friend
since I was 5 years old. He introduced me to
Star Trek and Science Fiction when I was
very young, and we shared many good
times and bad together. Gilbert introduced
me to Dungeons and Dragons in 1981 and it’s a hobby I've loved ever since. When we were
growing up, Gil and I used to spend hours and hours just talking, fantasizing about life and the
future and the mysteries in everything that was outside of our small south Texas
hometown. Many of my happiest early memories involve Gil, whom we called "Junior" back
then. We shared many interests, some of which no one else understood at the time, such as our
fandom of Trek and Sci-Fi, books, comics and even, in the early 1980's...Computers. Gil and I
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had a friendly rivalry about computers; we always had to "outdo" the other's computer. He
bought a Tandy Color Computer (a CoCo TRS-80), so I bought a Commodore Vic-20.
Even to the time of his passing, we'd often call each other and joke and reminisce and
throw in a little "jab" about the latest PC we had or what software we were running. It didn't
matter if noone understood our friendship, we were friends, we liked the same things and that
was enough for us! :) You were my friend always when I needed one. True friends know all
about each other and love each other anyway. I will miss you, Gil,...my friend. You were a T'
Hy' la. (*for those of you who don't understand that word, it’s a Star Trek reference. It is a
Vulcan word meaning "Friend and Brother",..Gil taught me that!)
You weren't supposed to pass away so young! We still had a lot to do and
experience. You wanted to attend a Star Trek Convention with me, and you were the first person
who helped me realize there was any such thing AS a Star Trek Convention! Dammit, you never
even got to meet the baby daughter I'm about to have! You were supposed to be her
Godfather! As I write this, I am crying my heart out for the passing of a very unique soul who
entered my life when we were children and who has been a major influence in my becoming who
I am as an adult. I understood you, my friend, and THAT is why it hurts so much! Corny or
Cliche' as it sounds, this following quote DOES fit you, Gil "You have been, and ever shall
be....my friend"
Even in gaming sessions, our characters were loyal, fast friends. Many times "we" faced
dangers knowing the other was at his side, ready to fight to the end...or drag the other's dead butt
out of there! Gil instilled in me a love of great adventure, and a sense of childlike wonder in
many things others consider simple or trite. So, I write this knowing that my dear friend is gone,
and he is not suffering or in pain anymore. I know God has welcomed him home. He is off on
the greatest adventure of all. 'Till we meet again, Gilbert!
Rey.
In Memoriam, Gilbert Reyes III. November 1960 - March 31st, 2006
(Present Day- January 29, 2011)
It's been almost 5 years since you passed away, Gil. Life, as it must, goes on.
A lot has happened in those 5 years and I wish you'd been there to see it all: My daughter Kaylee
was born a little less than a month after you passed, I wish you could see her, Gil! :) She has her
Daddy's eyes, imagination and my sense of humor and mischief! In '06, less than 4 months after
you passed, I was sent to the border by the National Guard--stationed in RGC and billeted in
Mission! Leo and I became GREAT friends and hung out often. We talked, drove around, went
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out to eat a lot and reminisced about you. The grudging friendship he and I had because of you
became a genuine and close one! I know you would've liked that! (Miracles DO
happen! HA!). The only real downer of that year was the fact that you were no longer there. If
you had been, my time there would have been better and I probably would've decided to stay in
the Valley again. But that was not to be...
In '09, I started working regularly again.... piddly little jobs as an Usher at the local movie
theater, then a job with Mall Security. I retired from the military in June and closed that part of
my life I had been involved with since I was 20. It was while working at the security job that I
met, Chrissy. She was my co-worker and an officer with seniority over me. Playful teasing,
smiles and flirting became interest and then finally, dating. We started dating in November of
'09, and it soon became a serious relationship (UH OH! WATCH-OUT!! Something I swore I'd
never get into again!!!) But with Chrissy it was different. She wouldn't take "no" for an answer,
and I didn't really want to say no. :) SO, as you may have guessed, we've stayed together and
muddled through fourteen months of thick and thin. She and her daughter have become an
important part of my life! The VA increased my Disability, I'm working regularly and steadily
again, I've moved into a 2 bedroom apt and Kaylee is once again a major part of my life and I'm
working with Tonya to see her more often! :)
Well, Gill, it is now Jan '11, and guess what? I'm ENGAGED now! :) I bought a small,
beautiful ring and proposed to her on the footbridge in Salado on a cold, winter afternoon. It was
funny, Gil; I'd had it planned out: a nice dinner, a short drive to Salado and a walk through the
town to the bridge. I had a small speech worked out in my head on how I was going to
propose. We walked onto the bridge and stopped and just looked around. She turned away to
look at something, and I knelt down, took out the ring box, opened it and held it up. She turned
around, and seeing what I was doing, she gasped and smiled. I started talking, but all I could get
out was her name and some quick, garbled, muttered half-somethings as I held up the ring. She
was laughing and crying and she said "YES!!" to what she knew I was trying to
ask. LOL! So,...I'm engaged again. It’s been about three weeks now, and she's already freaking
out about the details of the wedding....which ISN'T 'til the fall of 2012!! ACK!!! I'm really
looking forward to it all! ;)
Take care for now, Gil! I hope you are happy and well wherever you are...Love you, man!
Rey
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Jenni Vinson
Firebird
March 6, 2014
What could we expect from the plumage of that which dwells among the ashes
Always dusted by the remnants of fire
How does a soul embrace the impossible
Why does it insist on continuing the challenge
The road has had harsh, winding, rocks have stubbed my toes, tiring
What choice does one have except to move forward
Hope
It is what it is! This is life! We walk from one pile of ashes to another
I have lived long enough to look behind and see far enough back
I would not trade a minute of what I have seen and done and become
It was what it was! It was my life to live, survive, and embrace
And every time the flames engulfed, they left my ashes. Mine! Precious!
I took what I could from each pile of ashes and made
Life
One flame of Summer and Two flowers of Spring
All three who now dance and sing and mark the world
All three, who like the flame they came from, they flicker their own flames and embers
They choose to walk past the events of burning even when they know more fire lies ahead
All three pick up their ashes. Theirs! Precious!
It is what it is! This is life! And we are learning to come flying out of the fires.
Firebird (en español)
Qué podemos esperar del plumaje de lo existe entre la cenizas
Siempre cubierta en el polvo de lo deja el fuego
Cómo existe la alma dentro lo imposible
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Por qué no deja de luchar
El camino ha sido duro, sinuoso, mis pies han dado contra piedras, y cansado
Qué otra opción tiene uno además de seguirle adelante
Esperanza
Es lo qué es! Esto es vivir! Caminamos de un montón de cenizas a otro
He vivido lo suficiente como para mirar hacia atrás y ver lo suficientemente lejos
No cambiaría un minuto de lo que he visto y hecho y en lo que me ha convertido
Fue lo que fue! Fue mi vida para vivir, sobrevivir, y abrazar
Y cada vez que las llamas envolvieron, dejaron mis cenizas. Mías! Preciosas!
Tomé lo que pude de cada montón de cenizas e hice
Vida
Un Fuego de Verano y Dos flores de la Primavera
Los tres que ahora bailan y cantan y marcan el mundo
Los tres, que como la llama de quien son, parpadean sus propias llamas y sus brasas
Pasar por delante de los momentos de la quema, aunque saben que más fuego está por venir
Los tres recogen sus cenizas. Las suyas! Preciosas!
Es lo que es! Esto es la vida! Y estamos aprendiendo a venir volando del monton de las cenizas.
Lessons From The Soil
I was born a daughter to the soil
Always knowing my life was for its care
I spend hours lost in its calm
My hands immersed into that which brings forth life
I turn the soil to allow it a new breath of air
I plunged the spade forward with my foot and I felt the
obstacle
I felt the surge of pain race through me from my foot to
my head
In a tranquil voice the soil advised me to be mindful of what I was seeing

I had hit a root and upon examining it, I saw that it was dry
This root no longer nourished anything
It was no longer doing what it was designed for
It was only there to keep me from going forward
I switched from the spade to an axe and with time, I removed the root
It was difficult work but it was necessary if I was to keep my obligation
The soil was counting on me to complete the task of turning it
So it could continue to bear life
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I heard the voice again, imploring me
“Where are the dry roots within you?”
I immediately what roots were being referred to
I knew them well but I had never contemplated removing them
I thought they were a part of me that fed me the bitter
I never thought it would be possible to be free of them
But the soil taught me that they were dry and lifeless
They were only there to keep me from going forward

Lecciones de la Tierra
Nacie hija de la tierra
Siempre sabiendo que me vida era en cuidar la
Se me pasan las horas perdida en su calma
Mis manos dentro de lo que da vida
Remuevo la tierra para que tome aire de nuevo
Empuje la pala con el pie y sentí la resistencia
Senti el dolor como un rayo de mi pie a mi cabeza
A voz tranquila me aviso la tierra que pusiera cuidado a lo que estaba viendo
Le di a una raíz que al examinar supe que estaba seca
Ya no le daba alimento a nada esta raíz
Ya no existía para lo fue designada
Solamente estaba para evitir mi progresso
Cambie de la pala a una hacha y con tiempo quite la raíz
Fue trabajo duro pero era necesario para completar mi obligación
La tierra esperaba que fuera a cumplir con darle esta voltiada
Para que pudiera continuar en dar vida.
Volvi a escuchar la voz, preguntando me
“Donde están las raíces secas dentro de ti?”
Imediatamente supe que de que raíces hablaba
Las concocia muy bien pero no había pensado en quiatrlas
Yo pensaba que eran parte de mi que mi alimentaban con lo amargo
Nunca pensé que fuera posible estar sin ellas
Pero la tierra me ensenio que estaban secas y sin vida
Solamente estaban para evitir mi progresso
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Emily
Jenni Vinson.

January, 2017

I can’t put this aside anymore. I have to start moving forward today. Today!
Moving forward was something I had always imagined would happen as I stepped up
towards a different level in my life. She’s sleeping so soundly and peacefully. I can barely hear
the intakes of her breath. She depends on me and trusts me to take care of her and so I have to do
what is right and best for her. Today! Did I ever sleep this peacefully? Did I ever have anyone
hold me close and make me feel safe? Was my face ever this sweet and did I ever look this
healthy? My darling child, will you ever forgive me?
He looked so sad sitting on the sofa all alone at Kenny’s party. I hadn’t planned on going
but Lisa didn’t want to go alone and she had hoped to meet a guy there so I half-assed my way
through makeup, hair and clothes. I determined to stay at Kenny’s long enough to let Lisa do her
hook up and then I was going home to curl up with my laptop and talk to strangers from across
the planet about everything and nothing. FaceBook and Twitter were safe zones for the socially
inept and for me, the one who was practicing for the day I would thrive among the living. The
aunts who raised me said I was a late bloomer like them but I knew that wasn’t a good thing
since they were in their 40’s and then their 50’s and they never sprouted anything that even
resembled a blooming attempt at life. They spoke to each other and rarely ever looked my way.
Lisa found the guy she met online and she stood with him for a while. She crossed her
arms. Not a great sign! They used to call these interfaces “blind dates” since neither person knew
anything about the other. I guess it was like walking into pitch black, blindly groping for
something to hold on to. Poor Lisa, ever an optimist, or just completely and haplessly desperate
to find her life mate. She is sure she was a penguin in her former life and is destined to one life
mate so she works hard at finding the smallest of value in the vast sea of human interfaces she
set up online. Maybe if she stopped lying to the programs. She’s not 19, she’s 26. She weighs 40
pounds more and she’s several inches shorter and she’s not a world traveler. She’s never been out
of the state and she lives with her parents.
“He’s not that bad. I just need a little more time to find his inner soul. Give me a few
minutes. Wait here and I’ll give you the sign and you can go”, pleaded Lisa. The sign would be
Lisa folding her arm behind her back and crossing her fingers for luck that the lights would come
on this blind date ordeal. Lisa always opted to stay and always gave me the sign.
So, I sat on the sofa at the other end of the sad guy. He had the red cup in his hands,
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nursing a drink. Kenny came around and offered us drinks of Jungle Juice, his own brew. The
guy accepted another full cup of the red fluid but I passed. I was sure I’d be driving home in
another few minutes. I saw the guy gulp his drink down and found myself warning him, “Hey..
that stuff will jack you up! Slow down. Kenny’s Jungle Juice has his dad’s bar in it!” He turned
to face me and I saw how handsome he was. The sadness was masked by the effects of the drink.
He was relaxed and calm. He scooted towards me and we talked.
We were Lit majors and both loved short stories. We both hoped to fill our brains with the
works of the masters, and then fill books with our own words, creating new great works that 19year-olds would read when we were 60 and after we were long dead. He quoted his favorites and
I quoted mine.
I know Lisa gave me the sign but I never saw it. I was in this moment. I was living and
engaging with an actual person I could see. I made him smile and he made me laugh. Hours went
by and I didn’t tire of his words, gestures or looks.
I always moved from person to person online and had never actually connected with
anyone for this long before.
It was a dance of fluidity, as if we shared one mind and so we moved to share our bodies.
I walked into Kenny’s parents’ bedroom and willingly accepted what was happening. He would
be my first sexual encounter, my first lover. I asked him if he had a condom and he answered,
“yea—sure!” and we began another dance of fluidity.
It was over and I noticed he was not wearing a condom. When I asked him about it his
voice got callous. “It’s in my wallet”.
I was stunned by that voice, the change in him and then by all the barrage of safe sex
messages I had ever gotten. I hide my face in the pillow and when I moved it away, he was gone.
I dressed and left too.
I got home, and washed, and showered, and then bathed. That night I convinced myself
that I had just not done it right. It was my first time out and I would do better next time. I resisted
the impulses that nagged me of nonconsensual sex--- rape. I asked him to use a condom and he
ignored me. I fell asleep clutching my knees against my chest, wishing I could find the prince
charming that turned into a frog when I kissed him. I had no idea what I would say to him. He
needed to explain all this to me.
I told Lisa what happened and she high-fived me for finally losing my virginity. She flew
past all the negative and focused on her need for a happy zone. She rattled on about getting with
Kenny to find “sofa guy” because he could be Mr. Right. He may have just freaked out because
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he got too excited and didn’t put on the condom and he was sitting somewhere, on a sofa, of
course being really sad about me now.
Lisa! Maybe she was an old soul, taking its sweet time at maturing and attaining common
sense.
A month later, I decided to try the whole sex thing again, but this time I was determined
that I’d be in control of every aspect of it. I called my high school friend, Doug and ask him to
help me. I needed to have sex and I wanted it to be with him because he was so sweet and he had
always been so kind to me. He had been a senior my freshman year of high school and even so,
he sat by me at lunch and drove me home on rainy days to save me the drenched walk. He was a
senior again now, close to graduation.
It was a request he couldn’t refuse.
Doug came over to my apartment and looked terribly nervous. I didn’t think anything
would happen. Maybe I didn’t appeal to him. Doug had certainly changed in the past four years,
but I still found him moderately attractive, not like sofa guy who was drop dead gorgeous. He
asked for a beer and I handed him one each time he repeated the request.
Eventually, he followed me into the kitchen and set the last beer I handed him on the
counter. He grabbed me, lifting and placing me on the counter. He awkwardly pulled away my
underwear and suddenly, I was having sex again. I closed my eyes, recalling the short story, Hills
like White Elephants, my favorite Hemingway piece. I was the character Jig, and the dance
would be over soon. Jig was such a young girl. I set this dance in motion. I choreographed the
moves. Had I? Was I in charge?
The condom!
I felt the thought scream in my mind at the same moment Doug jerked inside of me. I
pushed him away, angrily yelling at him about not using a condom. I clumsily climbed off the
counter feeling the room spiral around me. I stumbled for the bathroom to throw up. I heard the
door as Doug left. I began the ritual - a wash, a shower, and then a bath.
Lisa moved in with me after I found out I was pregnant. Two sexual jigs and I won the
DNA lotto. I was pregnant. I wouldn’t be alone anymore. The baby would be my first actual
bloom. Lisa encouraged me to have an abortion, warning me of the difficulties of being a single
mom and I weighed it all and walked towards becoming a mother. I was in love with the baby
from the first sonogram and the first heartbeat. My mother had been a single parent, abandoned
by her boyfriend. The aunts had ridiculed her but they did say she loved me. She was killed by a
mugger walking home from work. The guy took her life for the $13.00 she had in her wallet. The
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aunts were left to raise a two year-old baby.
This baby seemed to reconnect me with my mother.
Four months later, Lisa came home one day and her normally chipper tone was replaced
by hysteria. After more than an hour of her uncontrollable crying, I calmed her enough to make
some sense of her story. She ran into Kenny who told her “sofa guy” was an awful person. I tried
to interrupt her by telling that didn’t matter. The baby belonged to Doug. I was sure. I had a
period after sofa guy. Lisa gasped for air, filling her lungs to force words out. Her efforts yielded
her a feeble, frail string of utterance. Sofa guy was sad that night because he had been diagnosed
with HIV. He had been symptomatic for a while but he hadn’t wanted to be tested. Kenny didn’t
know sofa guy had sex with me. Lisa didn’t tell him. Kenny had attended sofa guy’s funeral.
My heart sank, my mind raced and the baby kicked. I couldn’t fold my legs against my
chest. The baby bump got in the way so I clung to the body pillow I bought to keep my back
from aching while I slept. I was now on a blind date with HIV. I was mentally walking through
pitch black and I had a baby growing inside of me who was counting on me to find my way
through this. It was a long, sleepless night but peace came when I determined to move forward,
find the next plane of my existence and survive. I knew how to survive— just keep moving.
The results came in and I joined the statistics of the infected. The doctor sent me to visit
with a counselor who tried to educate me on my new reality. 30% of those being diagnosed are
young women. The doctor’s goal would be to lower the level of the disease while I was pregnant
to keep the baby from being infected. That report would come next—determining whether the
baby was already infected. When I heard this, I found myself channeling Lisa. I had never
allowed myself to fall apart. The aunts didn’t care for much show of emotion so I always
maintained an even keel but I heard screaming and hysterical crying and groans—coming
from—me. The emotional meltdown wasn’t for me. My poor baby! My beloved baby! My
precious, innocent child!
Lisa heard my cries and ran in from the lobby to comfort me. The counselor must have
witnessed this scene often. She kept right on rattling out the precautions and the possible affects
and risks. Maybe at some point she had learned to turn off or shield herself from the intense
grief. I was jealous of her and found strength in her walled voice and settled in to listen so that I
could keep my promise—to survive. She became strict as she warned me against smoking,
drinking, using drugs and engaging in unprotected sex. I would have a regimen of treatment
while I was pregnant and start another as soon as the baby was born. I thought back to sofa guy
and I understood why he was sad that night. He had just sat with a robotic counselor like mine.
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But I would never understand how he had willfully chosen to spray my insides with his
poisonous sperm which may as well have been bullets.
Lisa stayed by me throughout the ordeal. She held my hand while I learned the baby was
not infected and that I was having a girl. I began to call her Emily, after my mother. My love for
her grew as she did. When she finally came, I looked at this baby I had seen so often in the 3D
sonograms. She was so much prettier without the orange tinge of the images. I was holding her
when I felt my brain go fuzzy. I woke up terrified because I didn’t have Emily in my arms. Days
had passed. I had experienced the complications I had been warned of. The new regimen of
treatment began and Emily and I went home.
Emily grew and thrived while I battled a series of illnesses just one after another. The first
year was sweet, watching Emily laugh, roll over, crawl, stand and take her first steps. She was
quick to smile and she was quick to love. She embraced whoever reached to hold her. She was a
charmer. Lisa still lived with us until the day she finally found a keeper online. It was a tough
move for her but I encouraged her to move forward into love and marriage. That was the plane of
existence she had wanted for so long and I loved her enough to push her out of our nest so she
could go make her own.
I kept a journal of my episodes and I knew I was slipping. Six months after Lisa left, I
felt my brain go fuzzy again. I had managed to call Lisa for help before I passed out. I was alone
with Emily. I woke up days later in a hospital, connected to tubes and oxygen. I learned a new
term that day: HIV NR-- the disease my Non Responsive to medication. The bullets sofa guy
had shot inside of me were finally killing me.
I couldn’t leave Emily with the aunts. Life with them had been horrid and too restrictive.
I wanted Emily to have better. Lisa was expecting her own child. I had faced Doug and we had
run the DNA test that proved Emily was his. He had been engaged when he came to have sex
with me. He married soon after. His wife came to see me and Emily. I guess she needed to see
for herself. It was awkward. I still hadn’t developed many social skills and talking to Emily,
nurses and doctors was as good as it had been. I had no idea what to say to this woman but I
needed her. I had to find the courage and the words to let her know I was sorry for her pain and
beg her to please love Emily.
“She looks like Doug”, she said in a soft whisper as she reached for Emily. Emily reached
for her and she kissed the woman. I was so jealous! In that split second I felt betrayed by Emily.
She was just being—me—and her--- and us. I sat back and watched this woman fall in love with
our daughter. Hours went by and I didn’t have to say the words. She spoke her heart to me, “I’m
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sorry for what is happening to you. Keep Emily as long as you can. I’ll come over so we can get
to know each other and you can help me learn to care for Emily. Doug will come too. We’ll have
you over to the house soon. We’ll start a nursery for Emily”.
I didn’t cry in front of her but as soon as she left I hugged Emily and wept tears of joy
that a woman existed who had a caring heart. Doug had chosen well. All we had was a month.
She and Doug came over almost daily. A week later I went to see the nursery they had made for
Emily. In my apartment, Emily shared my room. This nursery was blush-pink and the ceiling had
clouds painted across it. Emily toddled to the rocking chair in the corner, took the bear and
hugged it like she had known it all her life. Doug said, “That bear was my buddy when I was
little. Mom gave it to me when she heard Emily was coming to live with us. Mom and Dad will
be here later to see you and meet Emily. I hope you don’t mind.”
I can’t put this aside anymore. I have to start moving forward today.
Today!
She’s sleeping so soundly and peacefully. I can barely hear the intakes of her breath. My
lungs rattle when I breathe. She depends on me and she trusts me to take care of her and so I
have to do what is right and best for her.
Today!
I have to take her to her new home and I’ll have to check into hospice. Did I ever sleep
this peacefully? Did I ever have anyone hold me close and make me feel safe?
Lisa will stay by me till I pass.
I clutch Emily’s photo. Was my face ever this sweet and did I ever look this healthy? My
hand looks so gray next to hers.
Emily, I didn’t mean to just be a Jig. You’re the same age I was when my mom died but
she didn’t have a choice. My darling child, will you ever forgive me? You will have a Mom and a
Dad and grandparents. If my Mom had lived, she would have been enough. If I could live, I
would have been enough too. I found myself imagining my mom lying on the sidewalk where
the mugger left her to die. I’m sure I was her last prayer and her last thought. As I breathe my
last, Emily is surely mine:
Now I lay my soul to sleep
I pray the world my child will keep
Safe in kindness, sweetness, and love
As I can now only watch my Emily from above
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Greyson Garrett
The Child-King’s Tale
Those who burn the greatest, perish the quickest.
For Life sends hardships one after another at those bright flames.
For if she didn’t, they would consume her realm and mold it into their own image.
Always weeping she sent hardship after hardship towards the heroes and villains.
Always with a smile she cradled them in her arms in their last moments before her sister came.
Such was her way, until the end of the Second Age, when the last legend perished,
And with his death came everlasting cold and hardship.
For Life herself perished with him.
Finally allowed to rest and be happy in her sister’s realm.
-Unknown
It was dark, as it was normally for the boy. Neither he nor Brother could normally see in
their cell, not until the men in coats opened the door and took them to the table. It didn’t matter
that weren’t able to see, they knew the other was always there to watch over them and that was
all that mattered. He didn’t know how long they had been in this place, he and Brother didn’t
have any way to tell the time beyond the visits they received on occasion.
The sound of footsteps was heard instantly by the two children, each getting up from their place
in the room and quickly scrambling quietly to stand in the middle. They heard the clinking of
keys before the metal door was opened, revealing the boys to a guard in plate armor, a sword
shaped like a katana at his waist. Their room was nothing special, it contained a slab of earth
sticking out of the right wall looking in, several blankets the Wardens had given them for
comfort with a single stuffed kitten sitting atop the blankets, there was no window to see outside,
and only the door of solid metal provided entry. The man didn’t speak, he had no reason to as the
two occupants immediately walked out, one with a light skip in his step and the other slowly
trudging along behind.
They passed door after door, several open, most closed, many quiet and other having
sounds ranging from bestial growls to the screaming of the insane. He could tell that the man
behind them was afraid of several of the things that were contained by the doors, he didn’t
understand why, what could be so frightening to them after what they had gone through? Brother
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was calling to him to hurry up, Brother’s eyes glittered in amusement as he rushed to catch up,
nearly tripping as he wasn’t used to exerting himself. They had travelled this same path countless
times that they knew it better than most, the black ceiling, the pristine white floor, the doors
colored grey with several plates they couldn’t understand the markings of and walls of violet and
blood-red.
The moment they came across a junction they waited for the guard to approach them,
letting him pass by and following behind him. Brother kept his playful gait common to his
pers… persona… whatever the men in white called it, while he kept to his sullen march,
occasionally rushing to catch up to Brother and the man when he lagged too far behind. They
took a left after a long time of walking, then a right at the next junction, then kept straight for a
while until they reached the doors colored white. Brother had a smile on his face as he pulled
him along, the guard staying behind as they moved on, his task done and returning to his
forsaken assignment as a Warden.
Entering through the second door they encountered, both were immediately swept up in
the controlled chaos occurring, one led along through the crowd to a table while the other was
guided to the side. He was the one to stand at the side while Brother prepared for his tests, the
men and women around him and Brother calling out to those around them and their superiors the
readiness of the test. Machines of both simple and complex design whirled to life, their myriad of
sounds adding another layer of noise barely overheard over the din of the scientists, the test
begun with a single word.
No noise beyond the machines were heard the moment that word was uttered, each fully
aware of what they were committing as one of them walked forward with an item in his hand. A
single needle was applied to Brother’s neck with little warning, a yellow-white water found
within the glass behind it, yet Brother kept smiling like the kitten they were given, a wide smile
that unnerved the scientists. A spasm racked the boy, then another until he was shaking
uncontrollably, the man backing away to a respectable distance in the case of failure. Then
Brother laughed.
He kept laughing and the fear in the room became easy to notice, the two guards near the
entrance placing a hand near their weapons handles, ready in the case of a rampage. They had
nothing to fear for the moment, as Brother clutched his chest still spasming, laughing as his body
glowed, his hair and eyes turning to a pale yellow while the skin paled to near pure white. The
adults in the room didn’t celebrate as the boy stilled, the laughter becoming nothing more than
chuckling as he got to his feet, twirling in place as if he was listening to a music only he heard.
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He started to move forward as the other child leapt off the metal table, standing just next
to it as he climbed up onto the metal. He laid down, tilting his head to the right to look Brother in
the eyes, growing confident as the other boy softened the smile and closed the unnatural eyes.
The same man came over with another needle, the glass filled with a grey water, there was a
slight pain in his neck as the needle bit into flesh, then the man backed away again, leaving only
the two brothers at the table.
A second passed, then another, and finally a third before anything happened,
unfortunately the bad kind. ‘IT HURTS, IT HURTS, IT HURTS!’ Pain, indescribable pain
flooded his body, feeling as if his body was being torn apart bit by bit. The Child’s body
convulsed and spasmed erratically, flakes of dust rising off of his body while the scientists ran
around in an attempt to prevent his death, Brother standing off to the side with wide eyes and
mouth opened slightly in shock.
A bark from the superior and all movement stopped, several among their number
slumping as the child kept moving erratically, crying as they did so, the man came forward with
a single instrument in his hand, Brother noticing it before the eyes narrowed and mouth became
set in a thin line. A moment passed, and the item disappeared from the man’s hand, a quick
glance at the second brother showing he held it, raising it up in the air above the other child who
refused to cry or scream in pain. A single eye switching from black to white opened and saw the
knife descending, then the pain stopped, he was confused for a moment… why was Brother so…
angry-looking… why couldn’t he feel the pain… why couldn’t…
The surviving brother looked at the fading corpse of his Brother, knife devoid of blood
but speckled with dust that had once been flesh, then he looked over at the man that had injected
both him and his younger twin with the two liquids. Four words were spoken in a deathly calm
voice no child should be capable of, sending chills up the scientists’ spines and causing the
guards to draw their weapons and move towards the boy. “I’m killing you all.” A blink and he
was in front of the man, knife directed into the other human’s chest without resistance, the two
Wardens swinging their weapons in tandem at the child.
Red-white blood flew into the air as steel ran through flesh, then became stuck within the
muscle and bone as they went to pull out, fear apparent in their eyes as the Cheshire grin grew on
the child’s face while his eyes glowed with restrained anger and sorrow. The dagger found
purchase in one man’s neck, the other managing to wrench his weapon away and back away, red
liquid tinted with orange sprayed across the child’s form as the knife was pulled away and placed
in the other hand. The dead man’s weapon was gripped with the right hand, the broadsword
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pulled from flesh and held out at the Warden, blood dripping to the ground off the metal while a
giggle left the boy’s mouth.
Fear was squashed by the man who had seen and heard worse, and so he charged with a
calm expected of veterans, moving forward with his halberd held in both hands. The nameless
child ran forward, catching himself on the blade to the man’s surprise and driving the stolen
sword into the man’s helm, swiftly and painlessly ending his life. Quickly cooling hands slid
from the wooden shaft, while the child let go of the sword, allowing the man to fall to the ground
with blood beginning to pool around him, the weapon slowly drawn from his body and thrown to
the side, another giggle leaving his lips before he went to leave.
A whimper made him stop, switching the knife to his right hand and moving towards the sound
with a spring in his step. He heard the whimper once more, a woman trembling as she tried to
hide beneath one of the machines, another giggle from him sending her into a panic as he sat
down to watch her. Slowly her eyes opened and she saw the bloody child, the Cheshire grin and
yellow eyes radiating malicious intent against the child’s silhouette sending her into hysterics
until she stopped completely, the child nowhere to be seen as her body slumped forward, the
head falling off and staying near the body before life-liquid fell down her body and pooled
around the corpse.
The child exited the room without any difficulty, beginning to skip down the hallway
until he reached the junction, unexpectedly not meeting anything at that point and so he
continued back the path he and Brother took sometime earlier. The first door he came across he
knocked on the metal surface, hearing the noise within of something as they registered the twin
dings of his knock, then the childish voice holding mirth as he asked his question. “Would you
like to come play? Knock one for no, knock two for yes.” He waited, then heard the noise he was
listening for, then a second one came from behind the door, the boy’s grin growing slightly larger
before he unbolted the lock and pushed the steel inward, getting a look at his first playmate.
Darkness… It had been so long since he was not a part of this cursed existence, being
reduced to pain-filled misery within days of his arrival here. Those who had subjected him to this
hell had perished shortly after his last ‘test’, a smile worked its way across his ‘face’ as he
remembered the aftermath of that ‘test’ months prior, their decayed corpses littered the floor of
his ‘cell’ while the blood had since caked and dried. Idly he went around the room, lightly
touching the instruments with the body that wasn’t his and passing the time as was normal for
him. Every so often he would let his mind wander, usually leading him to relive the day he hated
with a passion.
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He remembered the day well, they had near-dragged him to this room from his previous
cell, two of the ones called Wardens guarding him as a third carried him. They had tied him to a
metal table and a girl barely out of her teens had walked up and injected him with a black liquid,
then she had left with a blank look on her face, as was usual for the scientists within the walls of
this tower. He had felt pain beyond what he could comprehend, his real body breaking apart
while his mind kept experiencing the pain. Even as the last of his body faded away his mind still
felt pain, his shadow staying behind and slowly rising to shape itself into a ‘body’, the men and
women watching in curiosity at the event taking place in front of them.
The pain stopped and yet he hadn’t died despite losing his body, he could still look
around and could feel himself ‘move’, yet he knew his body didn’t exist any longer. There was a
movement around the room as the scientists gathered the data from their ‘test’, some of the blank
looks turning to wonder and curiosity as they looked at him. The girl from before came over,
undoing the straps that had bound his body and grasping something he couldn’t see, awe written
across her face at what she saw. Slowly he got up, immediately gazing at the shadowy limb she
held in hand and ‘standing’ much like a statue, unhearing of what she was talking to the others
about and simply trying to comprehend what he was looking at.
The experiment was docile so far, from what she had seen he was still adjusting to losing
his body and having it replaced with his shadow, an unexpected and unfortunate effect of the
serum that they would have to remedy. From her inspections the shadow body was solid to the
touch, though from the flickering quality around his limbs it seemed that he could change the
body’s composition given time. He got off the table suddenly, sending her scrambling back in the
case he was aggressive, straightening and showing he was slightly taller than he was prior, just
above five feet tall. With care she slowly approached him again, stopping as he turned his head
to face her, a single pure-red eye slowly opening on the right side to gaze at her, fear taking a
hold of her as she began to shake from the look.
… Why was she afraid of him now? She had been so eager to inspect him before, perhaps
‘opening’ this body’s eye had not been the best idea to do. He didn’t care at all what she felt
though, he was liable to killing everyone and thing in this room after what they had just done to
him. A second passed, the girl was lifted off of her feet with wide eyes, his hands clutched
around her throat. The others that participated in his ‘test’ started to try and get away, as if he
would let them. He ‘felt’ something enter his body and stick out from the other side, a quick twist
of his hands creating a sickening snap before it let go, letting the body fall to the ground with a
thud.
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He disregarded the weapon in his ‘body’, moving to the farthest scientist directly next to
the door, knocking him to the ground and letting out a guttural growl, human-like fingers turning
to clawed mockeries as they were raised and then left to fall. Red liquid pooled under the corpse,
the once-human looking back at the people that had subjected him to this fate, ‘mouth’ opening
in twisted smile, naught but blood-red silhouetting the jagged black to signify it open, before he
went after the next of his victims. Blood flew through his ‘body’, splattering across the machines
and other items strewn across the room, as he continued to kill regardless if they tried to stop him
or simply let it occur.
A loud slam alerted him to the door, turning to face the only entrance while keeping a
firm hold on the last man, ‘human’ hands reaching down and gripping the back of the skull
before pulling up. The man’s head was jerked up, then pushed back down with force beyond that
of a normal human, small cracks appearing under the skull while bone crunched under the
impact. With a gait lacking purpose, the once-human walked towards what separated him from
those outside, ‘his’ left fist rearing back and punching the door with he assumed was ‘his’ body’s
strength, the result leaving him without a hand for a few seconds and a loud bang rumbling
through the Tower. Light flickered for several seconds, the being looking up curiously before he
was shrouded in darkness, his new ‘cell’ closed off and left to rot.
He had no name, none within these walls did except for the scientists, only they were
given that right, the Wardens were simply soldiers and minor convicts who wished to ‘redeem’
themselves, as if that were possible in a place like this. Those that resided in these cells were
those who had no family, those that had committed the gravest of crimes, those that were
forsaken by the world they lived in, regardless of if they had a name prior they were stripped of
their name and given a series of letters and numbers. It didn’t matter at this point, he was
destined to simply ‘die’ or remain locked up until the world ended, and so he simply waited in
his ‘cell’ and tomb passing the time until something happened.
When he heard a rapping on the door he didn’t know what to do, hearing the child’s voice
made him doubly unsure of what to do, so he simply listened to what the boy had to say. “Would
you like to come play? Knock one for no, knock two for yes.” Five seconds passed by before he
came up with his answer, reaching out with a sinister-looking smile and knocking once, then a
second time, the door opening quickly after and blinding him with light that he hadn’t seen in
months. A growl left his mouth, the yellow-eyed child dressed fully in bloody, ragged white
clothing laughing before leaving him behind before skipping to the next door, repeating the
question over and listening for the reply.
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The once-human ‘felt’ his eye blink once, then twice, before he walked into the hallway
and then after the child, very little thought put upon why he did so. Another door was pulled
open by the boy, emitting a clank and creak as it swung open, the person inside pushing past the
child and knocking him to the ground. The shadow being crossed the distance between him and
the fleeing man, pushing the human to the ground and letting out a growl while his hand gripped
the back of the skull. The one who freed him came into view, skipping around to the front,
twirling once before standing still with hands behind his back and eyes closed, slightly leaning
forward as he picked up the man’s head to look the child in the face.
“You don’t want to play?” A question said with disappointment only a child could convey
was asked, the addressed shaking as fear was experienced in the presence of a monster, the
answer coming slowly and stuttered. “N-n-no-o-o I-I-I d-d-d-o-n-n’t.” A single eye was opened
halfway, silence consuming them beyond the light breathing of the child and panicked gasps of
the man, the boy’s left hand moving out with his knife in hand. “That’s too bad, you’re just
another toy to play with them.” No time was given for the experiment to struggle, a flash of steel
and the other’s movements stilled, a childish giggle sounding out before the child stood up
beginning to skip along in an attempt to find more people to play with, leaving behind the
shadow and the corpse beneath it.
The nameless being stood back up, watching as his ‘rescuer’ continued on his merry way,
his gaze looking down at the man he helped kill. Hands shaped like a bestial monster grasped
tattered black fabric and delicately removed them from their previous owner, the shadow
donning the hooded robe and leaving behind the body drowning in blood. ‘His’ body returned to
its previous state, eye and mouth closing, hands returning to ‘normal’ and hiding underneath the
fabric of the sleeves, as he walked after the child. His thoughts wandered as he silently strode
after the boy, thoughts turning bloody as he passed cell after cell both unlocked and locked, the
bodies of Wardens, experiments and scientists already slumped against the wall, hanging from
the ceiling and embedded in the floor or walls. Blood of all colors littered the surroundings,
corpses occasionally having missing body parts, skin and holes through their bodies’ only the
haunting laughter of the child alongside the clang of metal upon metal being heard through the
hallway.
“Why are we guarding this girl, we should be helping contain the rouge experiment!”
“It doesn’t matter if a no-name experiment gets loose, it only matters that she isn’t allowed to be
let out and cause an even greater mess than it is currently.”
“Don’t you feel anything for our comrades likely dying to the thing out there? Are you that
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heartless to let them possibly die! She heard them talking, she wasn’t allowed to say she heard
them. “… You must be new to the position of a Warden, otherwise you would understand why I
say what I do.” “I’ve been here for three years, I-“
“No wonder you’re this naïve… I’ve been here for forty years. I’ve watched those I call friends
die to the creatures this place creates, I’ve watched children and babes be used as nothing more
than an experiment, I’ve seen the scientists break down after each experiment regardless of
success or failure. This job is nothing more than penance and a wish for death, be grateful you
still have your innocence boy, after your fifth year you’re likely to have lost it.”
They were having an… argue… ment… what was that?
“That doesn’t matter! The point is we should be out there helping, not standing outside the cell of
a girl waiting for something to find us!” “Where are you from?” “Why does that matter to you,
old man?” “I want to know where to send your corpse after this event is over if you keep
planning on going.” What… was that noise? …it sounded strange and the two outside quieted.
She wasn’t allowed to think about anything so she let herself sink back into her corner of
darkness.
Blood dripped from the dagger that took Brother’s life and many others, the boy
stumbling drunkenly down the hallway, continuing to knock on each door he came across despite
his own injuries. Several had accepted his invitation to playtime, others had denied or tried to
trick him into letting them out, he had the Darkness kill them. They were boring to play with,
unlike the Wardens. Almost all of his injuries had come from their weapons and his actions, each
one surprised at his method of playing before he stabbed them somewhere, sometimes killing
them, other times not. He let out a giggle as he turned a corner stopping and looking at two men
in metallic armor, one carrying a greatsword across his back, the other carrying twin katana at his
waist.
Immediately upon his turning the corner, they drew their weapons and ceased their
previous conversation, both standing their ground unlike what a majority of people would do in
their place. The nameless child walked forward, each step with the left leg forcefully jerked
forward along with a steadily dripping wound etched into just above his knee. A blur surrounded
the child before he vanished from sight, clanging of dagger upon sword sending the younger of
the two Wardens jumping, the older man holding the child back with one hand, blank yellow
eyes staring into half-lidded uncaring black. A swing of his left hand sent the child tumbling
back, spinning three times before ending on his back, the sword returned to its place, the flat
placed against the shoulder as he waited for the boy to get up.
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“Are you ready to fight, boy?” The younger Warden shuffled slightly in place, the noise
making the boy’s body twitch before sitting up, the crazed smile of the kitten still set on his face,
the hood stitched into the back having covered the boy’s head and shadowing all but the lower
portions. Like a puppet on its strings, he jerkily stood up, head tilting to the side, limbs lacking
any tension and the knife held loosely in his grip, a step, then another followed by a hop before
he disappeared from view. The younger man stepped forward, swinging his weapons in a scissorlike fashion while his ‘superior’ turned around making the movement to begin a swing.
Almost always after a failed attempt, a creature would attempt to come from behind by any
means necessary that was simply instinct saying that if one way didn’t work, try in a different
manner, which was why the older man swung backwards instead of forwards. His eyes grew
larger for a single moment before returning to their previous state, the swing hitting naught but
empty air while the out of the corner of his vision he saw the child in the middle of his own
swing, aiming directly for the point where both katana crossed.
Sparks flew from the exchange, the twin swords flying backwards still gripped by their
owner while the dagger flew into the air, a hop and outstretched hand returning it to the child’s
left hand before it was swung down. Another ringing of steel as the blow was clumsily parried
away, the boy’s body twisting almost unnaturally to send a kick at the younger Warden’s head,
flesh and bone connecting with the metal helm causing the man to stumble back, the right sword
dropped with a clatter before it was broken into pieces by the greatsword, ensuring the boy
remained without a decent weapon. The boy flipped back once, the Cheshire’s grin in place
under the shadowed face, a giggle racking his body with pain before he ‘charged’ in again,
making zero effort to walk or stand decently as he stumbled forward, knife darting out twice to
the sound of striking metal.
A flash of movement, three strikes sent at the older man to force him back before
focusing back on the younger, metal ground upon metal as the hastily positioned katana deflected
the two strikes. A duck under a swing from the katana, then a hop to the side avoid being split in
two bloody halves, the greatsword smashing into the ground and leaving a crater behind, a lash
out to deflect the shorter blade from impaling his heart, instead making it only enter the left lung
and making him cough out a portion of blood. The nameless child backed away, free hand
moving to place itself against the wound and feel the wet substance, pulling away and admiring
the white-red color, knife idly twirling around without his notice. The knife stopped being
moved, both hands moving behind his back while he leaned forward and playfully spoke, “You
two are fun to play with, do you mind if another comes to play along?”
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Neither had time to react before a cross between a roar and growl echoed through the
hallway, a black shape moving at the end of the hall twenty meters away, climbing along the wall
before moving quickly down the hall, crashing into the guardless claymore brought up in defense
and moving both him and the Warden crashing into the wall. Clawed hands began their attempt
to flay the man, succeeding in removing many of the plates of armor protecting the human but
unable to draw blood before being thrown away, landing on all fours and beginning to stand up
again. Shadows coalesced in front of the being, motes of black seeping from beneath the sleeves
and robes, eventually resembling a crude copy of the sword in its opponent’s weapon and near
immediately upon completion it was grasped by the grip by the left hand, swinging with nearwild abandon at one of the hated Wardens.
A swipe from both met with a clanging of metal despite one being of a different make,
nearly a half-second later both swords came around to hit one another again, ‘cracks’ appearing
along the black blade’s length with the second exchange before a final attack with the blade was
made, slamming down upon the other’s sword. A sound akin to the shattering of glass was
released with breaking of the shadow’s weapon, another created to take its place in an instant to
the surprise of the human, a full seven blows raining down before the new sword too broke. The
left hand of the being grasped the blade of the Warden’s weapon, its other hand rearing back and
moving directly at the sword, the first hand pulling the weapon down just enough to allow the
limb to pass by with a slight ‘wound’ and impale the heart.
Repeated clang after clang rang out from the boy and remaining Warden, dagger and
katana relentlessly hammering at one another in an attempt to elicit life-liquid from the other’s
wielder. The ‘fight’ had devolved quickly into a simple brawl after the involvement of the
unnamed creature, any means used in trying to put the other down, fists and kicks sent flying into
the other’s frame, weapons scraping off one another as they sought to plunge into their enemy’s
body and soak in blood. Only when the Warden let his sword drop to the ground and he resorted
to simply punching the nameless boy until he laid unmoving after the sounds of breaking bones
did the man stop, breathing heavily from the exertion. Cracking was heard, the Warden stopping
and looking at the child in morbid fear as he raised himself up, still smiling that crazed smile and
letting out a child’s laughter, the man stumbling back until he felt something enter his back and
raise him up.
Jerkily he looked to the left and down, seeing a black limb with blue-red blood running
along its length, the single red eye glaring balefully up at him, behind that showing the man he
had argued with moments earlier lying slumped against the wall unbreathing, before he turned
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back to look at the child, five words whispered amidst the dripping of blood. “… I don’t… want
to die…” The boy went over to the remaining katana, picking it up before bounding to just in
front of the man, tilting his head to the side and giggling as a reply and question left the Cheshire
grin, “What’s dying, is that like sleeping? Because Onii’s going to send you to sleep and we’ll be
done playing.” Confusion was apparent in both the being’s eye and that of the Warden’s though
for separate reasons, then abruptly the shadow ripped his hand from the man’s corpse, pulling out
something as well and crushing it before the child could take a look, the corpse going limp and
falling to the ground crumpled.
The child happily skipped over to the cell, opening the door and peering inside with a
look of childish wonder, greeted with meeting a single figure curled up in the corner. Without
any warning he ‘walked’ over, looking at the girl until she looked at him, steel-grey eyes meeting
his own pale yellow, green shoulder-length hair arranged as straightly as possible without any
items help, wearing simple brown ragged clothing and white bandages covering the entirety of
her right arm. Neither spoke for several seconds, eventually the boy asking a simple question,
“Would you like to come play with me and Onii?”
She heard the question… she had no answer. She wasn’t allowed to make her own
decisions that was what Master was for. But… who was Master… did she get to choose?
Perhaps… perhaps…
She hadn’t even realized her head had nodded until the boy had grasped her hand and pulled her
up to stand beside him, letting go and backing out into the hall, turning around when she didn’t
move from her spot. A huff escaped him before he called out to her, “Onee, come on let’s play.”
the girl reacting instantly and moving after the other child, stopping only to pick up the
greatsword in her left hand, the metal scraping against the stone as the blade was picked up,
before following behind as he kept doing as he had prior to meeting her.
Silence engulfed the halls, broken only by the dripping of liquid falling into pools and
recesses, they were mostly void of life, only the occasional pattering of feet as their owner ran
trying to find the exit telling of something other than the dead inhabiting the hallways stained in
multi-colored blood. Each level of the prison/tower was the same, barring only the first and topmost floors, fighting with all manner of technology, sorcery and biological parts to the point
where there was almost none that held the same weapon as another. Bodies lay in various states,
some pristine and unmarked, others with holes blown through their body, limbs and heads
missing from the torso, and others still with flesh and bone crushed under extreme force or
burned to ashes.
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The first floor was where the heaviest of fighting took place, experiments and Wardens
fighting with limited numbers as they tried to complete their conflicting objectives. Blood
covered every inch of the floor and walls, not a single spot left untouched by the precious liquid,
corpses strewn throughout the hallways to the point where the floor was covered by bodies in
several corridors. Two different sounds were distinctly heard regardless of someone’s position,
the first being the relative normal crashing of weapons, the second being the sound that sent
chills down most ‘normal’ humans spines, the insane child’s laughter.
Only one other person had caught the Child’s attention during the time he spent inside the
tower, a girl older than him only by a few years that felt like both him and the shadow that
appeared to be blind, skin a shade darker than his own with black hair, covered in black rags like
quite a few others had. She had smiled gently when he had opened the door to her cell from her
spot on the stone bed, the boy pausing for a moment as she struggled to stand up and stay upright
before moving towards the door, idly noting her height was just shorter than his own as he turned
away, two simple words spoken and unheeded as the boy ran off to someplace else. She didn’t
mind though, sooner or later she would find him again, and they could play whatever game he
wished to play, just like he had asked. Though first she would have to get used to walking around
again in a place she didn’t know well… that was going to be an issue…
She could hear better… but that didn’t help too much other than telling her where others
were, the same could be said of smelling… she could try doing what the Mad Men had gifted her
with, but that made her entire body hurt. Still… she could be bear the pain for a short while to
find her way out, and hopefully find him again, and so with that decision made her skin rapidly
turned from their pale shade similar to the other Child to a pitch black like the Darkness. She
stayed in that form for only two seconds before changing back to normal, body racked with pain
as it was forced to become something unnatural, panting escaping her mouth as she forced
herself to move forward down the long hallway she found herself within.
Slowly the pain faded away to a dull numb, allowing her to walk again instead of
stumbling along, a hand lightly grazing along the stone wall making sure she didn’t run into one
of the doors of said wall. It took a while before the wall finally gave out, a step forward quickly
turning into a step back as a crack of noise sounded from her right, startling her as she felt blood
dribble down her cheek and allowing her instincts to put her where they thought her safe. She
heard whoever was around the corner do something that she assumed was the reason for her
bleeding, and so in that precious few moments she thought as fast as possible about what she
could do. She could use her gift again and bear the pain, hoping that whatever had hit her wasn’t
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magic, or try leaving by moving the other way along the hall… but if she did that then she might
get too far behind Him, so she only had one option really.
The shifting of flesh, bone and blood went quicker this time than before, the pain numbed
as adrenaline kicked in and she saw the world again through non-blinded eyes again, it was
always disorienting to see again after so long of nothing but darkness, even if it was only black
and white and grey. Turning the corner was met with another crack, even now that she could see
she didn’t see what went through her, focusing solely on the Warden protecting a stairwell, the
woman holding a weapon of wood and metal that looked similar to a pipe while at her side laid
another weapon in its sheathe, a simple lamellar cuirass being the only armor she wore. There
were a few corpses scattered around them, four of them wearing rags similar to her and others
like her, while the last was another Warden in a suit of armor.
There was no plan other than to rush forward, she wouldn’t last long even with the
adrenaline backing her up, the pain would eventually overwhelm it and cripple her if she let
herself use the gift for too long. So she went straight for a kill without bothering to see what her
enemy would do, only barely noticing the pipe-thing being sent off to the side and the sword at
her side drawn, it didn’t matter though, the sword swept through her form, passing through the
shadows without resistance even as her arm was reared back and sent to rake the neck. She didn’t
stop moving even after she attacked the human, running through the open doorway and onto the
stairwell, barely hearing the muted thump and loud clatter as the corpse fell to the ground as she
returned to normal.
Her head was swimming from the pain, body pressed against the wall as ragged gasps
tore through her, a retch coming every few breathes as the pain finally caught up to her and the
adrenaline stopped, slumping to the stone steps as she tried desperately not to pass out… that
would mean she would not get to play with Him… It took several minutes before she was finally
able to function well enough to stand again, and another half-minute after that before she was
stumbling down the circular stairway down without having to worry that she would fall off the
edge by accident. Even with her gift she wouldn’t survive that fall, so she settled with the slow
step by step down the massive tower, hoping that she wouldn’t be forced to use her gift much
more. Someone went past her quickly as if in a rush to get out as quickly as possible, jostling her
as whoever it was barged past, said action causing her to lose her tenuous balance and sending
her falling down several steps, nearly falling off into the hole the stairs encompassed.
That was mean… they could’ve just waited for her to climb down… now she was a bit
angry and pain was dying to nothing, a growl left her mouth as she shifted back to the darkness,
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and finally saw where she was and who had gone past her, then she understood why. It was a
stone chamber, with many stairs shaped from the walls allowing for passage up and down, a
circular pit wider than she was tall that she couldn’t see the top or bottom of yet, a metal door
lower down heading to what she assumed was another level, but her focus was on the man
currently running just past the door.
He wore a lab coat, that meant he was one of the Mad Men, she didn’t hold any ill-will
towards them, only the stupid or vengeful would, given they normally said why they did the
things they did before they started any experiment, and several had been crying near-silently
when she had her test done. They were not heartless, but the monsters they made… they were a
different story. Her body leapt across the gap between her and him, barreling into him and
flipping them over several times before they hit a large enough step to stop them both, her right
hand grasping the other man’s throat while her left was raised into a fist. He didn’t even try to
beg for mercy. Her fist smashed into his face once to the crack of his skull, then again to the
same sound of his neck, and again to his ribs before her anger was satisfied and she went back to
normal, strangely absent from the pain that normally plagued her other form. Slowly she rose
from her spot above the corpse, left hand once more used to help guide her down the seemingly
never-ending stairwell… hopefully she would hit the ground floor soon, it was disconcerting
going down these stairs…
The Child was laughing, there were so many people to play with, both as playmates and
toys, his entire form was littered with wounds to the point that they could be confused for several
large wounds, not that it bothered him too much as they didn’t really hurt all too much. The
sword he had taken a while ago had broken, so he had taken to using whatever weapon he came
across until it too broke into pieces, the only thing he refused to break was the knife that killed
Brother… that was precious like Cheshire’s smile. Onii was strange, he liked to ravage the
corpses of the Mad Men he found until there was little left by a bloody smear and bits of bone
and cloth, yet he stayed with him while everyone else besides Onee had gone off to play on their
own. Onee was just as strange, she didn’t do anything unless she was told to do something,
which was a bit annoying when it was playtime as she would just stand there uncaring to
everything, including when she had weapons impaled through her, and not play along with him
and Onii unless he told her to…
Shaking his head, the child skipped out of the room he and Onee currently were in,
stopping only to make sure she was still following before continuing on, Onii was somewhere up
ahead prowling along the walls waiting for the chance for some to catch and rip apart whatever
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toy he found. He didn’t know how long it had been since he started playing, though it must have
been quite a while since he was feeling a bit tired, he never felt tired except when it was time for
sleep, so that meant he had been up for a while at least… that also meant he was close to simply
passing out at any given moment, so he should probably finish playtime and get outside.
Skipping off with Onee in tow, the Child wandered around the many halls looking for the way
out, and failing for the most part, there wasn’t any more sounds other than his occasional laugh
and the scraping of Onee’s near-broken sword.
… Why did this place have to be so big? There was too many hallways and corridors
leading every which way and he couldn’t even tell what the symbols meant so he didn’t know if
there were any directions to the outside… He really didn’t like not knowing where to go or being
unable to read those symbols… After what felt like a very long time the Child finally stopped,
not having laughed the moment he started feeling frustrated minutes ago, dropping to the ground
and pouting at the unfairness that was this level, only looking up when he heard the scraping stop
in front of him. Onee was look down at him with her blank eyes and face, seemingly just waiting
for him to say something for her to do… did she know the way out of this level perhaps? It was a
try to ask regardless… he wasn’t getting anywhere by just wandering. “Onee, do you know how
to get outside?”
His answer was a simple nod and the clattering of her sword being dropped to the ground,
Onee turning towards the wall to his left and rearing her left fist back before sending it crashing
straight through the wall with no effort, the Child watching blankly for a moment as smoke rose
from the newly-made hole and Onee went through it without so much as a sound. The smoke
cleared as another crash of masonry being broken through met his ears, the Child getting up and
moving to follow her when he stopped as Onii appeared from the hallway ahead of him, meeting
him quickly within seconds before looking at the hole as another crash sounded. “Onee is
scary…” The words were whispered lightly, but given the relative silence in between crashes, it
may have well been spoken aloud, Onii gave it no mind however as he walked through the hole,
followed swiftly by the Child as everything was second to seeing the outside for the first time.
Thirteen more crashes echoed through the desolate tower, the girl brute-forcing her way through
walls meant to weather the force of great beings without slowing in the slightest, and as the
fourteenth wall in her way was about to open her Master and his brother finally caught up with
her, the stone once more sent flying outward as her fist met the wall. Bright light meeting her
eyes made her blink twice before returning her arms to her sides and walking back to behind
Master as was her place, Master and his brother having their eyes screwed shut and arms
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covering their faces from the blinding light that met them.
The light hurt his eyes for a little while, but that was fine, he would see the outside for the
first time! He would get to see everything that he and Brother had dreamed of… he missed
Brother already… but would Brother want him to sulk? No, he wouldn’t, so he shouldn’t be
sad… but that didn’t help him much… so with both sorrow and excitement he put his arms
down, walked through the hole Onee made, and opened his eyes to see the world outside. It
was… quite breathtaking seeing the endless blue sands stretching out in front and to the right of
him, while trees of black and dazzling colors enticed his left, looking up, he saw a rapidly fading
crimson sky slowly fading to darkness, the white sun peeking out from behind the dunes as if it
was falling asleep like him. What caught his attention most though was the three moons staring
down at him, two smaller ones looking over the third in a way that he giggled at, the two smaller
moons were upside-down crescents looking like they were amused, while the third was in the
shape of a smile like Cheshire.
He laughed again, the sorrow leaving him as he looked at everything in wonder, feeling
the warm sand between bare feet and twirling around without a single care, immediately bolting
away after his third twirl towards the forest with another laugh, Onee and Onii slowly walking
after him. He was as happy as could be, maybe the other girl would find them soon as well and
they could play together with Onee and Onii, but first… it was time to sleep. And with that final
thought, the Child fell face-first into the sand, ignorant of how every physical wound he had
gained had healed.
There was something lapping against her feet as she walked along the empty corridors,
beyond that one man earlier she hadn’t met anyone else in her very slow-going journey, though
she had thankfully managed to get to the ground floor quickly after that point, she’d only been up
a few floors higher, though that was a still a lot of steps. A clatter as her foot hit something a
kicked it forwards a short way made her stop for a moment, slowing her walk so she could try
and find whatever it was before she stepped over it, eventually her foot hitting that object again
but not sending it skidding away. Kneeling down she grasped the object, feeling something
mostly smooth with a few notches etched into the object from something, her hand moving along
one way and finding it the exact same before moving to the other and finding her hand hitting
something. Confused she removed her hand from the object, moving it around whatever had
blocked her, grasping the item again and finding something much more like cloth over something
else that felt like the other part…
She didn’t know what it was but it was probably a weapon of some kind, it was probably
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a bad idea to pick it up and use it if she got into trouble again, seeing as how she didn’t know
what it was or how to use it, but she didn’t want to rely on using only her gift to be able to
defend herself, it hurt too much to use it every time. She continued on without bothering to test
out what the new object in her hands was, mostly because she was afraid that the maybe-weapon
wouldn’t work a second time, considering she couldn’t even tell what it was beyond the
materials making it up she thought that was a valid reason… Why did she even need a reason? It
wasn’t as if anyone was going to question her why she had whatever it was in her hands, they
would either leave her alone or try and kill her, so what did it matter if she had it… He might
ask, but she could just say it was for playing later… maybe that’d work…
Her thoughts stopped when she heard a noise farther ahead, something akin to a louder
splash than what she had been making, moving her grip from the smooth portion to the cloth part
since it felt ‘right’ to hold there, she didn’t know why but she trusted her instincts more than her
own mind, likely because as far as she knew, the former had never steered her wrong… Was she
really letting her thoughts run rampant again? … She really needed to stop doing that in these
situations, it may get her killed at some point if she kept at it. Shaking her head to hopefully rid
herself of the annoying thoughts, she slowly walked forward amidst the puddles of liquid at her
feet, making as little possible noise as she could, until she kicked something else lightly and
managed to send something quite large crashing down in front of her…
She waited for a short while to see if whatever or whoever was making the other nowsilent noise would come towards her now, she didn’t hear any footfalls retreating or moving
closer or any splashes of liquid so she assumed that it/she/he was waiting just like she was, so
hoping not to hit anything else she cautiously started moving forward again. Unfortunately, luck
did not favor her in the slightest, as just a few dozen steps more, and another crash sounded as
she barely tapped another metallic thing… this was getting annoying… Thankfully
whatever/whoever was ahead of her had decided either to scatter in a different direction than her
with all the noise she had made, or at least was ready to stay put instead of moving toward her…
perhaps running into things was actually helping her in that regard?
What did it matter though, she still needed to go further if she wanted to be with Him and
play whatever games he wanted to play, she didn’t want to be left behind by Him or the other
Darkness, so she had to keep going even if it meant be hurt again or dying, she wouldn’t mind
the latter after so long of pain, darkness and broken memories. The rapid pattering of feet
scurrying off in a different direction than her made her give a weak smile as kept moving
forward, at least she had an inkling of good fortune there… unless it/she/he was only moving
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away to better ambush her now that it knew what direction she was in… best to keep her hearing
alert in that case.
She made slower progress after that point, the ground beneath the liquid uneven and
making her stumble every few steps, but it was annoying nearly falling twice and cutting her feet
several times over in a what felt like a short walk after the long journey down. Thankfully the
stone got less uneven as went further and further, though it still had her stumbling every four or
six steps, especially on the non-stone things, they kept shifting regardless of where she put
weight on them, they also occasionally made muffled noises as they shifted, clinking, clacking,
ruffling and crunching under her. After a lot of walking she finally returned to solid, dry stone,
the liquid not being in as great quantities as it was behind her… perhaps it was a bit sunken from
some sort of damage that someone/something caused earlier… nothing else really made sense to
her so she would just go with that logic. She kept her thoughts silent for as long as possible after
that, managing to reach the hall’s end and moving along what seemed like a circular room,
continuing to move around the room with hand placed against the wall. After three minutes or so
she felt the smooth stone give way to something more cold and metallic, a door of some kind…
though it was much, much, much larger than any of the other doors she had felt along the way
down, usually only a few seconds was needed to move back onto the stone, this one took almost
a minute to cross the metal, and then the metal gave way to air.
Needless to say she wasn’t ready for the sudden lack of anything to support her,
ungracefully falling through the air just beside the door to land amidst something softer than the
stone she was used to walking. It wasn’t hot or cold, about the same temperature as the stone
behind her, it wasn’t very solid, seeing as it shifted ever so slightly as she used her hands to push
herself back up, and its texture was a bit rougher than that of stone… perhaps just a peek was
necessary to know how to continue forward? A short internal debate followed before her form
once more turned to darkness, her gaze looking out in wonder at the expanse of terrain before
her, then at the sky above her, before finally looking back and up the Tower, and had she been
normal and never seen such a thing before she would’ve likely been shocked at the scale. It was
immense in all sense of the word, the door was at least ten of her in height alone, likely more,
and its width was quite massive as well… she didn’t want to meet whatever had pushed open the
right door… Moving on seeing as pain was starting to blossom again and she still needed to go
look for Him, the Tower was easily multiple of those doors in height, disappearing into the
clouds above without any issue, and likely multiple doors sitting on their sides wide as well,
seemingly shaped from a single giant stone as not a single seam could be found anywhere along
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its length beyond the door.
Not getting too caught up in the amazement of seeing something so grand and imposing,
she immediately turned around and went straight up a decent-sized dune that previously was to
her left, joy lighting up her being as she saw Him again playing amidst the dunes, watched by the
Darkness and another girl. Her joy turned to worry immediately upon him falling face-first into
the ground, ignoring the steadily growing pain she bolted towards the Child, reaching his side in
a few dozen seconds and immediately calming herself and returning to normal as she heard his
light breathing. He was only sleeping, that was nice… now she was tired as well and the dulling
pain was helping to stave it off… she didn’t want to be left again…
And with that last thought she sat down next to the Child, lightly dozing off to dream of playing
with Him.

MMIII
The Millennial Matchstick Girl
Had you flayed the skin off her body, she wouldn’t have felt it, too cold to feel…anything. How
long do you have to hold yourself to feel warmth?
The shimmering candy wrappers tinkled in the alley light, nickel stars of glam and glitter.
Maybe a couple more trick or treats to fill an empty stomach. Maybe a couple more hits to
drown the pain.
She wrapped herself into her arms, like an alley cat preparing for the onslaught of ice and slice.
They say you have to weather the storm, but what do you do when the storm weathers you, tears
at you with icicle-sharp claws and shivering thrusts?
Cocaine emanations will keep her warm tonight, maybe even the world. Enough cocaine can
steal away any misery; replace it with a smile like the Tooth Fairy. Enough delusion and you can
convince yourself of anything, even your worth.
She pulled from her pocket another silvery chocolate, fidgeting with the wrapper as her frozen
fingers came upon the creamy filling. At least when the bittersweet taste slid down her throat,
she didn’t feel like a cheap slut. Pathetic how chocolate has replaced true men. Doesn’t matter.
So what if he strikes her. As long as she eats, right?
When she hid among the tricker-treaters in their bullshit costumes of Medieval moralities and
ideologies long sent to the Nuremberg of our day, she fit in so easily, a green bedazzled fairy
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whose drunk father cries alone on the couch at night, and whose ghost of a mother haunted their
memories. Disney is always on top of Halloween fashion. The girl opens her palms as she
whimpers, “Trick or Treat.”
The college boy looked her up and down like a piece of cake that’s fallen onto the floor. “What
are you supposed to be?”
She looked up into his eyes and says, “I’m a homeless whore.”
“Inventive,” he says while inundating her unclenched fists with chocolates, tarts and trifles. She
understood how it worked. They ask you to strip and in return you fill your belly with an
overdose of sweet.
The girl’s step mother bedazzled her dress and kept repeating, “She’s a good girl.” She sniffed
herself and cringed. Paris Hilton certainly wouldn’t be coming out with that scent: “Crack
Addict Chic.”
She slides the candies into her pockets and runs towards the next house. In the back of her mind,
she hoped that at least one of her “sweet patrons” would kill her. Where are the wannabe Ed
Geins when you need them? Too bad Dahmer was just into boys.
She picked through her pocket, flowing over with empty candy wrappers. House to house and
back to the alley she went to forget her troubles with a mouthful of sugar.
Dropping herself down against the wall, she fidgeted with her cigarette lighter, one, twice, three
times. Finally a light sparked for her dirty cigarette, laced up like a slut with heroin. She leaned
back and puffed away, the world draining away into the blur.
She fell away into another dimension, an ocean of candies laced with cyanide and round fruity
gumballs with razors hanging pendulously from the trees. She stormed awake and puffed again
from her cigarette and once again and fell into another dimension. Everything moved like a wild
trip. Every inch of her skin covered in heroin needles delivering their punches. She tried hard to
bring her vision back, though needles were stuck into each of her eyes. She forced herself away,
clawing up the wall to escape.
The night grew cold and the darkness filled every nooks of the city. She squat there, her
cigarette close to its end. She sucked her cigarette once last time, one last hit and she fell back
into her youth, like a child tumbling back after first trying to sit up.
“Baby, we need to go!” Her mother fitted the coat over her shoulders and closed her red suitcase,
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clothes sticking out the sides. “We need to go. Hurry!”
Was this her last chance? Was this luck or another bear trap of pain and despair? She lifted the
suitcase and came down the stairs in a hurry. The door laid wide open and the car outside
already on. Her mother took her bag and screamed “Get in the fucking car! We need to go!”
Though it was summer in Texas, a deep cold came over her. Frost and bitter shivs of ice came
down on her. “I’m coming, momma!”
She heaved herself up into the Volkswagen and buckled her belt. Her mother got in quickly and
hit the peddle, speeding out of the shitty apartment block and hurrying out of the city. Her
mother turned the air co on and raised the volume on the radio. “It’s going to be okay, momma!
It’s going to be fine this time!” For a moment, she felt still, no drugs, no hate, just a glimpse of
peace before the long fall.
The windows fogged up at first and finally the scene shred apart like splinters of ice. “Mom,
let’s go!” Splinters and more splinters like daggers of freeze violated her vision, shredding it all
apart like a blizzard.
She awoke with a start, her body freezing in the bitter cold. She reached for another cigarette to
ease the hallucinations but found none. She lay back and huddled into a ball.
She felt the light warmth and the tender heartbeat. She lay in judgment without fear of the
inevitability. She held her breath, expecting a deep plunge, but, instead of damnation, she felt a
soft sweater rocking her back and forth. As the drug took her mind away she heard the soft voice
whisper “It’s going to be okay, baby. Momma’s got you.”
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Alex Guerra
Muerte en La Galaxia
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Caught
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Victoria Vinson

Winter Walk in Ark
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Winter Walk at Dusk in Arkansas

Medium: Acrylic
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Impressionistic Ballerina

Medium: Acrylic
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Her Shoes

Medium: Acrylic
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Stephanie Ortiz

Alessandra
Medium: Mixed
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Scrutiny

Medium: Mixed
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Tlacaelel Fuentes

Nuclear Cross
Medium: Cut black paper on blue background
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Guitar
Medium: Cut black paper on blue background
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The Platter
Medium: Cut paper (below)
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Taped Face
Medium: Surgical Tape
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The Chair Series

Tlacaelel Fuentes, Artist. New Mexico
I like the idea of the chair. I found this chair at a yard sale.
It came out of a church in Taos. I like the spirituality of my
friends being invited to sit.
~A chair has a metaphorical meaning in this series. The idea
that "If I knock, will you open? If I am hungry will you feed
me? If I am tired, will you give me rest? Some people keep
a chair and plate at the dinner table where a deceased loved
one used to sit.

Press photo for National Hispanic Cultural Center performance of
Yo Soy Joaquin

Dr. Darcy in the Chair
Jim Foster in the Chair
Mickey Cruz El Cantante
in the Chair
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Jennifer Bowyers
Early Morning Wade

Medium: Acrylics
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Hill Country

Medium: Acrylics
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Above All Else, Guard Your Heart

Medium: Acrylics
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Out of the Dark

Medium: Acrylics
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The Kissing Trees

Medium: Acrylics
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Sara Jean Ruiz
Third Chance

Medium: Watercolor
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Ezra

Medium: Watercolor, Prismacolor, India Ink
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3005

Medium: Oil Pastel
209

Healy

Medium: Watercolor
210

Christopher Longoria
3-D Art Ceramic Work

Owl Casserole

Medium: High fire stoneware in a Wissingers orange-blue rutile glaze
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Temmoku Black Glaze Jar

Medium: High fire stoneware with a combo of celadon under shinges temmoku black
glaze
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Horse Hair Raku Bottle

Medium: Ceramic with Horse Hair Raku Application Process
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Horse Hair Raku Vase

Medium: Ceramic with Horse Hair Raku Application Process
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Malcolm Davis Shino Glaze Pitcher

Medium: Ceramic High Fire Stoneware in a Malcolm Davis Shino Glaze
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Women and Gender Studies Symposium
SCHEDULE
 10:00 Greetings---- Dolores Guerrero
 10:05 Panel: “Women in Fashion”
Kathleen Rees, Garment Workers Union
Cameron Moon, Starting a Business in the Fashion Industry
 11:00: “Honoring School Superintendents, a Female
Perspective”
Drs. Sue Nelson, Lisa Gonzales, Carol Perez, Severita
Sanchez, and Cynthia Garcia
 11:45: Panel and Presentation: Composers of Note: PathBreaking Women in Concert
Elizabeth Janzen, Joseph Jones, Melinda Brau, Sehee Lee,
and Joachim Reinhuber
 12:30 Conversation and Light Snacks
 1:30 Presentation: Marie Jackie Magdaleno, filmmaker
 2:15 Panel: “Positive Impact of Board Director Gender
Diversity”
Genevieve Scanlan, Jennifer Taylor, Barbara Oates and
Karen Cicala
 2:45 Presentation: “Felice Scwartz: Why Some Are Still
Looking for the Mommy Track”
Lana McDonnell
 3:00 Women’s Marches and Grassroots Organizing
Patti Huskin, Jeanne Butler, Diane Fields, Roberto Cordova
Vela
 4:00 NOW Presentation of Person of the Year
 Closing Reception
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TAMUK NOW 2017 Person of the Year
Nominee Biographies
Jo Elda Castillo-Alaniz is the Director of the TAMUK
Student Health and Wellness (SHW) which serves the
physical, emotional, and distinct academic needs of
Texas A&M University-Kingsville students. Units
include Health Care Clinic, Counseling Services,
Disability Resource Center (DRC), and a Wellness
Program. Ms. Castillo-Alaniz has strived to develop an
environment to facilitate the wellness needs of students, faculty and staff from across the
university. She is an advocate for various aspects of the concept of wellness, including issues of
domestic violence and rape. She assists various organizations and committees with her
knowledge of advocacy for the TAMUK community, often integrating other resources into the
blend of voices to help complete our knowledge base on issues. Ms. Castillo-Alaniz strives to
ensure that all services and information provided to/from students at the Wellness Center is
confidential. The Wellness Center mission is to raise students 'awareness on physical,
emotional, social, spiritual, intellectual, and occupational dimensions, to produce life changing
results and to provide a teaching and learning environment which helps students acquire life-long
learning skills and obtain education success.
Ms. Castillo-Alaniz has served under the TAMUK Student Affairs Division for 20 years.
Her leadership includes the following areas: Assistant Director – Student Activities; Associate
Director - Student Health and Wellness; Interim Director – Career Services; Interim Director –
Office of Student Activities; and Interim Director – Student Health and Wellness. She has over
20 years of experience in leadership training, event programming, and conducting Wellness
presentations regionally and nationally. Since 2002, she has managed the award winning Peer
Educator Program (PEP Talk) and worked closely with the on-call crisis counseling team. Jo
Elda’s has been instrumental in managing programs such as: HOP (Healthy Options Program);
STEP UP Javelinas (Bystander Intervention Program); W4W – Women’s Retreat; Men’s Retreat;
Be All You Can Be Awards Ceremony and Women’s Leadership Reception; Take Back the Night
Event; Walk a Mile in Her Shoes – Campus March; Tropical Temptations – Safe Spring Break
Fair and most recently a project coordinator/director with the HIV/AIDS Partnership Grant.
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April 7, 2014, Ms. Castillo-Alaniz was named the Student Health and Wellness Director which
oversees a comprehensive university health care program and wellness services component that
includes the following units: Health Care Clinic, Wellness Program, Counseling Services and
Disability Resource Center. Ms. Castillo-Alaniz graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in
Government from The University of Texas at Austin and a Master of Science in Counseling and
Guidance from TAMUK.

Dr. Jaya Goswami
Dr. Jaya Goswami is Associate Dean of the College of Education and
Human Performance, Associate Professor in the Department of Teacher
and Bilingual Education, and Director of the Center for Teaching
Effectiveness (CTE) at Texas A&M University-Kingsville. In her role as
Associate Dean, her responsibilities are mostly administrative, pertaining
to curricular and student issues. As faculty, she teaches doctoral level
courses in linguistics and language learning; her research interests include
topics in language acquisition and sociolinguistics. She remains active in scholarly work, having
published and presented her research in a variety of scholarly venues. In 2013, she received the
Javelina Alumni Association Distinguished Teacher Award. As Director of the CTE, Dr.
Goswami facilitates faculty professional development through workshops and seminars;
instructional coaching; and the New Faculty Investment Program, among other activities. In
addition to the above roles, she serves the university and the community through participation in
numerous committees. Dr. Goswami received her Ph.D. in Linguistics from the University of
Connecticut and her bachelors and master’s degrees from universities in her native country,
India.
Dr. Michael Houf
Dr. Michael Houf currently serves as the Assistant Dean for the
College of Arts and Sciences. He has served as Interim Dean for the
College of Arts and Sciences. Dr. Houf served as an Associate
Professor, Texas A&M University-Kingsville for the History
Department. He attained his doctorate from Florida State University. Dr.
Houf is widely published in book and journals on the topic of the history
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of Hong Kong. He has served on various history related projects for presentation and/or publication.
Dr. Houf has been the recipient of various awards, honors and grants while at TAMUK.

Dr. Elda Sanchez.
Elda E. Sánchez, Ph.D., is the Executive Co-Director of the National
Natural Toxins Research Center (NNTRC) and an Associate
Professor of Biochemistry at Texas A&M University-Kingsville
(TAMUK), Kingsville, Texas. Dr. Sánchez received her B.S. and
M.S. from TAMUK and her Ph.D. from the Central University of
Venezuela. Dr. Sánchez joined the Department of Chemistry in 2010
as an Assistant Professor and became the head of the NNTRC in
2012. She is the PI of a $2.5 million grant from the National
Institutes of Health/Viper Resource Center (P40). Dr. Sánchez has been a researcher in the area
of Toxinology and has been a part of the NNTRC for over 27 years. The NNTRC is organized to
support basic and translational research on venomous snakes and snake venom. Dr. Sánchez has
over 80 publications in her field and has been invited to speak at various national and
international meetings. During her many years associated with the NNTRC, she has had the
opportunity to mentor many students, especially undergraduate students. Many undergraduate
students have co-authored in publications, and many have gone on to pursue a higher education
Despite the enormous influence in healthcare over the last two decades, conditions that
are ineffectively addressed by the current drug arsenal, remain a serious concern for the
treatment of many patients. The current panel of drugs is still insufficient, and new molecules are
imperative to the effective treatment of diseases traversing diverse therapeutic areas including
pain, cancer, diabetes and cardiovascular diseases. The venoms of animals represent a vast
natural resource, as they contain a wide variety of biologically-active molecules with
increasingly distinct therapeutic potential.
The National Natural Toxins Research Center (NNTRC) is an internationally renowned
biomedical research center concentrating on the discovery of snake venoms that can be used in
medical applications. The NNTRC has grown to become the only federally funded (NIH) viper
resource center in the U.S. providing high-quality venom and snake-related research materials to
national and international biomedical and biological research programs. The NNTRC is
dedicated to the advancement in the understanding of the therapeutic value of venom molecules
and the training of research scientists, graduate, undergraduate, and high school students in the
field of toxicology. The goal of the NNTRC is to provide native venoms, purified venom
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components, cDNA clones, and recombinant venom proteins of the highest quality to support
biomedical research.
Venomous snakes have an arsenal of toxins in their venoms with various biological
functions. While these toxins can create medical emergencies when humans are envenomated,
these same molecules once purified, characterized, and cloned could have therapeutic value in
treating strokes, heart attacks, preventing the metastasis of tumors, and many other medical
conditions. We hypothesize medically important molecules can be discovered from natural
products such as snakes. Based on this hypothesis, the focus of this study is to isolate,
characterize, produce cDNA libraries, and clone peptides from venomous snakes.

Dr. Catherine Ming Tu
Dr. Catherine Ming Tu was born in China and came to the U.S. with her
family, after obtaining a bachelor of arts in musicology degree from
Wuhan Conservatory of Music, on July 28, 1998. She received another
Bachelor of Music and Master of Music in Music Education from the
University of South Carolina. Her teaching experience began in 1999
where she taught early childhood music play classes under the tutelage of
Dr. Wendy Valerio. She held an elementary music position in Cleveland,
Ohio before accepting a full scholarship and assistantship at the University of Miami. She is a
summa cum laude graduate of the University of Miami (Florida) Frost School of Music. In 2008,
Dr. Tu was awarded the distinguished Presser Music Award for her successful creation of a
wonderful children’s music curriculum “Authentic Chinese Children’s Songs and Music” as a
result of her over a decade’s research and teaching experience. This creative curriculum has
made such an impact that she has been invited numerous times for presentations, lectures, and
workshops at international, national and institutional conferences, educator’s gatherings, and
classrooms in universities and grade schools, both public and private. It has been regarded as an
outstanding model for early childhood and elementary music education and a powerful tool in
incorporating language, arts, and culture all in the music learning process. Many experts and
primary school teachers have provided strong testimonies on the originality and practicality of
this scientifically designed, easy to teach and learn, and mostly effective childhood music
teaching curriculum.
Currently, Dr. Tu serves as a tenure-track assistant professor in music with the
department of music teaching music education methods classes, which are designed to train
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music teachers and to promote and improve music education among young children, elementary,
and middle school. Dr. Tu’s research has centered on infant and toddler music behaviors, and
their interactivity with the iPad, music and Autism, early impact of music on general intelligence
and linguistic skills. She is the winner of TAMUK university research award, undergraduate
research award, spring research award, Arts & Sciences Arts and Humanities research award.
Her publications have appeared in Research Perspectives in Music Education, International
Society for Music Education Asian Pacific Regional conference proceedings, the Bulletin of the
Council for Research in Music Education, and Perspectives: Journal of the Early Childhood
Music & Movement Association. Dr. Tu is the faculty sponsor for the National Association for
Music Education Collegiate chapter at TAMUK. She is deeply concerned with equal opportunity
for all early childhood music students. She gives her time back to the community by offering
children, birth to age 12, free music classes every Tuesday afternoon.
Dr. Tu has given over twenty presentations or workshops at professional conferences in
Mexico, China and United States. Her publications have appeared in the Bulletin of the Council
for Research in Music Education, Research Perspectives in Music Education, and Perspectives:
Journal of the Early Childhood Music & Movement Association. Dr. Tu is affiliated with
National Association for Music Education, Gordon Institute for Music Learning (GIML),
American Orff- Schulwerk Association, and Early Childhood Music and Movement Association.
She is certified by Musikgarten Family Music, Cycle of Seasons, Orff- Schulwerk, GIML early
childhood, elementary and instrumental music. In addition, Dr. Tu is the faculty sponsor for the
National Association for Music Education Collegiate chapter at TAMUK. In 2008, Dr. Tu was
awarded the distinguished Presser Music Award.
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TAMUK NOW 2017 “PERSON OF THE YEAR” NOMINEES

Jo Elda Castillo-Alaniz
Director: Health and Wellness Center
Texas A&M University-Kingsville
Jaya Goswami, Ph.D
Associate Dean, College of Education and Human
Performance.
Director: Center for Teaching Effectiveness
Texas A&M University-Kingsville
Michael Houf, Ph.D.
Assistant Dean
College of Arts and Sciences
Texas A&M University-Kingsville
Elda Sanchez, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
NNTRC Executive Co-Director
Texas A&M University-Kingsville
Catherine Ming Tu, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Music Education
Department of Music
Texas A&M University-Kingsville
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TAMUK NOW 2017 Person of the Year
Award

Bronze recast of
Salvadore Dali,

“The Sleep”
On a marble base.

The sculpture represents the era in
which we live, where some
advancements for American and
global Civil Rights have been
achieved, but it is NOT time to
sleep or rest of the advancements
of the past.
There is more work to be done,
more ground to be won, more
words to be spoken in the efforts
of a more free and more civil life
for everyone—regardless of
gender, race, culture or nationality
or religion.
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TAMUK NOW 2017
Person of the Year:

Dr. Catherine Ming Tu
Assistant Professor of Music Education
Department of Music
Texas A&M University-Kingsville
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Editor’s Page
It has been a privilege to work on this second issue of Tapestry. First and foremost, we
extend thanks to Dr. Susan Roberson for allowing us the opportunity and the creative freedom to
develop the concept of this journal. We sought to weave together the stories of our community.
Some told their stories in words and others through photography or various art mediums.
Nonetheless, we arrived at a rich, colorful, bold and vibrant tapestry of stories and adventures.
We extend thanks and heart-felt gratitude to all of those who submitted and trusted us to
weave your portion into the work. Your works made us smile, laugh, cry, or think. We were
proud of each every submission we accepted for this
project. Together, we arrived at a beautiful
collaboration. Seamlessly sitting by one another, our
works have truly come together to form the perfect
Tapestry

Raymond Garcia III.

Women
have always played an important role in my
life. My Grandmother Petra H. Saldana, my
mother Rachel Garcia, my sister Bonnie Garcia
and my beloved niece Natalie Nicole Garcia.
At 17, I met Melissa Ann Soliz with whom I
have been best friends since. I love you all.
. My family Tapestry. My
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children, Oscar & Kristy, Victoria & Patrick, and
Kathryn & Justin. My grandchildren, Terran and Hunter

Jenni Vinson
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